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ABSTRACT 
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Inspection is a process used to determine whether a component deviates from a given 

set of specifications. In industry, we usually use a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) 

to inspect CAD-based models, but inspection using vision sensors has recently drawn mote 

attention because of advances that have been made in computer and imaging technologies. 

In this dissertation, we introduce active vision inspection for CAD-based three-dimensional 

models. 

We divide the dissertation into three major components: (i) planning, (ii) error analysis, 

and (iii) tolerance design. In inspection planning, the inputs are boundary representation 

(object centered representation) and an aspect graph (viewer centered representation) of the 

inspected component; the output is a sensor arrangement for dimensioning a set of 

topologic entities. In planning, we first use geometric reasoning and object oriented 

representation to determine a set of topologic entities (measurable entities) to be 

dimensioned based on the manufactured features on the component (such as slot, pocket, 

hole etc.) and their spatial relationships. Using the aspect graph, we obtain a set of 

possible sensor settings and determine an optimized set of sensor settings (sensor 

arrangement) for dimensioning the measurable entities. Since quantization errors and 

displacement errors are inherent in an active vision system, we analyze and model the 

density functions of these errors based on their characteristics and use them to determine 

the accuracy of inspection for a given sensor setting. In addition, we utilize hierarchical 

interval constraint networks for tolerance design. We redeHne network satisfaction and 

constraint consistency for the application in tolerance design and develop new forward and 

backward propagation techniques for tolerance analysis and tolerance synthesis, 

respectively. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Active vision inspection is becoming mote popular in industrial inspection because of is 

efficiency, flexibility, and because of advances in imaging technology and computers. 

Circuit boards, electronic devices, and clothing are now inspected by vision systems. 

However, many vision inspection systems are limited to two-dimensional objects. this 

dissertation, we study active vision inspection for three-dimensional parts and we 

investigate several inter-related problems: 

(1) inspection planning, 

(2) error analysis, 

(3) tolerance design. 

1.1. Inspection Planning 

Several approaches have been proposed for inspection plaiming based on CAD models. 

Menq et al. [64,64,121], Merat and Radack [66,67,82], ElMaraghy and Gu [21], Chan 

and Gu [8], have proposed inspection planning for coordinate measuring machines. 

Hutchinson et aL [36], Park et al. [75,76], Marefat [59] have proposed inspection planning 

for vision sensors. These works are limited to utilizing coordinate measuring machines or 

passive vision. Active vision inspection is not discussed and techniques for determining a 

set of sensor settings for a set of entities are not provided. 

Inspection planing in this dissertation involves three major components. It: 

(1) generates a list of measurable entities for an object based on the interaction between the 

features of the object 

(2) determines the camera location and orientation (sensor setting) for inspecting a set of 

entities. 
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(3) minimizes the number of sensor settings for measuring a set of measurable entities, 

and minimizes the travel distance between sensor settings for an active sensor. 

We utilize an object oriented approach for knowledge representation and geometric 

reasoning based on the manufactured features and their spatial relationships to generate 

alternative inspection strategies. In generating the strategies, we determine a set of 

measurable entities which, once they have been dimensioned, allow us to provide a value 

for the length of the desired attribute and decide upon a computation method based on the 

measurable entities. Measurable entities are topologic entities (edge segments) of the 

component's boundaries, whose true dimensions will be determined from images of the 

object These strategies are generated by rule matching procedures. The reasoning 

mechanism employed must be capable of generating alternative strategies to inspect the 

dimensional attributes of a component 

In this dissertation, a methodology is developed utilizing an entity-based aspect graph 

to determine potential sensor settings. An aspect graph is a graph-based representation of 

an object's characteristic views. Our new entity-based aspect graph provides characteristic 

views for the measurable entities obtained from the inspection plan. Its complexity is lower 

than that of the additional aspect graph. Construction of the entity-based aspect graph from 

scratch and from previously generated aspect graphs is discussed. Using the entity-based 

aspect graph approach, one can identify promising sensor settings for a given set of 

measurable entities by searching through the nodes in the graph. Given an aspect graph of 

an object and the measurable entities on the object, we can determine the potential sensor 

settings by searching the nodes on the aspect graph. However, if the aspect graph 

methodology is not used, the boundaries of the visible regions are generated every time 

when a set of measurable entities is given. The aspect graph methodology makes it more 

efficient to determine all the potential sensor settings. 
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Given a set of potential sensor settings and a set of measurable entities, we investigate 

several techniques for optimizing the inspection plan. The goal is to minimize the number 

of sensor settings needed and minimize the total traveling distance between sensor settings. 

Techniques we have investigated include state-space search, simulated annealing, 

mathematical programming, and branch-and-bound. 

1.2. Error Analysis 

Errors resulting from displacement of the sensor and quantization in image digitization 

are inevitable in active vision. Several researchers have investigated these errors. Kamgar-

Parsi [39], Blostein [2], Ho[33], Griffin [28] have examined quantization errors. Su et al. 

[95], Renders et al. [83], Menq et al. [63], Chen et al. [10], Veitchegger et al. [1(X)], 

Bryson [6], Smith et al. [89] have investigated the errors of robot manipulators. We 

analyze and model the probability density fimctions of spatial quantization errors and the 

displacement errors. The total error in an active vision inspection is then calculated based 

on the integration of the quantization errors and the displacement errors. The expected 

accuracy in the inspection of a set of entities by a given sensor setting is then analyzed. 

Based on this analysis, we can determine whether a speciHc sensor setting is suitable for 

inspecting a specific dimension of a component to verify its design specifications. 

Although several researchers have investigated the quantization errors and the 

displacement errors, only a few have integrated the errors with the active vision inspection. 

Many have examined the displacement errors of the robot manipulators, however, none 

have integrated the displacement of robot manipulators with the vision system. In this 

project, we have investigated the effect of the combination of these errors on the accuracy 

of dimensional measurements using active vision. With this methodology, we can 

determine the sensor settings that provide acceptable accuracy for inspection. 
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1.3. Tolerance Design 

Several research works have proposed techniques for tolerance design. Foster [26] and 

Spotts [92] proposed tolerance calculations. Turner et al. [29,99] and Fortini [25] 

proposed worst-case tolerance analysis. Parkinson [77,78,79] proposed probabilistic 

techniques to optimize dimensional tolerance. Hoffmann [34], Michael and Siddall 

[69.70], Ostwald et aL [73] utilized linear and non-linear programming. 

We utilize the interval constraint network for tolerance design, which includes tolerance 

analysis and tolerance synthesis. In tolerance analysis, the entity tolerances are given and 

the goal is to ensure that the functional requirement tolerances are meL In tolerance 

synthesis, the functional requirement tolerance is given and the goal is to synthesize a set of 

feasible entity tolerances. A constraint network is a declarative structure that consists of 

nodes and arcs. The nodes represent the variables or the constraints, with the variables 

labeled by intervals in an interval constraint network and the constraints are any type of 

mathematical operation. The arcs represent relationships between variables and the 

constraints. 

Several research works have investigated interval constraint satisfaction problems 

(ICSP). Dechter and Pearl [18,19], and Mackworth and Fceduer [54] have investigated the 

ICSP using discrete and finite sets variables. Ladkin and Reinefeld [45] have studied the 

ICSP using binary constraints. Davis [17] and Hyvonen [37] have examined the ICSP 

using real intervals variables and n-ary mathematical constraints. However, the definition 

of satisfaction in these works does not fit application to tolerance design. 

Based on the objectives in tolerance design, we define constraint consistency and 

network satisfaction and develop forward and backward propagation techniques for 

tolerance analysis and tolerance synthesis, respectively. A hierarchical interval constraint 

network is developed to represent the relationships between the entities, attributes, and 

functional requirements of a mechanical part Forward and backward propagation methods 
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are developed for single constraint and for parallel propagation between adjacent levels of 

the hierarchical constraint network-

In addition to the application of the constraint network to tolerance design, we also 

develop constraint networks with integer, real, and interval variables for other robotics 

applications. New propagation techniques for propagating the interval values to the integer 

and real valued variables are developed. Using these techniques, we investigate several 

applications including determining an appropriate material for a helical spring, choosing 

among alternative paths for robot motion, and choosing among alternative sensor settings 

for active vision inspections so that satisfy all the involved constraints are satisfied. 

1.4 Scope of Research 

We have developed an active vision inspection system for three-dimensional CAD 

model. Although we have focused on a specific entity of interest for inspection, the 

developed techniques can be modiHed and extended to general entities. We have 

investigated two particular active vision errors, however, additional active vision errors can 

be considered and integrated with the current analyzed errors. 

In this work, the entity of interest for inspection is a straight edge segment In the 

aspect graph methodology, we determine the potential sensor settings for a planar faced 

solid. In the past, researchers have investigated aspect graphs for solids of revolution. 

The techniques developed in this work can be extended to other entities of interest such as 

curved edge segments, surfaces of solids, etc. 

In our error analysis, we have investigated the quantization errors and displacement 

errors which are the most significant errors in active vision inspection. Other errors such 

as illumination errors, lens distortion, etc. are not included in this work. Further work on 

these errors are needed and integration of these errors with the analyzed errors will improve 

the accuracy of inspection. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ENTITY-BASED ASPECT GRAPHS 

In active vision inspection, we employ the entity-based aspect graph to detennine the 

potential sensor settings for observing the topologic entities of three dimensional 

components. A sensor setting determines the location and viewing direction where a 

noncontact sensor may be placed to observe one or more topologic entities whose 

dimensions are to be measured. The aspect graph of an inspected component provides all 

the possible characteristic views of the component. The entity-based aspect graph provides 

the characteristic views of the entities of interest on the component In this chapter, we 

present the methodologies to construct the aspect graph and the entity-based aspect graph. 

In the next chapter, we introduce how we utilize the entity-based aspect graph to determine 

the sensor settings and how we integrate entity-based aspect graph with the inspection 

planning. 

2.1 Introduction 

The aspect graph, a graphical representation of an object's characteristic views has been 

widely developed by several researchers. However, researchers have stated that aspect 

graphs are limited due to their high complexity and computational cost A simple non-

convex object, such as a step, has 71 distinct characteristic views (nodes in the aspect 

graph); more complicated objects could have thousands of characteristic views (nodes). 

Many characteristic views of an aspect graph are not necessary for many applications. In 

this chapter, a new entity-based aspect graph, EAG, is proposed based on the observation 

that, the visibility of only some of the entities on the object is important. The objects of 

interest are polyhedral solids. We present algorithms for constructing new entity-based 

aspect graphs based on the faces, edges, and vertices of the object, and for combining and 
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contracting previously constructed EAGs in a database to generate EAGs for new objects. 

The computation time for construction is reduced, yet sufficient information is provided to 

the application. 

The aspect graph, AG, is a viewer-centered representation of an object based on 

concepts generally attributed to Koenderink and van Doom [42]. Each node of an AG 

corresponds to a distinct characteristic view domain, and each arc between a pair of nodes 

represents the adjacency between the corresponding characteristic view domains. Each 

characteristic view domain has a "topologically distinct" view of the object. Algorithms 

have been derived to create AGs for three-dimensional objects by following specific rules 

to partition the three-dimensional space. 

The problem with the AG is its complexity and its limited practical utility. A simple 

object may have more than a hundred nodes in its aspect graph. The worst-case node 

complexity is O (N^ for an N-faced polyhedron. In 1991 IEEE Workshop on Directions 

in Automated CAD-Based Vision [3], researchers have discussed why aspect graphs are 

not (yet) practical for computer vision in a paneL Therefore, an efficient viewer-centered 

representation of objects which satisfies the requirements of its intended application is 

desired. 

For visual inspection, only the entities that are important for the Auction of the part are 

inspected or dimensioned. For example, the length, width, and height of a pocket on an 

object are the entities that are important for computing the volume (function) of the pocket 

The observability of other entities on the object are not necessary in this situation. In such 

application, a reduced aspect graph which focuses on only the important portion of an 

object would be of much better practical importance. 
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2.1.1 Related Aspect Graph Work 

Several researchers have modified aspect graphs in order to reduce their complexity. 

These modified aspect graphs are based on the properties that are observed in their 

applications. For example, some characteristic view domains may be so small that they are 

hardly usefiil and some characteristic views for which the observable edges correspond to 

the same line drawings ate considered redundant for object recognition. 

Eggert et al. [22] introduced the scale space aspect graph which incorporates a 

quantitative measure of scale into the qualitative representation of the AG used. The 

method based on scale assumes that some characteristic views will never be useful because 

of the size of the domains or the limited visibility of the entities in the objecL Using this 

approach reduces the large set of theoretical aspects to a smaller set of the more significant 

aspects. 

Laurentini [46] introduced the reduced aspect graph. For topological identification of 

polyhedral objects from multiple views, nodes in the aspect graph which represent the same 

line drawing are redundant Therefore, any pair of nodes in die aspect graph are merged if 

their aspects are given the same labels and they are topologically equivalent 

The scale space aspect graph and the reduced aspect graph approaches reduce the size 

of the aspect graph. However, for the application of sensor placement in visual inspection 

and for object recognition, some unnecessary information is retained and some useful 

information is lost A new entity-based aspect graph, which shows only the characteristic 

views of the entities of interests, is desired. Although the scale space aspect graph [22] 

eliminates characteristic views in which the visibility of the entities is low or the size of the 

characteristic domains is too small, it still includes many characteristic views representing 

unnecessary entities in the graph. Thus for application purposes, the scale space aspect 

graph can still be further reduced to a smaller size. The reduced aspect graph [46] merges 

the characteristic views (nodes) that have the same line drawings, however, the lines in the 
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line drawings could represent different entities (edge segments) on the object This results 

in the identities of the entities in the characteristic views being losL Consequently, this 

reduced aspect graph is not appropriate for determining the sensor parameters for 

inspecting a desired geometric entity. order to provide sufBcient information and reduce 

the complexity, an aspect graph which provides all the distinct characteristic views of the 

object for a set of geometric entities of interest is desired. 

2.1.2 Our Contributions 

In this chapter, we propose the entity-based aspect graph, EAG, in each of which the 

nodes show only the distinct characteristic views for a set of desired entities. AGs are used 

for recognizing objects and determining the sensor placement for observing object's 

entities. Only the observability for the entities of interest is important for these 

applications, so any characteristic views which do not differ in their views of the desired 

entities will not be necessary. EAGs reduce the complexity of creating the aspect graph, 

yet provide enough information for applications. 

The contributions of this chapter can be sununarized as: 

• Introducing a new entity-based aspect graph based on the assumption that only the 

observabiliQr of some entities of interest are useful for applications. 

• Algorithm for creating an EAG from the faces, edges and vetices of an object is 

presented. Algorithms are also provided for reusing previously constructed EAGs by 

contraction and combination. 

Constructing an aspect graph by using previously built aspect graphs has not previously 

been proposed. Such a technique allows aspect graphs to be formed more efficiently 

while allowing the earlier-built aspect graphs to be reused. 
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• An analysis of the complexity of computing the BAG is presented. It is shown that 

complexity is decreased, especially significantly when the entities of interest in the EAG 

is small compared to all the entities of the original AG. 

2.2. Aspect Graph and Entity-Based Aspect Graph 

The AG is used to detemiine sensor placements that allow observation of certain entities 

of an object without occlusion. Given the model of an object, Yang and Marefat [107,112] 

utilized the AG for determining the sensor location and orientation that can observe a set of 

desired entities of the object Given the entities of interest, only some of the characteristic 

views in the complete aspect graph are important. Hence, one can construct the 

characteristic view domains for these entities of interest and form an aspect graph such that 

each node of the graph is concerned with only the visibility of these entities. Using this 

approach, fewer characteristic view domains are formed and less computation time is 

needed, yet sufficient information is provided for the purpose of the application. The 

proposed entity-based aspect graph is based on the assumption that only some entities or 

features of the object are used in an application. 

The AG is a double (C, A) where C is the set of the characteristic view domains 

represented as nodes, {CI, C2, C3, ...}, and A is the set of the adjacent pairs of 

characteristic view domains represented as arcs, { (Ci,Cj), }. The EAG is a 

quadruple (E, V, O, A). E is a set of entities of interest for the object, {..., ei,..., ej,...}, 

such that the EAG only provides the observability of these entities. V is a set of viewing 

domains, {VI, V2, V3,....}, in the three-dimensional space. O is the set of observable 

lists of entities for each element in V, {Ovl, Ov2. Ov3, ...}, where Ovi is the list of 

observable entities of entity viewing domain Vi. An entity is observable in an entity 

viewing domain only if no portion of this entity is occluded. Similar to the AG, A is the set 
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of adjacent pairs of entity viewing domain, { (Vi,Vj), }. In this chapter, the 

domain of considered objects ate restricted to planar-faced solids. 

Freeman [27] and Bowyer et aL [4] developed algorithms to construct AG for planar-

faced solids. Basically, there ate three types of partitioning rules for determining the 

characteristic view domains. Bowyer has described two visual events, the edge-vertex 

(EV) event and the edge-edge-edge (EEE) event These visual events are similar to the 

partitioning types (type A, type B, type C), developed by Freeman. The EV events 

contains two categories. One involves edge-vertex pairs on the same face and the other 

involves pairs on separate faces. The first and second category of the EV event 

corresponds to the type A partition surfaces and type B partition barriers of Freeman's 

method, respectively. The EEE event is the general case where three edges share no 

common vertex and it corresponds to the type C quadric surfaces. 

The partition rules introduced by Freeman and Bowyer divided the three-dimensional 

space into regions such that each region (characteristic view domain) has a distinct view of 

the object Each partition plane or surface is constructed based on the edges and/or vertices 

of the object to divide the space into two regions such that the vantage points from one 

region are able to observe the corresponding edges or vertices but the vantage points from 

the other region are unable to do so. Given a set of entities of interest (EOI), one can use 

all the partition planes and surfaces of the object and eliminate those that are not necessary 

for constructing the EAG of the object These partition planes or surfaces formed by the 

vertices and edges which are not elements of the set of EOI are eliminated, because the 

formed planes and surfaces partition only the regions having different observability with 

respect to the entities that are not in the EOI. The domain formed is possibly the 

combination of several characteristic-view domains of the AG. Although each domain may 

contain more than one characteristic view of the object; each of these characteristic views 

will observe the same entities in the set E of the EAG. 
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Algorithm for Constructing EAG with EOI - E 
Input: The boundatry lepresentatioii of the object (vertices, edges, and faces). 

Output: A EAG with set of viewing domains, V, set of lists of observable entities, O, 

one list for each element of V, and set of adjacent pairs of viewing domain. A, 
EAG (E,V,0,A). 

1. Find all the partition planes and surfaces {using type A, type B, and type C partition 

planes and surfaces described by Freeman [27]) and eliminate those generated by 
e n t i t i e s  t h a t  a r e  n o t  e l e m e n t s  o f  E ,  { p i ,  p 2 , P n } -

2. Construct all possible n-tuples, L = {{pi"'', . Pn"*"}. (pr. PT*" Pn"*"}. —. 

{pi", p2". Pn'}} where pi+, pi" are inequalities denoting the different half spaces 

of the partition plane pi. 

3. For each n-tuple. 

Determine the feasibility of the three-dimensional region described by the n-tuple. {If a 

point cannot belong to the corresponding set of n inequalities, the region is 

infeasible.) 

If such an n-tuple is feasible. 

Determine the exact boundaries of such a three-dimensional region. {If all the 

intersections of an element in n-tuple (a half-space) with the other half spaces in the 

n-tuple are not on the boundary of the region represented by the n-tuple, then that 

element (half space) can be removedfrom the n-tuple.) 

Save the reduced tuple in V. 

Save the corresponding list of observable entities in O. {The list of observable 
entities is tiie union of entities observable from each Pi^ in the n-tuple.) 

4. For each pair of elements in V, 

If these elements share the same boundary in the three-dimensional space. 

The corresponding regions are adjacent 

Save the pair in A. 
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(c) 

Figure 2.1. (a) An object with a step, (b) AG of object in (a), (c) EAG with 

E={el,e2,e3,e4,e5,e6,e7,vl,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6,v7} as labeled in (a). 

Figure 2.1(b) shows the AG of an object, the step shown in Figure 2.1(a), and Figure 

2.1(c) shows the EAG with E={el,e2,e3,e4,e5,e6,e7,vl,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6}. The label of 

the entities is given in Figure 2.1(a). The constructed AG has 71 nodes which is also the 

number reported by Freeman and Bowyer, while the EAG has only 20 nodes. To 

construct the EAG in Figure 2.1(b) with the set of entities of interest labeled, 14 out of 16 

possible partition planes are used. However, the number of nodes the EAG contains is 

only 28% of the number in the complete aspect graph. The complexity in the EAG is 

signiHcantly reduced. For constructing the aspect graph for the step (Figure 2.1(a)), there 

are eight type-A and eight type-B partition planes. The type-B partition planes are formed 

by eight edge-vertex pairs, {el,v6}, {e2,v2}, {e3,v5}, {e3,v6}, {e5,vl}, {e5,v2}, 

{e6,v5}, and {e7,vl}. Each of these edge-vertex pairs contains the elements of the entities 
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of interest, therefore, none of them can be eliminated in constructing the EAG. The eight 

type-A partition planes actually correspond to the planes that are extended by the eight faces 

of the object. Six of these faces have some entities of interest along their boundaries, 

which means that the corresponding type-A partition planes are formed by the edge-vertex 

pairs, with the entities of interest as their elements. Therefore, only the other two type-A 

partition planes can be eliminated in constructing the EAG. 

Table 2.1. The list of observable entities in each of the viewing domains of the entity-based 

aspectgnyghshow^^ 
Nodes Visibiiity Nodes Visibility Nodes Visibility 

Oi el,^,vl,v3,v5 Og el,e2,e3,vl,v2,v3,v5 015 el.e2,e3,e5,vl,v2,v3,v5,v6 
02 e6,e7v2,v4,v6 09 e 1 ,e2,e3,vl,v2,v3,v5 O16 e3,e5,e6,e7,vl ,v2,v4,v5,v6 
03 e 1 ,e2,e3 ,e4,e5 ,e6,e7, 

vl,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6 
OlO e5,e6,e7,v2,v4,v5 ,v6 Ol7 e3,e5,e6,e7,vl ,v2,v4,v5.v6 

04 e3,e5,vl,v2,v5,v6 Oil e5,e6,e7,v2,v4,v5 ,v6 018 e3,vl,v2 
05 e3^,vl,v2,v5,v6 012 e3,e6,e7,vl,v2,v4,v6 Ol9 e5,v5,v6 
06 el ,^,e5 ,vl ,v3,v5,v6 Ol3 e3,e6,e7,vl,v2,v4,v6 020 none 
07 el ,e2,e5,vl,v3,v5,v6 Ol4 el,^e3,e5,vl,v2,v3, 

v5,v6 

Figure 2.2(a) shows an object with a pocket on the top face with all pocket edges 

labeled. If the entire pocket was a shape feature of interest, the 12 edges on the pocket are 

the elements of the set of EOL In order to determine the possible characteristic views of 

these entities, an EAG with the set of entities, E ={L1 J-2,L3,L4,W1,W2,W3,W43132, 

H3,H4}, is constructed as shown in Figure 2.2(b). Similarly, Rgure A. 1(a) in Appendix 

A shows another object with a blind step. The corresponding entity-based aspect graph is 

constructed for the entities, E = {L1,L2, L3,W1,W2,W3,H1,H2,H3}, as given in Figure 

Al(b). The lists of observable entities in the viewing domains for EAGs in Figure 2.2(b) 

and Al(b) are given in Table 2.2 and Table A.1 (in Appendix A), respectively. 
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dUtotfiV 

(b) 

Figure 2.2. (a) An object with a poclcet on the top face, (b) The entity-based aspect graph 

of the object in 2(a) with the set of entities of interest as {L14'24L>3^4,W1,W2, 

W3,W4,H1,H2,H3,H4}. 

Table 2.2. The sets of observable entitles in each viewing domain of the entity-based 

aspect graph of the object in Figure 2 J(a). 

Node VisibiUty Node Visibility 
Oi LI. L2. L3, L4. Wl. W2, W3. W4, HI. H2. H3, H4 07 LI. L2, Wl. W2, H2 
02 LI. L2, M, Wl. W2, H3, H4 Off LI, L2, Wl, W2. W3, H2, H3 
03 LI. L2, Wl. W2, H4 o? LI. L2, Wl, W2, H3 
04 LI. L2, Wl, W2, W4, HI. H4 Oio LI, L2, Wl, W2 
05 LI. L2. Wl. W2, HI On None 
06 LI. L2, L3. Wl. W2. HI. H2 
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Using an EAG, the complexity of the graph is reduced, while all important 

characteristic views of the object are captured. In object identification, for example, using 

an EAG allows identification of an object to be performed with a reduced number of 

matchings, and unnecessary information is eliminated. 

2.3. Construction of Entity-based Aspect Graph by Contraction and 

Combination of Previously Computed EAGs 

One can form an entity-based aspect graph by contraction or combination of the EAGs 

that previously have been constructed and saved in a database. Using these techniques, the 

burden of determining the characteristic viewing domains from the partitioning planes or 

surfaces is reduced and the previously built information is reused. The contraction of an 

entity-based aspect graph is accomplished by identifying adjacent nodes which have the 

same observability of the desired entities and deleting the arcs between them. The 

combination of entity-based aspect graphs is achieved by checking the intersections of the 

entity viewing domains from different EAGs, constructing new partition planes or surfaces 

as necessary, and creating new nodes and arcs. 

2.3.1. Contraction 

If the EAG with the entities set, E, for an object is saved in the database, one can easily 

construct another EAG with the entities set, E' which is a subset of E, by contracting the 

existing EAG. Using the contraction technique, the process of determining the 

characteristic viewing domains from the partitioning planes or surfaces is no longer 

necessary. The new EAG is constructed by manipulating the EAG in the database. 

The contraction of a graph, G\a, is obtained by removing an arc a and identifying the 

nodes, ni and n2, which are incident to the arc a. The resulting node, n3, is then incident 

to those arcs which were originally incident to ni and n2. Assume E^ = {...,ei,ej,ek,...} 
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and = {ei,ej,ek}, and E^ is a subset of E^ (E^ c e^), therefore, EAG ^ can be 

constructed by constracting EAG^. Let's assume that EAG^ - {E^,Vl,0^,A^ and 

EAG^ = {E2,V2,O2,A2}. yl = {vil,v2^...,vil vjl = {C)vil,Ov2^ 

— - — O v j ^ ,  . . . . . O v n ^ i  A . 1  =  { ( v j l . V j l ) ,  I f  ( O v j ^  E ^ )  =  

(Ovj^ o e2) and (vj^.vjl) is an element of A^, vj^ and vj^ are contracted to produce a new 

node Ovi2 is equal to (Oyjl o E^). (vj^.vj^) is deleted from the set of adjacencies. 

Vj^ is substituted for vj^ and vj^ if any elements of the set of adjacencies contain vj^or vj^. 

For example, the EAG in Figure 2.1(c) is a contraction of the AG in Figure 2.1(b). 

Algorithm for Contraction of Entity-based Aspect Graph EAG^ to construct 

EAG^ (where ^ E^) 

C0NTRACT_EAG(EAG1) 

Input: EAG1(e1, vl. 0^, A^). e2 

Output: EAG2(e2. v2, Qp., a2) 

1. Initialize EAG^ 
Setv2 = vl. o2 = ol, A2 = A1. 

2. Determine the visibility of the entities In E^ for each element in v2 

For every element of o2. 

Update the list of observable entities to be the intersection of the original list of 
observable entities and e2. (Ovi2 = Oyil e2) 

3. Contract the adjacent viewing domains if their observable entities are the same 

For every element of a2, (Vi2, Vj2), 

If the updated lists of observabable entities for the two adjacent enetity viewing 
domains, and Vj2, are the same, (Ovi2 = Ovj2) 

Constract Wp- and Vj2 

Replace Vi2 and Vj2 by a new viewing domain, 

Set the corresponding list of observable entities Ovk2 as the updated 

observable entities, (Ovk2 = Ovi2) 

Remove Ovi2 and Oy-p. from o2 

Remove the current arc of EAG2, (Vi2, Vj2), from a2 

For every element of a2, substitute and Vj2 by W\p-
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Figure 2.3 shows four characteristic views from the aspect graph in Figure 2.1(b) 

which are contracted into one characteristic view for the EAG in Figure 2.1(c). The 

intersection of the observable entities in these characteristic views and the set of entities of 

interest of the EAG are the same. The entities of interest as shown in Figure 2.1(a) are E = 

{el,e2,e3,e5,vl,v2,v3,vS,v6}. Since their corresponding nodes are adjacent to one 

another, they are contracted into one node, node 15, in Figure 2.1(c). All arcs that are 

incident to the four nodes become incident to the contracted node. 

(a) (b) 

__yl 

el 

v3 

y2 

v5 v6 

(c) (d) 

Figure 2.3. The characteristic views of four nodes in the aspect graph in 

Figure 2.1(b). (a) characteristic view of node 9, (b) characteristic 

view of node 14, (c) characteristic view of node 33, (d) 

characteristic view of node 39. 
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2.3.2. Combination 

If the EAGs of higher level generic shape features, such as slots, pockets, steps etc. are 

stored in a database, one can easily construct the EAG of an object with an aggregation of 

such geometric features by combining the appropriate EAGs available in the database. 

Using the combinadon techniques, the EAGs of the more complicated objects with multiple 

features can be generated more efSciently. 

Let's assume that EAG^ - {E^.V^.O^.A^) and EAG^ = (E^.V^.O^.A^) are 

available. One can form EAG^ = {E^.V^, C)3^3)^ such that the entities of interest for this 

new EAG, E^ = E^ u E^, by combining EAG^ and EAG^. Given 

= {vil,v2^,...,vjl Vjl v^l}; V2 = [ v ^ 2  y ^ 2  ^.2 y.2 v^2}^ if the 

intersection of the entity viewing domains, vj^ and vj^, is not an empty space (vj^ n vj^ 

^ 0), new viewing domains are formed based on their intersection in three dimensional 

space. New viewing domains can also be formed by new partition planes or surfaces 

created by the entities in E^ and E^. The new partition planes or surfaces intersect with the 

existing partition planes and surfaces to create new viewing domains. v3 is the union of all 

v^^ and Vj^ that do not intersect with the new viewing domains, and the newly formed 

viewing domains. The adjacencies in A^ are reconstructed based on the common surfaces 

shared with the new viewing domains. The algorithm to determine the intersection of two 

three-dimensional regions is described by Mantyla [56] in detail 
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Algorithm for Combination of Entity-based Aspect Graphs EAG^ and EAG^ 
to construct EAG^ 
C0MBINE_EAG(EAG1, EAG2) 

Input: EAG1(EI. Vl. 01- aO. EAG2(e2 v2. o2, a2), u E^, 

Output: EAG3(e3. v3. O^. A^) 

1. Initialize EAG^ 

Setv3={}, 03 = {}. a3 = {}. 

2. Combine EAG^ and EIAG^ 

For every element in Vl, Vfl, and every element in V^, Vj2, 

If Vi^ intersects with Vj2 in the three dimensional space, 

IfVilcVj2, 
Add Vk = Vil n Vj2. and Vk" = Vj2 - (Vil n Vj2) to v3. 

ElseifVj2cVil. 

Add Vjc = Vi^ n Vj2, and Vjc' = Vi^ - Vi^ n Vj2 from to v3. 

Else 
Add Vk = Vil o Vj2. Vk' = Vil - Vil n Vj2. and Vk" = Vj2 - Vil n Vj2 to v3. 

The viewing domain formed by Vk = Vi^ rt Vj2 has a list of observable entities 

Ovk ~ Ovil Ovj2-
The viewing domain formed by Vk' = Vi^ - Vi^ n Vj2 has a list of observable entities 

Ovk' = Ovil. 

The viewing domain formed by Vk" = Vj2 - Vi^ n Vj2 has a list of observable entities 

Ovk" ~ Gvj2-

3. If the entities of E^ and e2 form any new partition planes. 

Construct the new partition planes. Find and add to v3 the new viewing domains 

generated by these partitions. 

(.The new viewing domains are formed by the new partition planes and the existing 

partition planes using the technique described in Section 2.2.) 
4. For every pair of viewing domains in v3, (Vi^, Vj2), 

If Vi^ and Vj2 share a common surface on the boundaries, add (Vi^, Vj2) to A^. 
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Figure 2.4 shows an object with two pockets. Pocket 1 is on the top face and pocket 2 

is on one of the side faces. Each of the EAGs, and EAGPocket2^ based on 

the entities of pocketl, {L1X.2X3X4,W1,W2,W3,W4JI1^2,H3JI4}, and the entities 

of pocket2, {L5J-6,L7X8,W5,W6,W7,W8, EI5,H6,H7,H8}, is isomorphic to the EAG 

which is shown in Figure 2.2(b). Each, EAGPO®^®'! and EAGPOc'^®^, provides a 

viewer-centered representation in which the only entities of interest are those of one of 

these pockets along with the viewing domains for an object having one such pocket. 

However, the description of the viewing domains and the visibiliQr of entities for an object 

having both of such pocket features, both Pocketl and Pocket2, is not provided in 

or EAGPocket2 jn order to obtain the viewing domain for an object having 

both such pockets, a new EAG, EAGP®^^^^ ^ pocket2 ^ is necessary. EAGPO^^^^ 

pocket2 can be constructed by combining EAGP®*^'^®^! and EAGPO*^^^®^ . Figure 2.4(c) 

shows the resulting EAGP®^^®'! pocket2 which is obtained from application of the 

combination algorithm described. The visibility of the entities for the nodes (viewing 

domatins) in Figure 2.4(c) is given in Table 2.3. 

Pocket 2 

el7 

16 

(a) (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 2.4. (a) An object with two poclcets, Poclcet 1 and Pocket 2, (b) the labels for the 

entities of Pocket 1 and entities of Pocket 2, (c) EAG with E={el,e2^,e4,e5, 

e6,e7,e8, e9,el0,ell,el2,el3,el4,el5,el6,el7,el8,el9,e20,e21,e22,e23,e24}. 

Table 23. The visibility of the geometric entities of pocket 1 and pocket 2 on the object in 

Figure 2.4(a) in each of the EAG viewing domains. 
1 Nodes 1 Visibility Visibility 

1 el ,e2.e3.e4.e5.e6.e7.e8.e9.el0.el 1 .el 2 17 el3.el4.el5.el6.el7 
2 el.e2.e3.e4.e6.e7.el 1 18 el3.el4.el5.el6.el7.e20.e24 
3 el.e2.e3.e4.e6 19 el3.el4.el5.el6.e20 
4 el ,e2.e3.e4.e5.e6.el0 20 el3.el4.el5.el6 
5 el,e2.e3,e4,e5 21 el.e2,e3.e4.el3.el4.el5.el6 
6 el ,e2,e3,e4,e5,e8,e9 22 el,e2,e3.e4,e5,e8,e9,el3,el4,el5,el6,el9. 

e20.e23 
7 el.e2.e3.e4.e8 23 e 1 .e2.e3.e4,el3.el4.el S.e 16el9.e20.e23 
8 el .e2.e3.e4.e7.e8.el2 24 el.e2.e3.e4.e5.e8.e9el3.el4.el5.el6 
9 el.e2,e3.e4.e7 25 el.eZe3.e4.e5.el3.el4.el5.el6.el9 
10 el.e2.e3.e4 26 el,e2.e3,e4,el3,el4.el5.el6el9 
11 el3,el4,el5,el6,el7,el8,el9.e20,e21,e22. 

e23.e24 
27 el,e2,e3,e4,e5el3,el4,el5,el6 

12 el3.el4.el5.el6.el9.e20.e23 28 el.e2.e3.e4.e8el3.el4.el5.el6.e20 
13 el3.el4.el5.el6.el9 29 el.e2.e3.e4,el3.el4.elS,el6.e20 
14 el3.el4.elS.el6.el8.el9.e22 30 el.eZe3.e4.e8.el3.el4.el5.el6 
15 el3.el4.el5.el6.el8 31 none 
16 el3.el4.el5.el6.el7.el8.e21 
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The combination algorithm is restricted to combine EAGs where the higher level 

features such as pockets, or steps, are not interacting with each other on the new object 

For example, if the EAG for a step is available and a new object has two steps intersecting 

with one another, combining two EAGs the available step does not create the EAG for the 

new objecL The reason for this is because new edge segments (new entities) are generated 

when two steps intersect one another. The presented algorithm should be used only to 

combines EAGs when the higher level features do not intersect on the new object 

2.4. Experimental Results and Discussion 

In this section, two experiments are described to illustrate the space and time savings. 

2.4.1. Reducing Characteristic Views 

The number of characteristic views using an EAG for the object, as shown in Figure 

2.5(a) with two steps on two opposite sides and a pocket on the top face, is greatly 

reduced. Recall that in the aspect graph for a step as shown in Figure 2.1, there are 71 

characteristic views. Because of larger number of faces, edges, vertices and higher 

complexity, the aspect graph of the object in Figure 2.5(a) could have hundreds of nodes 

(or more). Constructing such an aspect graph is both complicated and time consuming. If 

the entities of interest are only el, e2, e3, e4, e5, and e6 as labeled in Figure 2.5(a), using 

the dexcribed techniques, an entity-based aspect graph with E={el,e2,e3,e4,e5,e6} can be 

constructed as shown in Figure 2.5(b). There are only 10 nodes in this entity-based aspect 

graph. Much unnecessary information is automatically removed. 
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Figure 2JS. (a) An object with two steps and a pocket, (b) the entity-based aspect graph 

with E = {el,e2,e3,e4,e5,e6}, in (a). 

2.4.2. Reducing Computation 

The computadon time for generating EAGs diminishes as the number of entities of 

interest decreases. In this experiment, three objects were investigated. The experiments 

were run on a Sun SPARCstation IPC using SmallTalk (an object oriented programming 

language from Xerox PARC). Object 1, Object 2, and Object 3 are shown in Figure 2.7. 

Complete aspect graphs were built and the EAGs with different number of entities of 

interest were also generated. Object 1 and Object 2 each has 20 entities, and generating the 

AGs for these objects took from 22 to 29 seconds. However, when the number of entities 
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of interest was reduced to 13, it took only one third of that time to generate the 

corresponding EAGs. When the number of entities of interest was reduced to five (one 

fourth of all the entities on the objects) the computation time was decreased to 0.133 

seconds. A significant amount of time was saved using enti^-based aspect graph. A third 

object with 13 entities. Object 3, was also tested. Similar results were obtained. A 

significant portion of computation time was saved when the EAGs were generated. The 

computation times for generating AGs and EAGs for Object 1, Object 2, and Object 3 are 

shown in Tables 2.5, and 2.6, and Figure 2.6. 

Table 2.4. The list of observable entities in the viewing domains of the 

EAG in Figure 2.5(b). 

Node Visibility Visibility 

01 el,e2,e3,e4 06 e4,e5 
o2 e4 07 e5 
03 eJ 08 e2,e6 
04 e3 09 e6 
05 el 010 none 

Table 2.5. Computation time for generating AG and EAGs for Object 1 and 

Object 2. 
AG 

(20 entities) 
EAG 

(13 entities) 
EAG 

(9 entities) 
EAG 

(7 entides) 
EAG 

(5 entities) 
Object 1 22.441 seconds 7.428 seconds 2.346 seconds 0.682 seconds 0.133 seconds 
Object 2 28.729 seconds 8.337 seconds 2.694 seconds 0.810 seconds 0.229 seconds 

Table 2.6. Comi 

Object 3 

Computation time for generating AG and EAGs^ for Object 3. 
^G2l3entitiK)IE^G(lOe^^^^^D^OTtiti«)J^^G^e^tiM) E 473 second !^^^!nds I 
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Computation Time for AGs and EAGs of 
Object 1, Object 2, and Object 3 

Object 1 
Object 2 
Object 

0.2 0.4 
Number of Entities in EAG / Number of Entities in AG 

Figure 2.6. The experimental computation time for generating the aspect graph and the 

entity-based aspect graphs for Object 1, Object 2, and Object 3. 
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v2 •g 

v1 ̂  I 
•3 

v3 

•7 

Figure 2.7. (a) Object 1, (b) Object 2, and (c) Object 3. 

2.5. Complexity Analysis 

The construction procedures are very tedious and time consuming, and most aspect 

graph generation algorithms, only find the different characteristic views of the object and 

not the spatial boundaries of each viewing region. Therefore, each characteristic view is 

represented as one of the potential vantage points that represent such view. However, for 

many applications such as sensor planning, it is desirable to have the exact boundaries of 
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the spatial region from which all the vantage points with such a view are obtained. The 

cost of obtaining such additional information is high, so an effective and efficient algorithm 

is necessary. 

Given that n partition planes or surfaces are to be used in constructing an aspect graph, 

the time complexity of determining a characteristic view for the aspect graph is O (2^ n^). 

Let us assume that the n partition planes or surfaces are {pi, p2...., pn}- Considering the 

different half spacesof each of these partitions (denoted pi"**. pi~), an n-tuple, such as {pi'*', 

P2'. Pn"*"}. can be constructed. There are in total 2^ of such n-tuples. If the 

corresponding partition boundaries of the n-tuple provide a feasible region in the three-

dimensional space, each such n-tuple represents a characteristic viewing domain. Given an 

n-tuple which represents a feasible characteristic viewing domain, the exact boimdaries of 

the corresponding region are obtained by eliminating those partition planes or surfaces that 

do not lie on the boundaries of the region. To determine the feasibility and to obtain the 

exact boundaries for an n-tuple, the time complexity is 0(n3). Hence, the total time 

complexity of generating the aspect graph is O (2^* n^). 

The set of entities of interest, E, of an EAG is a subset of all the entities of the object, 

eT. EC is an entity set such that E u EC = E^ and E n EC = 0. A partitioning plane or 

surface in generation of an aspect graph can be formed by (a) only the entities in E, (b) the 

entities in E and the entities in E^, or (c) only the entities in E^. Let Ne be the number of 

partition planes or surfaces that are formed by the entities in cases (a) and (b) above, and let 

Nec be the number of partition planes or surfaces that are formed by the entities in case (c). 

Then, N = Ne + Nec. Since the characteristic views of the AG are formed by N partition 

planes or surfaces, its time complexity is O ( 2(Ne + Nec) (Ne + Nec)^ ). However, the 

BAG'S characteristic views ate partitioned by Ne partition planes and surfaces. Therefore, 

the time complexity is 0( 2^E Ne \ The time complexity of the entity-based aspect graph 

will significantly decrease when Nec is large. 
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2.6. A Parallel Implementation 

Since, as discussed in previous section, the generation of an aspect graph is 

computationally expensive, an efficient and effective parallel algorithm to reduce the 

computation time is desired. The feasibility and the exact boundaries of each n-tuple can be 

determined independently. Therefore, these processes can be done simultaneously by 

different processors. Using this parallel algorithm, an aspect graph can be generated in a 

fraction of the time otherwise required. 

Parallel Algorithm 
Input: The boundary representation of the object (vertices, edges, and faces). 

Output: A EAG with set of viewing domains, V, set of lists of observable entities, O, 

one list for each element of V, and set of adjacent pairs of viewing domain. A, 

EAG (E,V,0,A). 
1. Find all the partition planes, {pi, p2,Pn}-

2. Create the set of all possibe combinations of pi^, L = {{pi"*", p2''". —, Pn"*"}' » 

{pr, P2'. .... Pn'}}. 

3. Initialize the set of viewing domains as an empty set, V = {}. 

4. Initialize the p processors with the first p elements of L and delete these elements from 

L. (If n < p, initialize the first n processors only.) 

5. For each processor, 

Check( the loaded n-tuple). 

Do while (L is not empty) { 

When one processor finishes, 

load it with the next tuple in L, 

delete this tuple firom L, 

Check( the loaded n-tuple). } 

6. Compute the adjacencies between the elements in V. 
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Check( n-tuple) 

Determine the feasibility of the n-tuple as described in Section IL 

If it is feasible, 

find its boundaries as described in Section II and save the reduced tuple in V. 

Let's assume that p > I, and n partition planes or surfaces are used to generate the 

EAG. The total computation time is as follows: 

Computation time with p parallel processors = Computation time with single processor ^ n<»i overtiead 
P 

The time used for parallel overhead is insigniHcant in comparison to the computation time 

with a single processor because little message passing is required in this applicatioiu The 

computation time with p parallel processors becomes approximately 1/p of the computation 

time using a sequential machine. Parallel algorithms could make the aspect graphs a 

practical solution. 

2.7. Conclusion 

The aspect graph, a viewer-centered representation of an object, is useful tool for 

sensor planning, and several other applications such as object recognition, but it has an 

important limitation: its complexity. Many research works [4,22,27] have discussed its 

practical utility and some have recently proposed aspect graphs having lower complexity 

based on particular assmnptions. In this work, we have described entity-based aspect 

graphs which include only the viewing domains that embody distinct visibility charactristics 

for a particular set of entities of interest belonging to an object Usually the number of 

entities of interest is fewer than the total number of entities on the object, and the total 
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number of nodes on the graph is greatly reduced. Using the entity-based aspect graph 

approach, we still have enough information to plan sensor settings or to recognize the 

object 

The contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows: 

• A new entity-based aspect graph is introduced, based on the assumption that only the 

observability of some entities of interests are useful for applications such as object 

recognition and sensor placement 

• Algorithms for creating an EAG from the faces, edges and vetices of an object are 

presented. Also algorithms for contracting and combining previously constructed EAGs 

are presented. By employing the presented algorithms, the burden of determining the 

characteristic views from the partition planes or surfaces can be reduced and the 

previously built EAGs can be reused. 

• The complexity of computing an EAG is analyzed. This analysis shows that complexity 

is decreased significantly. The computational savings are produced by reducing the 

number of partition planes or surfaces formed by the involved geometric entities. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INSPECTION PLANNING AND OPTIMIZATION 

Many current vision inspection systems are limited to two-dimensional products. 

Inspecting a three-dimensional part requires more imowledge to understand the three-

dimensional structure of the manufacturing features and the characteristics of the vision 

sensor. In this work, an object-centered representation (Brep CAD model) and a viewer-

centered representation (entity based aspect graph) of a three-dimensional component are 

used to generate dimensioning inspection plans for polyhedral machined components based 

on their CAD models. The object-center representation (Brep CAD model and machining 

shape features) of the component is the input to the system. The topologic entities (edge 

segments) to be measured are called measurable entitiesand they are determined by geometric 

reasoning based on machining features and their relationships. An entity-based aspect graph 

(viewer-center representation) determines the potential sensor settings for observing the 

measurable entities. Each node of the entity-based aspect graph provides a distinct 

characteristic view for the particular set of measurable entities of interest for the component 

being inspected. Hnally, an optimized sensor arrangement is obtained by minimizing the 

number of sensor settings and the travel distance between the sensor settings. A prototype is 

developed and two experiments are conducted to explore the performance of the active vision 

inspection planning methodology. 

3.1. Introduction 

In manufacturing and quality-control, tasks such as Fecognition of parts for robotics 

assembly and manipulation, and inspection of parts for quality control have been 

increasingly utilizing active machine vision. An automated vision system performs 

fimctions beyond the capability of himian inspection with remarkable consistency so that 
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productivity is increased by improving quality. This paper is concerned with generating 

inspection plans for dimensional inspection of machined components using active vision 

sensing based on the component CAD models. 

Several approaches have been proposed for inspection plaiming based on CAD models. 

Menq et al. [64,65] proposed an intelligent planning environment for automated 

dimensional inspection using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM). The system was 

composed of the CATIA/CMM inspection planning module, CAD model based localization 

algorithm, and comparative analysis. Yau and Menq [121] developed a hierarchical path 

planning system for dimensional inspection using coordinate measuring machines. 

Automated selection and modification of probe angle based on a local accessibility analysis 

of a given feature were introduced. Merat and Radack [66,67,82] presented a computer 

integrated manufacturing (CIM) system that combined inspection specification and planning 

with the design process for a coordinate measuring machine. The system consisted of a 

combination of manual and automatic inspection so that each aspect of a part was inspected 

optimally. ElMaraghy and Gu [21] described an expert system for inspection planning. 

Factors such as CMM characteristics, tolerance, part function, geometric properties, and 

feature accessibility were considered in the system. Chan and Gu [8] presented an object-

oriented inspection task planning system that included an object-oriented product model 

module, an object-oriented inspection process planner, and object-oriented probe path 

planner. This system generated a CMM probe path directly from a part design model. 

Brown et al. [5] presented a rule-based expert inspection process planning system that 

generated the inspection process plan and part program for the dimensional inspection for a 

coordinate measuring machine. 

Compared to inspection planning using CMM, little work on active vision inspection 

planning has been done. Hutchinson et al. [36] presented the planning of sensing 

strategies in a robot work cell with multi-sensor capabilities. The system used multiple 
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aspects and different sensors for the identification of an object and the computation of its 

pose. However, the objects used in this work were only two dimensional. Park et al. 

[75,76] developed an automated visual inspection system. This system provided an 

interface between computer vision processes and CAD databases. Marefat [59] described a 

knowledge-based inspection system for solid objects. Griffin et al. [28] presented a 

methodology to determine the process capability zone based on spatial quantization error, 

illumination error, and positional error. Cowan et al. [14,15] and Tarabanis et al. [98] 

proposed algorithms to determine viewpoints and camera locations (sensor settings) for a 

robotic vision system to observe a particular object entity based on the visibility constraint, 

spatial resolution constraint, focus constraint, and Held-of-view constraint These research 

works presented computer vision systems for inspection or object identification. However, 

these research works have not considered the methodology to determine a potential sensor 

setting that is capable to inspect more than one entity of a three-dimensional CAD model 

based on the sensor constraint However, a methodology to determine potential sensor 

settings for inspecting a set of entities (e.g. edges and faces) of a three dimensional CAD 

model based on a viewer-center representation of the object (entity-based aspect graph) has 

not been developed. Optimization of the vision inspection plan has not been considered. 

This paper discusses dimensional inspection planning using active vision based on 

CAD model of a component Inspection planning consists of determining a set of 

instructions to inspect dimensions corresponding to machined features of an object The 

set of instructions include the measurable entities for the attributes of the machined features, 

the sensor settings for the measurable entities, and the optimized sensor arrangements for 

the potential sensor settings. The input to the inspection planner is the solid model 

(boundary representation) of a component model which includes its edges and faces. The 

boundary representation (Brep) is used to construct an object oriented representation of the 

component The output of the inspection planner is a set of sensor settings (viewing 
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directions and camera locations), the topologic entities from the component boundary that 

should be extracted, and dimensions from each sensor setting. The inspection planner first 

generates a list of measurable entities for the object based on the interaction between the 

features of the object The second step is to determine the camera location and the entities 

that are visible from each location by using a new entity-based aspect graph. Then, an 

optimal plan based on the minimal number camera locations and minimal travel distance 

between locations is developed. 

The major contributions of this work can be briefly summarized as follows : 

• A geometric reasoning approach using an object-oriented knowledge representation based 

on the machining features and their relationships is utilized to generate different inspection 

strategies for a polyhedral component This approach determines the topologic entities 

(edge segments) of a component to be measured (dimensioned) based on its CAD solid 

model and machining feature information. 

• A method utilizing the entity-based aspect graphs is proposed for determining the 

potential sensor settings. The entiQr-based aspect graphs provide the characteristic views 

for a set of measurable entities of interest for an object The complexity of entity-based 

aspect graphs are significantly lower than the traditional aspect graphs. 

• Several approaches to optimize the active sensing effort including state-space search, 

simulated annealing, mathematical programming, and branch-and-bound, are investigated. 

These techniques minimize the number of sensor settings and the travel distance between 

the sensor settings. 

•Two experiments are conducted to explore the performance of the active vision inspection 

planning system. The experiments in addition to illustrating the procedures involved in 

inspection planning, investigate the effect of the sensor settings and the number of 

measurements on the accuracy of dimensional inspection. 
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3.2. Geometric Reasoning for Inspection Planning 

In inspection planning, we use the geometric reasoning approach to determine the 

entities (edges) of a component to dimension based on the CAD solid model information. 

We address two interrelated problems in geometric reasoning: (i) how to represent the 

inspection planning knowledge, and (ii) how to use geometric inference to determine a 

collection of entities to be dimensioned. Given the CAD solid model, we need the 

knowledge of the machining features to determine the attributes to be dimensioned. Using 

the spatial relationships between the machining features, we determine the measurable 

entities (edges segments) that are used to measure the attributes. Attributes are the 

components of a feature, for example, the attributes of a slot are length, width, and height 

The measurable entities are the edges segments on the component that are used to measure 

the attributes. For example, to measure the dimension of the length of a slot, we may use 

the simi of the length of several measurable entities (edge segments). 

The proposed knowledge-based geometric reasoning mechanism exploits object-

oriented representation and uses reasoning based on the abstract features of a component 

and the qualitative relationships between them to determine the component's measurable 

entities. Measurable entities are topologic entities (edge segments) from the component 

boundary that their true dimensions will be determined from images of the object. Based 

on the features and their qualitative relationships, we determine the attributes to be 

measured. In generating the strategies, we determine a set of measurable entities which 

once dimensioned provide a value for the desired attribute. The reasoning mechanism is 

capable to generate alternative possible strategies to inspect the dimensional attributes of a 

component. 
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3.2.1. Knowledge Representation 

The knowledge about the part includes the features of the part and their spatial 

relationships with each other. The features are the shapes which are produced by 

machining operations such as milling, and they carry semantic component attributes which 

are of inteiesL The manufacturing features of a component may be extracted from its low 

level CAD model using techniques proposed in previous research works [57,87]. 

We represent features through linear sweeps of non-variant 2D surfaces. Formally, our 

features are defined as: 

Definition 3.1: A feature is a 4-tuple, (T, f, D, I), where T is the type (e.g. slot), f is 

the sweep face, D is the sweep direction, and I is the closed sweep 

interval. 

Definition 3.2: A face is a 2-tuple, (S, E), where S is the support surface of the face 

and E is the ordered list of edges enclosing the face. 

The sweep direction is represented via a unit vector, the sweep interval is represented 

through a closed real interval, and the type is represented as a string. Given a planar face, 

f, its support plane divides space into two half spaces. The half space in which the normal 

of the face points is dubbed the positive half space (denoted f+) and the other the negative 

half space (denoted f-). Figure 3.1 shows some examples of abstract features which are 

the basic features used in our inspection plan. 
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Type: T s "Througb slot" 
Sweep Direction: D s <0,0.-l> 
Sweep interval: I - [0.1] 
Sweep face: f= Support surface: z= 2 plane 

E={el.e2.e3^} 
el= {vl,v2}, lin  ̂
e2= {v2,v3}. linear 
e3= {v3,v4}, linear 
e4= [v4,vl}. linear 

Type: T = "Blind slot" 
Sweep Direction: Ds<0,0,-1> 
Sweep interval: I-[0,1] 
Sweep face: f = Support surface: z = 2 plane 

E= {el,e2,e3,e4} 
el= {vl,v2}, linear 
e2= {v2,v3}, linear 
e3= {v3,v4}, linear 
e4= {v4.vl}, linear 

Type: T = "Through step" 
Sweep Direction: Ds<0,0,-1> 
Sweep interval: I - [0,1] 
Sweep face: f= Support surface: z = 2 plane 

E = {el,e2,e3,e4} 
el= {vl,v4}, lin  ̂
e2= {v4,v3i. linear 
e3= {v3,v2}, linear 
e4= {v2,vl}, linear 

Type: T = "Blind Step" 
Sweep Direction: D = <0,0,-1> 
Sweep interval: I-[0,1] 
Sweep face: f= Support surface: z = 2 plane 

E= (el,e2,e3,e4} 
el= {vl,v4),linw 
e2= (v4,v3}, linear 
e3= {v3,v2}, linear 
e4= {v2,vl}, linear 

Type: T= "Pocket" 
Sweep Direction: D = <0,0,-1> 
Sweep interval: I-[0,2] 
Sweep face: f= Support surface: z=3 plane 

E=(cl,e2,e3,e4) 
el= {vl,v2},lin  ̂
e2= {v2,v3j, linear 
e3= {v3,v4), linear 
e4= {v4,vl}, linear 

Figure 3.1 Examples of abstract features for inspection plan, including through 

slot, blind slot, through step, blind step, pocket. 
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The spatial relationship between features of a component is defined as follows: 

Definition 3.3: Given two features, Fi and F2, such that Fi is bound by the set of 

faces {fil, f2l,.... fn^,}, and F2 is bound by the set of faces {fi^^ 

—» the spatial relationship between Fi and F2 is an m by n 

matrix of symbols, i?, elements of which are defined as follows: 

if int(fj2) lies in 

if int(fj2) lies in 

if int(f.2) lies in the same support surface as 

if int(fj^) intersets. but does not lie in, the support surface of 

where int(£) = the interior of the face f. 

Figure 3.2 shows an example of a component, and the spatial relationship between its 

features. Based on the spatial relationship, the types of interaction between features can be 

interpreted. 

SLOT1 

(a) 
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instance 
class 
superclass 
inidali2ation 

name 
length 
width 
depth 
position 
faceCollection 
sweepDiiection 
sweep&iterval 
sweepFace 

aThroaghSlot 
SLOT 
GENFEATURE 

slotl 
10.0 (1.0 0.0 0.0) 
2.0 (0.0 0.1 0.0) 
1.0 (0.0 0.0 0.1) 
(1.0 4.0 0.0) 
(F131 F132 F130) 
(0,0,-1) 
(0,10) 
F131 

{id for the feature } 
{ magnitude and direction } 
{ magnitude and direction } 
{ magnitude and direction } 
{ relative position to the origin of the part} 
{id of faces that make the feature } 
{ direction of sweeping } 
{interval of sweeping } 
{ face of sweeping } 

mteractions ((aninteraction)) {list of instances of INTERACIIONS} 

(b) 

instance aninteraction 
class INTERACTION 
initialization 

into^tingFeature slot2 
QrpeOflnteraction RSlotl,Slot2 

(c) 

[{^Slotl,Slot2 — 

- - s I -
- - - i s  

- - - + -

- - - i -

wbeie fi  ̂= back, f2  ̂= front, = bottom, f4  ̂=nght, = top, = left,, 
= bottom, f2  ̂= top, £3  ̂ss firont, £4  ̂̂  ngin  ̂fj2 _ ^2 _ jeft. 

(d) 

Figure 3,2. (a) An object with two slots.(b) An instance of the feature 

slot, (c) An instance of the class "Interaction" which represents 

the relationship between two shape features, (d) the spatial 

relationship between Slotl and SIot2. 
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We utilize the object-oriented knowledge representation to represent the features and 

their relationships. The features are represented as classes. The instance variables of each 

instantiated feature contain the information about the feature such as the feature's 

interactions, list of faces, etc. For the example in Figure 3.2, the part contains two slots. 

Figure 3.2 shows a partial definition instance variables. The instance variable 

"iateractions" contains instances of the class "Interaction" describing the nature of the 

relationship of one feature of component with the other. The class "Interaction" contains 

instance variables interactingFeature and typeOflnteraction. For this example, the instance 

of Interaction would be described by interactingFeature having value Slot2 and 

typeOflnteraction having value RSlotl, Slot2 xhe important knowledge fragments of 

inspection plan are represented in an abstract class called "InspectionData". 

3.2.2. Geometric Reasoning to Generate Dimensioning Strategies 

Based on the semantic features and their spatial relationship, geometric reasoning 

utilizes geometric prediction and geometric verification to determine the measurable entities 

for a component Geometric prediction predicts (i) the attributes to be dimensioned based 

on the type of features, (ii) the predicted edges, ?PE?, based on the spatial relationship 

between the interacting features, (iii) the possible strategies to dimension each of the 

attributes based on the spatial relationship. Given all the predicted edges and possible 

strategies, geometric verification verifies if these edges actually exist in the model. It 

matches the model edges, ?M£?, with the predicted edges, ?PE?, and substimte the model 

edges to the predicted edges in the possible strategies. The model edges are the edges that 

physically exist on the CAD model. Both the predicted edges and model edges, ?PE? and 

?ME? are represented by their vertices, {?PEi? ?PVj? ?PVk?} and 
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{?MEi? ?MVj? ?MVk?}. Geometric reasoning completes when the predicted edges for 

the strategies of all the attributes are matched with the model edges. 

Given the knowledge of a component as described in Section 2.1, we utilized rules 

matching in geometric prediction and geometric verification. This approach to system 

design allows the system to be extensible. One can easily add new features and new types 

of interactions between these features by creating new subclasses, and adding the necessary 

rules and messages corresponding to the new features and their interactions. 

3.2.2.1. Geometric Prediction 

In geometric prediction, we predicts the attributes to be dimensioned based on the type 

of features. We also predicts the predicted edges and the possible strategies based on the 

type of interaction between the considered feature and the interacting feature. 

At the beginning of geometric prediction, we first predicts the attributes that is 

necessary to be dimensioned based on the type of features and the strategies for 

dimensioning these attributes are unknown. We utilize rule matching to determine the 

attributes. For example, if the type of feature is a slot, ?Slotl? is matched with 

aThroughSlot ({?Slotl? / aThroughSlot}) and the following rule is used. The results of 

firing the rules ate setting the attributes of ?Slotl? unknowiL 

If ?Slotl? is aThroughSlot 

Then 

{unknown ?Slotl? length} 

{unknown ?Slotl? width} 

{unknown ?Slotl? height} 
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Given the component in Figure 3.2, the followings are resulted and saved into the 

database. 

{unknown Slotl length} 

{unknown Slotl width} 

{unknown Sloil depth} 

{unknown Slot2 length} 

{unknown Slot2 width} 

{unknown Slot2 depth} 

After we have predicted the attributes to be dimensioned, we use the geometric 

knowledge about the interactions between features and rules matching to predict the 

predicted edges and the possible strategies for dimensioning the attributes. Rules are 

formulated based on the knowledge of the geometric spatial relationship and saved in the 

database. Each rule contains three variables. These variables are ?consideredFeature?, 

?interactingFeature?, and ?typeOfInteraction?. Given the features and their spatial 

relationship of a component, these variables have to be matched before the rule is fired to 

obtain the edges of the ?consideredFeature? and ?interactingFeature? for inspection. The 

results are a set of possible strategies for dimensioning the attributes of the 

?consideredFeatiu'e? and ?interactingFeature?. The strategies are in terms of a set of 

variables and these variables equal to a set of possible predicted edges. The predicted 

edges are predicted based on the intersection between the faces of the ?consideiedFeature? 

and the ?interactingFeature?. When a face of ?consideredFeaure? intersects with another 

face of the ?interactingFeatute?, edges and vertices are generated. These new vertices can 

also be combined with other existing vertices to predict other predicted edges that are 

created due to the interaction of features. 
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For the example in Figure 3.2, the ?consideredFeature? is Slotl, the 

?interactingFeature? is Slot2, and the ?typeO£Interaction? is RSlotl,SIot2^ niles matching 

is processed as follow: 

{Slotl / ?consideredFBatuie?, Slot2/?interactingFeature?, Ri / TtypeOfDiteraction? } 

The following rule is then fired as a result of the above rule matching. 

If ?consideredFeatuie? is alhroughSlot and 

?interactingFeatuie? is alhroughSlot and 
?typeC)fInteraction? is Ri 

Then 

{Equal ?L1? 

{Equal ?L2? 

{Equal ?L3? 

{Equal ?W1? 

{Equal ?W2? 

{Equal ?W3? 

{Equal ?H1? 

{Equal ?H2? 

?consideredFeature? ?PE1?. ?PE2?, ?PE3?, ?PE4?} 

?interactingFeature? ?PE5?, ?PE6?} 

?consideredFeatuiB? ?PE7?, ?PE8?, ?PE9?. ?PE10?} 

?interactingFeaturc? ?PE11?, ?PE12?, ?PE13?, ?PE14?} 

?consideredFeature? ?PE15?, ?PE16?} 

?interactingFeature? ?PE17?, ?PE18?, ?PE19?, ?PE20?} 

?considetedFeature? ?PE2I?, ?PE22?, ?PE23?, ?PE24?} 

?interactingFeaturc? ?PE25?, ?PE26?, ?PE27?, ?PE28?} 

{Equal ?consideTedFeature? length ?L1? + ?L2? + ?L3?} 

{Equal ?consideiedFeatuie? width ?W2?} 

{Equal ?consideredFieatuie? depth ?H1?} 

{Equal ?interactingFeature? length ?W1?+ ?W2?+ ?W3?} 

{Equal ?interactingFeatute? width ?L2?} 

{Equal ?interactingFeature? depth ?H2?} 
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After firing the rules, we get a strategy for each attribute in terms of some variables. For 

example, the strategy for dimensioning the length of SlotI is in terms of ?L1?, ?L2? and 

?L3?, i.e. {Equal Slotl length ?L1? + ?L2? + ?L3?}. Each of these variables equal to 

some possible predicted edges. For example, ?L1? equal to ?PE1?, ?PE2?, ?PE3?, or 

?PE4?. The predicted edges, ?PEi?, are labeled on Figure 3.3 based on the interaction 

between Slotl and Slot2. 

?PE2? 

^ r owif \ ?PE9? f 

?PE5? 

Figure 3 J. The predicted edges based on the interaction, Ri. 

3.2.2.2. Geometric Verification 

After creating possible strategies in terms of the predicted edges based on the spatial 

relationship of the interacting features, geometric verification matches the predicted edges 

with the model edges. Given a predicted edge and a model edge, they are matched if and 

only if a vertex of predicted edge matches a vertex of model edge and another vertex of 

predicted edge matches with another vertex of model edge. We use the following rule to 

matches predicted edges with model edges. 
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If 

{Predicted_edge_with_vertices ?PE? ?PVI? ?PV2?} 

{Model_edge_with_vertices ?ME? ?MV1? ?MV2?} 

{Equal ?MV1? ?PV1?} 

{Equal ?MV2? ?PV2?} 

Then 

{Matches ?PE? ?ME?} 

If the matched model edges are found, we substitute the predicted edges with matched 

model edges as follows: 

If 

{Equal ?Slotl? length ?PEi? + ?PEj? .... } 

{Matches ?PEj? ?MEj?} 

Then 

{Equal ?Slotl? length ?PEi? + ?MEj? .... } 

If all the predicted edges for a strategy are found, the strategy for dimensioning the 

corresponding attribute is determined. The following rule is used to change the status of 

the attribute from "unknown" to "known". 

If 

If all elements in {Equal ?Slotl? length ?ME? .....} are Model.edges 

Then 

{known ?Slotl? length} 

If all the strategies for all the attributes of the features are found, (i.e. {known Slotl 

length}.... {known Slot2 depth}), the geometric reasoning is completed. 
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3.2.2.3 Features with More Than One Interaction 

In many situations, tiie interaction between features may involve more than two 

features, satisfying the condition for firing one rule may not lead to a set of measurable 

entities. Rules matching and firing must repeat recursively until all the interaction are 

considered. A rule allows two features to be matched, ?consideredFeature? and 

?interactingFeature?, however, a third feature may also interact with ?consideredFeature? or 

?interactingFeature?. In this situation, firing a rule that match with ?consideredFeature? 

and ?interactingFeature? may not be able to obtain an entity that is actually physically exist 

on the component because of the interaction of the third feature with the 

?consideredFeature? or ?interactingFeature?. For example, Slot2 in Figure 3.4 interacts not 

only with Slotl but also with Slot3. ?L2? (?PE5? and ?PE6?), which is obtained from 

firing the rule that includes Slotl and Slot2 as matching variables, does not exist physically 

on the component. Since ?PES? and ?PE6? cannot be matched with any model edges, the 

strategy for dimensioning ?L2? cannot be obtained. Therefore, the width of Slot2 is not 

found. A second rule based on the interaction between SIot2 and another feature is needed to 

determine the strategy for ?L2?. 

Slot2 
slots 

ME37 ME39 ME41 

Slotl 

Figure 3.4. A component with three features, Slot2 interacts with Slotl 

and SIot3. 
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In order to obtain ?L2?, we use a new rule with three other variables, ?consideredFeature? 

as Slot2 , ?interactingFeatute? as Slot3, and ?typeOfInteraction? as Rj' to predicted the 

edges and strategies for dimensioning the attributes of Slot2 and Slot3. The matching 

variables are as follow; 

{Slot2 / ?consideredFeature?, Slot3 / ?interactingFieature, Rj / typeOflnteraction} 

The rule that predicts the strategies for dimensioning the attributes of Slot2 and Slot3 and 

the predicted edges generated by the interaction between Slot2 and Slot3 is as foUow: 

If ?consideredFeatuie? is aThroughSlot and 

?interactingFeature? is aThroughSlot and 

?typeOfInteraction? is Rj 

Then 

{Equal ?L4? ?consideredFeature? ?PE29?, ?PE30?, ?PE31?, ?PE32?} 

{Equal ?L5? ?interactingFeature? ?PE33?, ?PE34?. ?PE35?, ?PE36?} 

{Equal ?W4? ?consideredFeature? ?PE37?. ?PE38?} 
{Equal ?W5? ?interactingFeature? ?PE39?, ?PE40?} 
{Equal ?W6? ?consideredFeature? ?PE41?, ?PE42?} 

{Equal ?H3? ?consideredFeature? ?PE43?, ?PE44?, ?PE45?. ?PE46?} 
{Equal ?H4? ?interactingFeatuie? ?PE47?, ?PE48?, ?PE49?, ?PE50?} 

{Equal ?consideiedFeatuie? length ?L4?} 

{Equal ?consideredFieatuie? width ?W4? + ?W5? + ?W6?} 

{Equal ?consideredFieatuie? depth ?H3?} 

{Equal ?interactingFeatuie? length ?L5?} 
{Equal ?interactingFeature? width ?W5?} 

{Equal ?interactingFeature? depth ?H4?} 
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?PE44? 
?PE46? 

?PE3a? 

?PE29' 

?PI 
?R 

?PE43' 
?PI 2E1 

?PE37? 
E36? 

?PE47' 

?PE39? 

Figure 3^. The predicted edges based on the interaction, Rj. 

After geometric prediction, we use geometric veriHcation to match predicted edges with the 

model edges, and we obtain 

{Matches PE37 ME37} 

{Matches PE39 ME39} 

{Matches PE41 ME4I} 

These model edges cannot be obtained if we simply using the interaction between Slot2 and 

Slotl and the rules described in Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. They have to be obtained based 

the interaction between Slot 2 and Slot3. Using these results, we can now obtain the 

following results and complete the geometric reasoning. 

{Equal Slot2 width ME37-i-ME39 + ME41} and 
{known Slot2 witdth} 
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3 J. SENSOR PLANNING 

The goal of sensor planning is to detennine a camera arrangement such that all the 

required measurable entities (edge segments generated through geometric reasoning) can be 

measured from the images acquired. To achieve this goal, the knowledge obtained from 

geometric reasoning about the edge segments to be dimensioned and the information 

regarding visibility of edge segments from different characteristic view domains by active 

vision are used to generate sensor arrangements for dimensional inspection of the component 

by active vision. 

A sensor (camera) setting determines the location and viewing direction where a 

noncontact sensor may be placed so as to observe one or more topologic entities (edge 

segments) whose dimension is to be measured. A sensor arrangement, S = 

{xi,x2,....xn}, has n camera settings xi to Xq. A camera setting xi is an ordered triple (vi, 

di, oi) consisting of a sensor location vi, a sensor viewing direction di, and a list of 

observable entities oi from the given setting xf. Given a set of measurable entities, M, 

resulting from the geometric reasoning, the inspection plan specifies a set of sensor 

settings, S, such that all the entities in Af are observable for dimensioning. 

There are many potential sensor settings for each component Different sensor settings 

provide observability and potential dimensioning capability for difierent topologic entities of 

interest. As a result, different observable measurable entities may be obtained from different 

sensor settings. The input Brep CAD model is an object-centered representation of a 

component It cannot be utilized to obtain the sensor settings directiy. However, a viewer-

centered representation such as an aspect graph provides all distinct characteristic views of an 

object. 

The entity-based aspect graphs, which is presented in Chapter 2), provide the 

characteristic views for the measurable entities. It reduces a lot of unnecessary information. 
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Many characteristic views in the complete aspect graph are not important. For determining 

potential sensor settings, we are only interested in the characteristic views that have distinct 

visibility of the measurable entities. Hence, one can construct the characteristic views of these 

entities and form a graph such that each node of the graph provides the visibility of these 

entities only. Using this approach, less characteristic view domains are formed and less 

computation time is needed, yet sufficient information is provided. Moreover, fewer potential 

sensor settings are searched through in order to determine the sensor arrangement for 

inspecting the set of measurable entities. 

Given the aspect graph of a component to be inspected, a set of aspect graph nodes are 

selected such that all the measurable entities are observable from the corresponding 

characteristic view domains. If an aspect graph node is selected, a corresponding sensor 

setting is generated. The selection of sensor settings will be discussed in the optimization 

section. The position of the sensor setting, Vxi , is located at the center of the 

corresponding three-dimensional characteristic view domain. The center is the interior 

point that has the shortest distance from all the boundary planes of the domain. The sensor 

viewing direction Vdi points to the center of mass of the object, , and is obtained from 

. 

The entity-based aspect graph methodology provides the potential sensor settings for 

dimensioning a set of measurable entities. However, many possible combinations of sensor 

settings (sensor arrangements) can be used. Some sensor arrangements may contain more 

sensor settings, some sensor arrangements may have sensor settings that are further away firom 

each other. If we randomly choose a possible sensor arrangement, it may take more effort 

than it is necessary. In next section, we present the techniques to optimize the sensor 

arrangement. 
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3.4. OPTIMIZATION 

An important goal of intelligent inspection is to automatically generate effective 

strategies so that higher amounts of quali^ information can be obtained with lower sensing 

cost and fewer sensing operations. Given all the potential sensor settings obtained from the 

entity-based aspect graph of the inspected object, there are many possible sensor 

arrangements to observe all measurable inspection entities. However, an optimized sensor 

arrangement should have a minimum number of camera sensor settings and minimum travel 

distance between the settings so that image acquisition and processing is minimized. To 

achieve this task, four techniques, breadth-Hrst search, greedy algorithm, simulated 

annealing and mathematical programming, are developed here for minimizing the number 

of sensor settings. In addition to these, an arbitrary insertion method and a branch-and-

bound method are utilized to minimize the oravel distance. The input information consists 

of the entity-based aspect graph of the object, and the measurable entities which are 

determined in the geometric reasoning phase. 

3.4.1 Minimizing Number of Sensor Settings 

(i) State Space Approacii 

Breadth-First Search 

In the breadth-first search approach, we systematically explore the search space of all 

possible sensor (camera) arrangements. A state-space is a triple (S,0,G) where S is the set 

of initial states, G is the set of goal states, and O is the set of operators. States are the data 

structures which represent the problem or its solution at different stages. In our problem, 

the initial states are the initial sensor arrangements and the goal states are the sensor 

arrangements that are able to observe all desired measurable inspection entities. The 

operators represent the addition of a sensor setting to the current sensor arrangement This 
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state space can be represented by a graph. Each node (state) in the graph representation of 

this state space is a distinct sensor arrangemenL The nodes at the lower levels of the graph 

have fewer sensor settings than nodes at the deeper levels. Breadth-first state space search 

is employed here to check all the possible sensor arrangements with the same number of 

sensor settings before moving to a deeper level with more sensor settings. A solution is 

reached when all measurable inspection entities are observable from the current node, and 

none of the sensor arrangements (nodes) at a lower level can observe the entire set The 

algorithm is formulated as follows: 

Breadth_First(X.M) /• X is a set of potential sensor settings 

optimized = false M is a set of measurable entities. *l 
i = I 

While optimized = false 

Generate_C(Ci, X) 

Check(Ci) 

i = i + I 

Generate_C(Ci, X) 

Generate all the possible sensor arrangements Sij that have i sensor settings from X 

Check(Ci) 

For each sensor arrangement Sy in Q 

Hnd the union of the observability of all the sensor settings in Sij, O 

If O = M 

Solution = Solution •<- Sy 

optimized =: true 

This breadth-first search method guarantees an optimal sensor arrangement (if there is 

one). It searches through all possible arrangements starting with those with fewest number 

of sensor settings. However, this method is time consuming especially for a typical 
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component with several hundred aspect graph nodes (Le. potential sensor settings). For an 

object with N potential sensor settings, there are possible sensor arrangements with i 

sensor settings. This number grows very quickly as the number of potential sensor 

settings N increases. 

Greedy Algorithm 

Unlike breadth-first search, our greedy algorithm does not enumerate all possible 

sensor arrangements. On each level of the search, the greedy algorithm chooses the sensor 

setting that increases the total set of observable entities by the largest amount The greedy 

algorithm terminates when the first complete solution (one that observes all requires 

entities) is found. Although not guaranteed to produce an optimal solution, greedy 

algorithms aie well known as very efficient methods for getting high quality solutions to 

problems in optimization. The details of the algorithm are as follows. 

GreedyCXM) /* X is a set of potential sensor settings, 

optimized = false M is a set of measurable entities. *! 
Initialize(Ci) 

Check(Ci) 
i = 2 

While optimized = false 
Best_C(Ci, X) 

Check(CO 
i = i+ 1 

Initialize<Ci) 

Find the sensor settings in X that observe the maximum number of entities in M. 

For each sensor setting found 
Create a new sensor arrangement and save it as a sensor arrangement in Ci. 
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Best_C(Ci, X) 

For each sensor arrangement Si-i j in Q-i 

Find the sensor settings in X that observe the maximum number of entities 

remaining unobserved in M 

For each sensor setting found 
Add this sensor setting to Si-ij and save it as a new sensor arrangement 

inCi 

Check(Ci) 

For each sensor arrangement Sy in Ci 

Find the union of the observability of all the sensor settings in Sy, O 
IfO = M 

Solution = Solution + Sy 

optimized = true 

(ii) Simulated Annealing 

Simulated annealing is a stochastic search method [40,68,74,101]. The simulated 

annealing algorithm originates from the analogy between two problems, finding the ground 

state of a solid and a globally minimal confrguration in a combinatorial optimization 

problem. In our problem, the number of sensor settings is analogous to energy. 

To model the problem of optimizing the sensor arrangement, we initialized the sensor 

arrangement S as an empty set at the initial temperature Ti. At each step, the temperature 

Tic (control parameter) is decreased by a random value, and a sensor setting is added or 

deleted to the current sensor arrangement Using the cost change AC computed and the 

current temperature T|c, we determine if the new arrangement should be accepted. When 

the temperarnre of the system reaches zero, the process ceases and the current sensor 

arrangement becomes the optimized solution. The simulated annealing algorithm developed 

is formulated as follows: 
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Simiilated_Anneal(X.M) /* X is a set of potential sensor settings 

M is a set of measurable entities. */ 
InitializeC k, S) 

Set tbe sensor arangement. S. as an empty set, S = {}. 

Set tbe counter, k, to 1. 
Set tbe initial temperature, Ti, as constant.l; 

Repeat tbe following procedures until ( ^ 0) 

Generate a new configuration by adding or deleting a camera setting, S = S ± {xi}. 

Calculate tbe cost change of tbe new configuration, AC. 

If AC^O 

Update S to the new configuration 
else if ( Exp( - AC / T|c) is greater tban a random value between 0 and 1 

Update S to the new configuration 
Increase the counter by I, k = k + I; 
Update Tk by subtracting a random value between 0 and constant.!, T|e = -

Random[0,constant_2]. 

„ NpCi) MOO 
AC = - ^ ^ c„ +CcMn ^ camera setting is added 

lc=l lc=l 

NtXJ MPO 
AC = X Co* + S Crx - f"— if a camera setting is deleted 

lc=t k=l 

where N(Xi) = number of entides that are observable only by setting Xi 

Cnx = cost for an entity that can only be observed by setting Xi 

M(Xi) = number of entides that are observable by setting Xi as well as other 

setting S but not by any other setting in the current sensor 

arrangement S. 
Cnc = cost for an entity that is observable from more than one sensor setting 

Cram = cost for adding a sensor setting 
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The value of constant. 1 is usually initialized to be a large number so that a longer 

process of annealing is allowed. If the value of constant.l is set too small, the process will 

finish in a few steps and the optimal solution may not be reached. The value of constant.! 

determines how fast the process runs with an initialized value of constant.l. If the value of 

constant_2 is large, the process will only repeat the loop a few times. The slower the 

process, the closer the solution to the global optimum will reach. Therefore, the best 

solutions can be obtained with a large value of constant.l and a small value of constant_2. 

Since simulated annealing includes a random fimction to decide the acceptability of a new 

arrangement and the new arrangement is randomly generated in every loop execution, it 

produces different solutions in different runs. Some of the obtained solutions may not be 

optimal, or more than one solution with a minimum number of camera settings may be 

obtained. The cost function in this algorithm only considers the visibility characteristics 

associated with each sensor setting. However, the function can be modified to consider 

other objectives, such as the measurement accuracy for each sensor setting. In this way, 

the simulated annealing algorithm is very flexible to changes. The cost fimction can always 

be changed according to the system requirements. 

(iii) Mathematical Programming 

In the mathematical programming approach, a set of linear constraints are developed to 

represent the relationships between sensor settings, observable entities and which entities 

must be observed. A linear or nonlinear function for evaluating a chosen set of sensor 

setting detennines the method used for finding a solution. 
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Let i index all possible sensor settings from {1,...^}. Define: 

(1 Ifthei"'sensor setting is selected 
0 Otherwise 

to be the set of decision variables. Let m be the number of measurable inspection entities in 

M.. Define ^ to be an mxl vector of integers specifying the number of observations 

required for each entity. Finally, let A be an mxn matrix where 

(1 If the 1*^ entity is observable from the sensor setting 
0 Otherwise 

A can be constructed easily from the information in the entities based aspect graph. The 

problem of minimizing the number of sensor settings required to observe the m entities can 

then be written as follows: 

A variety of software packages are available to solve mathematical programming problems 

in this form. Other objective function can be chosen to evaluate solutions by various 

methods. 

It will be useful to identify all possible solutions which observe all the required entities 

and have the minimum number of sensor settings. These solutions can then be compared 

based on other criteria (see Section 3.4.2). To enumerate all possible sensor setting 

H 
Minimize 

1=1 

subject to Ax>b 

X,.€{0,1} 
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minimizing solutions, the following procedure can be used: For any given solution to (1), 

each sensor setting that appears in the solution can be successively forced out of the 

solution and the problem solved again. For example, if the current solution is [xi=l, xj=l, 

Xi will be forced to be 0, and (1) solved with this additional constraint xj and xk 

will also be forced, individually, to 0 in the same way. Each new solution generated will 

be treated similarly. This procedure continues as long as new solutions with the minimnm 

number of sensor settings ate generated. 

3.4.1.1 Examples and Comparison 

Example 1 

Assume the measurable inspection entities are {ei,e2,e3,e4,e5,e6}. Also assume that 

there are five potential sensor settings xi to x5 each with the associated observable 

measurable entities as oi = {ei,e3,e5}, 02 = {e2,e4}, 03 = {e2,e3,e4}, 04 = {ei,e2}. 05 

= {64,66}. The breadth-first search algorithm searches through 25 states at level 1,2, and 

3 and finds all optimized solutions, {xi,x2, X5}, {xi,x3,x5}, and {xi,x4,x5}. The 

greedy algorithm selects {xi} and {x3} at level 1, {xi,x2}, {xi,x3}, and {xi,x5} at level 

2, and finds the optimized solutions, {xi,x2,x5} and {xi,x3,x5}, at level 3. One 

optimized solution, {xi,x4,x5}, is missed using the greedy algorithm. The parameters 

used in the simulated annealing are, Cnx = 3, Crx = 1, Ccam = 2, constant_l = 10, 

constant_2 = 2. At the sixth step of the annealing, it finds one optimized solution, 

{xi,x2,x5}. When the temperature reaches 0 at the tenth step, it finds another optimized 

solution, {xi,x3,x5}. The mathematical programming minimizes xi + x2 + x3 + X4 + x5, 

and finds the first optimized solution, {xi,x4,x5}. Setting X4 to 0, it finds another 

optimized solution, {xi,x2,x5}. Setting x4 and x2 to 0, it finds the third optimized 

solution, {xi,x3,x5} and the branch terminates. 
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Example 2 

Assuming the measurable inspection entities are {ei,e2.e3,e4,e5,e6,e7,eg} and five 

potential sensor settings xi to xs each with the associated observable measurable entities as 

01 = {ei,e2,e3.e4.}, o2 = {e4,e5,e8}. 03 = {e3.e6}. 04 = {e2,e7}, 05 = {e1.e3.e6}-

Similarly, the breadth-first search algorithm searches through 25 states at level 1, 2 and 3 

and finds one optimized solution, {x2,x4^5}, only. The greedy algorithm selects {xi} at 

level 1, {xi,x2} at level 2, {xi,x2 x3}, {xi jc2,x4}. and {xi,x2,x5} at level 3, and finds 

the solutions, {xi,x2,x3,x4} and {xi,x2,x4,x5}, which are not optimized. The same 

parameters are used in the simulated annealing. At the ninth step of the simulated 

annealing, it finds the optimized solution, {x2,x4,xs}. When the temperature reaches 0, it 

keeps the same solution at the tenth step. Mathematical programming has the same 

objective function in this example, and finds the optimized solution, {x2,x4,xs}, at the 

root of the tree and terminates all the branches. 

Comparing State Space, Greedy Algorithm, Stochastic Search, and 

Mathematical Programming Based on Example Results 

In these simplified examples, the breadth-first technique identifies all the optimized 

solutions but it is very time consuming. The greedy approach is much faster compared to 

the breadth-first approach. However, it identifies only two of the three optimized solutions 

in example 1 and does not find the optimized solution in example 2. Simulated annealing is 

not as fast as the greedy algorithm. However, it finds the solutions in no more than 10 

steps in both of our examples. In fact, one of the optimal solutions, {xi,x2,x5}, is found 

in the sixth step in example 1. Hence, simulated annealing can potentially find the optimal 

sensor arrangement in a firaction of the time. If other similar runs are observed, the rest of 

the optimized solution may be identified. Moreover, the cost fimction used in the algorithm 
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is very flexible. Additional parameters and weights can be added to consider other factors 

such as accuracy of the measurement by a sensor setting. Mathematical programming is a 

fast and direct method to compute the optimized solution. This method will always identify 

all the optimized solution. On the contrary, simulated annealing searches for the optimized 

solutions as the temperature of the system decreases and has no information of any other 

possible solution. In our inspection planning system, mathematical programming is 

selected for optimization of the number sensor settings. 

3.4.2 Active Sensing Path 

There are n! possible sequences to travel through n sensor settings, xi to xn- The total 

sensing path distance is a function of the chosen sequence. Clearly, the desired sensor path 

is the one with the shortest total traveL The active sensor may initially be placed at a home 

position or at any sensor setting, xi. It then proceeds on a path that visits all the camera 

settings. After stopping at all the intermediate sensor settings, the active sensor may go 

back to the original position, or it may stop at the last visited setting. 

The problem can be solved through the approach of looking for the shortest length 

Hamiltonian cycle in a sensor setting graph. A graph has a finite set of vertices, some pairs 

of which are joined by edges. A Hamiltonian cycle in a graph is a sequence of vertices 

which is such that it is possible to move from vertex to vertex, along edges of the graph, so 

that all vertices are encountered exactly once. The networic may have many Hamiltonian 

cycles, and we must find one with the shortest length. The sensor setting graph is in 

general a complete graph. A complete graph with n nodes has (n-I)!/2 Hamiltonian cycles. 

Even for moderate values of n, checking all such cycles is computationally infeasible. 

Thus two standard approaches are exploited, an approximation technique and an exact 

branch-and-bound method. 
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The approximate algorithm is an insertion method which produces a Hamiltonian cycle 

with a sensor path length that is reasonably close to optimal. There are three important 

components in the approximate insertion method: (1) the choice of an initial subtour, (2) a 

selection criterion, and (3) an insertion criterion. There have been many insertion methods 

proposed including the nearest addition, nearest insertion, cheapest insertion, farthest 

insertion, convex hull insertion, and greatest angle insertion. We have developed an 

algorithm based on arbitrary insertion, because it yields a reasonable solution which is 

close to optimal in an acceptable amount of time. This algorithm generates an initial cycle, 

and continually expands it by adding a new node adjacent to a pair of consecutive nodes on 

the cycle at minimum additional cosL In the worst case, this algorithm produces a cycle 

which is at most twice the optimal length. The travel distance obtained by the arbitrary 

insertion method is then used as the upper bound in the branch-and-bound method. 

The arbitrary insertion algorithm and the branch-and-bound method are utilized to work 

in four different cases corresponding to different desired set ups of the active inspection 

environment: 

Case 1: The active sensor starts at a home position, xq, and returns to the home position. 

Case 2: The active sensor starts at any first sensor setting, and returns to the starting position. 
Case 3: The active sensor starts at a home position, XQ, and stops at the last sensor setting. 

Case 4: The active sensor starts at any first sensor setting, and stops at ttie last sensor setting 
in the sequence. 

Algorithm: Find the approximate path of the active vision sensor by arbitrary insertion 

Initialize : Set the distance between sensor settings xf and xj as d(xi,xj), and 

Case I, Case 2: Set d(xo.x|c) = d(xic,xo) = dok. 

Case 3: Set d(xo.xk) = dok, d(x|c.xo) = 0, 

Case 4: Set d(xo,x|c) = d(xk,xo) = 0. 

where dok is the actual distance between home position and x^. 
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Start the cycle at the home positioii for case 1, 3, and 4, but start the cycle at any 

position for case 2. 
Find a sensor setting xj such that d(xo,xj) is minimal and form a cycle (xo,xj^o) 

in case 1,3, and 4 or (xi,xj,xi) in case 4. 

Select : Given the current cycle, arbitrarily select a sensor setting xic not in the cycle to 

enter the cycle. 

Insert : Hnd the edge {xi.xj} in the path which minimizes d(xi,xk) + d(x|c,xj) - d(xi,xj). 

inseit xic between xi and xj. 

Go to Select unless all the active sensor settings have been inserted. 

Branch-and-bound is an optimization technique that limits the amount of searching 

required to find an optimal solution to a problem. It solves discrete optimization problems 

by breaking up the feasible set into successively smaller subsets, calculating bounds on the 

objective function value over each subset, and using the bounds to discard certain subsets 

from further consideration. A rooted binary tree is generated such that each branch at a 

node is determined by a particular sensor graph edge that is to be included in the cycle. A 

lower bound on the total length of a cycle is also computed at every node in the branchand 

bound tree. The lower bounds increase as we travel down through the tree. The branching 

is stopped whenever the length exceeds the upper bound given by the arbitrary insertion 

method. When we get to the leaves of the tree, well find the Hamiltonian cycle with the 

shortest length. When carried out to completion, the branch-and-bound method always 

leads to an optimal solution. Although it can save much unnecessary searching through its 

intelligent use of bounds, in the worst case, the method still requires an amount of time that 

is exponential in the number of requited sensor settings. 
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Algorittun: Find optimal sensing path by branch-and*i)ound 

Initialize; Set the total distance traveled, D, to 0. 
Cases 1 and 3: Choose XQ as the initial sensor setting. 

Cases 2 and 4; Choose the initial sensor setting arbitrarily. 

Place all remaining sensor settings in P. 
Branch: Let xlast be the last sensor setting in the current path. For each setting, xi, in P 

aeate a new node in the search tree with xi added to the end of Cp. For each new 

node, add d(xlast,xi) to D and remove xf from P. Evaluate each node. 

Evaluate: If P is empty then a complete solution has been found: 

If D<DU then Cp is the best solution yet. 

Assign: DU=D; BestSolution:=CP. 

If P is not empty, then: 

Compute a lower bound on the completion of the current path, DL 

If l>t-DL^DU then fathom this node. 

If D-i-DL<DU then Branch. 

Compute: For a given pending list P (before updating), generate a list containing the 

distances between each possible pair of nodes in P. 

If the number of settings in P is N (P), 

add the N (P) smallest values in the list to determine DL. 

For case 1 and 2, 

add the minimum of d(xflrst,xi) to DL where xfirst is the first sensor 

setting of the current path and xf is any sensor setting in P. DL is a 

lower bound on the completion of the current path. 

Example 

Suppose we have five active sensor settings, xi to xs, to acquire images. The distance 

d(xi,xj) between a pair of settings xi and xj is given in the Table 3.1. We want to Hnd the 

optimal sensing path through all these sensor settings without a fixed home position and 

return to the first sensor setting. 
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Table 3.1 Distance between xi and xj 
Xi \ Xi XI XI X3 X4 X5 

XI 0 17 20 19 29 

*2 17 0 25 19 26 

X3 20 25 0 21 27 

X4 19 19 21 0 32 

29 26 27 32 0 

We start with xi as the first sensor setting. x2 has the minimum distance from xi, 

therefore, we form the initial cycle {xi,x2,xi}. Then, x3 is selected arbitrarily and is 

inserted between xi and x2. The current cycle is updated to {xi,x3,x2,xi}. Now, X4 is 

arbitrarily selected. d(x3,x4) + d(x4,x2) - d(x3,x2) = 15 which is the minimum cost of 

inserting the next camera setting into the cycle, therefore, x4 is inserted between x3 and x2-

Finally, x5 is selected arbitrarily and is inserted between xi and x3 with the cost of 31. 

The best cycle found by the arbitrary insertion algorithm is {xipc5,x3,x4,x2,xi} with the 

total travel of 113. This distance is then utilized as the upper bound in the branch-and-

bound method. In step one of the branch-and-bound technique, any of xi to x5 can be 

chosen as the first active sensor setting as shown on the Hrst row in Figure 3.6. If we 

choose XI as the first sensor setting, Cp is equal to {xi}, P is equal to {x2,x3,x4,x5}, D 

is 0, and DL is 92. Since DL is 92(=17+19+19+20+17), which is less than DU (113), we 

have four branches from the node of Cp - {xi} on the second level. Cp, P and D are 

updated after branching. If x2 is chosen as the second sensor setting, Cp is updated to 

{X1.X2}. P is updated to {x3,x4,x5}, D is zero plus d(xi,x2) which is 17, and DL is 84. 

In the node of Cp = {xi,x2,x5,x4}, D plus DL is equal to 116 which is greater than DU, 

therefore, it is fathomed. The optimal solution can be found at the bottom of the tree. The 

node with Cp = {xi,x2,x5,x3,x4,xi} has the minimum value of D, 110, in the tree, 

hence, it is the optimal solution. 
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Cp={Xll 
P={X2J£3JC4JC5) 
D = 0,DL = 92 

Cp={X2} 
P={X1JDJC4JC5) 
D=0.DL = 92 

Cp={X3J 
P={XIJC2JC4JC5J 
D=0.DL = 9S 

Cp={X*} 
p={xijax3jc5} 
D = 0.DL = 94 

Cp=pC5} 
P=PCIJC2JC3JC4J 
D = 0,DL=101 

Cp={XlJC3} 
P={X2JC4JCS} 
D = 20.DL = 82 

Cp={XlJC4} 
P={X2JC3JC5) 
D=I9.DL = 82 

Cp={Xl.X5) 
P={X2J0JC4} 
D = 29.DL = 82 

Cp={XlA2jC5} 
P={X3JC:4} 
D=43.DL = 67 

CP={X1JC2JC5JC4} 
P={X3} 
D = 75.DL=41 

Cp={Xl,X2^} 
P={X4JC5} 
D = 42.DL = 67 

CP={X1JC2JC5JC31 
P={X4} 
D = 70,DL = 40 

Fathom 

cp=pci jax5jojc<xi} 
p={) 
D= 110 

Cp={XljaX5jC3jC4j 
p={} 
D = 91.DL=19 

Optimal SolutfoD 

Figure 3.6. Part of the tree generated by the branch-and-bound method. 

3.5. Experimental Results 

This section describes two experiments conducted to investigate how sensor 

arrangements with different numbers of measurements for each entity affect the accuracy of 

the inspection and how the orientation and location of a sensor setting affect the 

measurement of an entity. Objects with three pockets on three different faces of a cube are 

used for these experiments. In experiment 1, three sensor arrangements are assigned to 
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inspect a set of entities on the three pockets. Sensor arrangement 1, 2 and 3 are able to 

dimension each entity at least once, twice and three times, respectively. The average of the 

measured values is taken as the result of the inspected entity. Two objects with the same 

featiues (three pockets) were manufactured for the experiment One has the designed 

dimensions and another has some errors in the dimensions. In this experiment, we explore 

the ability of differing sensor arrangement to detect these defects. In experiment 2, three 

sensor settings were assigned to inspect an entity on one of the pockets. These sensor 

settings have different locations and orientations relative to the inspected entity. Ten 

measurements were made from each sensor setting. 

In order to determine the potential sensor settings for an entity or a set of entities, the 

entity-based aspect graph for the inspected object is first developed. The object for 

inspection is shown in Figure 3.7(a). Each pocket has three attributes which are length, 

width, and height There are four strategies to dimension each attribute. For example, the 

strategies for dimensioning the length of pocket 1 are LI, L2, L3, and lA. The label of the 

entities (edge segments) on the pockets are shown in Figure 3.7(b), (c), and (d). The 

endty-based aspect graph of these entities is given in Figure 3.8. There ate 45 distinct 

characteristic views for the thirty-six entities. The observable entities for each distinct view 

are given in Appendix B, Table B.I. Nodes I to 10 are the characteristic views that can 

only observe entities of pocket I. Similarly, nodes 11 to 20 and nodes 21 to 30 are the 

characteristic views that can only observe the entities of pocket 2 and pocket 3, 

respectively. Since pocket 1 and pocket 3 are on the opposite sides of the object, no 

characteristic view can observe both entities from pocket I and entities from pocket 3. 

Pocket I and pocket 2, or pocket 2 and pocket 3 are on adjacent sides of the object, 

therefore, nodes 31 to 36 and node 43 can observe entities from both pocket I and pocket 

2, and nodes 37 to 42 and node 44 can observe entities from both pocket 2 and pocket 3. 

Node 45 corresponds to the vantage points that cannot observe any of the entities. 
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Figure 3.7. (a) An object with three pockets labeled as Pocket 1, Pocket 2 

and Pocket 3. (b), (c), and (d) The label of the entities in 

Pocket 1, Pocket 2 and Pocket 3, respectively. 
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Figure 3^. The entity-based aspect graph of the object in Figure 3.7. 

There are totally 45 distinct views of the entities and the 

observable entities are shown in Appenilix B, Table B.I. 

There are nine attributes for inspecting the three pockets (three attributes for each 

pocket) and there are four strategies for each attribute. Since each strategy corresponds to a 

distinct entity on the object, there are totally 4^ potential sets of measurable entities. M = 

{Ll,Wl,HlJ-5, W5 JI7,L9,W9,H11} is a possible set of measurable entities. Using the 

entity-based aspect graph and mathematical programming, we found more than one 

optimized sensor arrangement for dimensioning the entities in M. For example, 

{31,34,40} and {3235,41} are the set of selected characteristic viewing domains chosen 

for the optimized sensor arrangements. The corresponding sensor settings for the selected 

characteristic viewing domain are generated as described in the earlier section. However, 

these optimized sensor arrangements may not have the highest accuracy compared to other 

possible sensor arrangements. Experiment 1 and 2 explore the accuracy of different 

assignments of sensor arrangements and sensor settings. 
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Experiment 1 

In planning of sensor arrangement one may want to have multiple measurements of 

each entity in the set of measurable entities. However, increasing the number of 

measurements will require more sensor settings in the sensor arrangement This would 

lead to a more expensive inspection process. In this experiment, three optimized sensor 

arrangements for inspecting the object in Figure 3.7(a) are developed. Sensor 

arrangements 1,2 and 3 are able to observe each entity at least once, twice, and three times, 

respectively. Two objects with the same features (three pockets), one with the designed 

dimensions and one with some inaccurate dimensions, were used in this experiment to 

investigate how well the chosen sensor arrangements performed in detecting the defects. 

The set of entities for inspection is {L1X5,WI,W5,H14I11 }• Specifically, we explored 

the effect of increasing the numbers of observations on the accuracy of the measurement 

Using the entity-based aspect graph developed in Figure 3.8 and optimized using 

mathematical programming, three optimized sensor arrangements for inspecting the entities, 

{L1,L5,W1,W5,HI,H11}, were developed. Sensor Arrangement 1, {31,40}, has two 

sensor settings and each measurable entity is measured once. Sensor Arrangement 2, 

{31,32,41,40}, has four sensor settings and each measurable entity is measured twice. 

Sensor Arrangement 3, {5,31,32,41,40,23}, has six sensor settings and each measurable 

entity is measiu^d three times. The sensor settings used to measure each entity by each 

sensor arrangement are given in Appendix C, Table C.l. The designed dimension for LI, 

Wl, W5, HI, and HII is I4mm and the designed dimension for L5 is 12 mm. Two 

objects. Object I and Object 2, with the same features are used in the experiment Object 1 

has the correct dimensions . However, the dimensions for Object 2 have defects. The 

dimension of HI and W5 on Object 2 isI2mm instead of 14 mm. Since the number of 

observations for each entity is at least one, the average of the measurements are taken as the 
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measured length. The mca.surcmcnLs of the entities {L1,L5,WI,W5,H1,H11} by Sensor 

Arrangement 1, Sensor Arrangement 2, and Sensor Arrangement 3 for Object 1 and Object 

2 are given in Appendix C. Table C.L The edge maps obtained from the sensor settings 

for Object 1 and Objcct 2 arc shown in Figure 3.9. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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(e) (f) 

Figure 3.9. The edge maps of the object in figure 3.7(a) obtained from (a) sensor 

setting 5, (b) sensor setting 23, (c) sensor setting 31, (d) sensor setting 

32, (e) sensor setting 40, and (d) sensor setting 41. 

Using these measurements and the tolerance of the system, one can determine whether 

the parts are acceptable. Two inspection tolerances. 8% and 2%, were used in this 

experiment to analyze the accuracy of the parts. Since Object 1 is made with the desired 

dimensions, it is expected that all the entities will be accepted. However, for Object 2, both 

HI and W5 should be rejected. For an 8% tolerance, the acceptable range for the 

measured length is [12.88mm,15.12mm] for LI, Wl, W5, HI, and Hll and 

[11.04mm,12.96mm] for L5. The results for 8% tolerance are given in Appendix C, Table 

C.2. For Objcct 1. Sensor Arrangement I, 2 and 3 accept all the entities as expected. For 

Object 2, Sensor Arrangement 2 and 3 accept LI, Wl, and HI 1 and reject W5 and HI as 

expected. However. Sensor Arrangement 1 rejccts W5 only and accepts HL Thus, using 

only one measurement in Sensor Arrangement 1 does not obtain an accurate result with an 

8% tolerance. For 2% tolerance, the acceptable range of measured length is 
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[13-72mm,14.28mm] for LI, Wl, W5, HI, and Hll and [ll-76mm,12.24nmi] for L5. 

The results for 2% tolerance are given in Appendix C, Table C.3. Using Sensor 

Arrangement 1, W5 was rejected for object 1 and LI, L3, and Hll were rejected 

(incorrectly) for object 2. Using Sensor Arrangement 2, HI was rejected for Object 1 and 

Hll was rejected for Object 2. Using more measurements of each entity. Sensor 

Arrangement 2 successfully reduces the number of incorrect rejections. However, none of 

the rejections of W5 by Sensor Arrangement 1 and HI by Sensor Arrangement 2 are 

expected. The number of incorrect rejections is the same for Sensor Arrangement 1 and 

Sensor Arrangement 2. However, different incorrect rejection is resulted. Using Sensor 

Arrangement 3, all the entities for Object 1 were accepted and only W5, HI for Object 2 

were rejected, as expected. From the results of Sensor Arrangements 1, 2 and 3, we see 

that the accuracy of the inspection on the whole set of entities improved on average as the 

number of measurements increased, although the accuracy of the inspection on a specific 

entity (e.g. HI) did not improve. The percentage of correct inspections for Sensor 

Arrangement 1, Sensor Arrangement 2, and Sensor Arrangement 3 on Object 1 and Object 

2 are given in Figure 3.10. 

Accuracy 

l̂ll. Illl IIH 
Scnaor Amngcncntl Scnaor Amngeineiit 2 Sensor Arrangcmeiit 3 a Object 1 (tolerance = 8%) Object 1 (tolerance = 2%) 

Object 2 (tolerance = 8%) ^ Object 2 (tolerance — 2%) 

Figure 3.10. The accuracy of the inspecting Object 1 and Object 2 using 

Sensor Arrangement 1, Sensor Arrangement 2, and Sensor 

Arrangement 3 with tolerance of 2% and 8%. 
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Experiment 2 

To observe any particular entity, a variety of sensor settings are possible. The 

desirability of using a particular setting will depend on the accuracy of measurement made 

from that setting. The errors in the measurement are mainly due to the quantization error, 

displacement error of the sensor, and illumination error. Accuracy is a function of (among 

other factors) the sensor viewing direction, sensor location, resolution of the image etc. 

This experiment investigates the effect of sensor location and orientation on the dimensional 

measurement of an edge segment on a three-dimensional object 

L5 on the object in Figure 3.7(a) is used as the inspected entity in this experiment. 

Three sensor settings. Sensor Setting I (SSI), Sensor Setting 2 (SS2), and Sensor Setting 

3 (SS3), are considered to inspect L5. The viewing direction of SS2 is approximately 

orthogonal to L5, but the viewing directions of SSI and SS3 are not orthogonal to L5. 

SSI and SS3 have the same observability of the entities of the three pockets (thus, they are 

both in the same node of the entity-based aspect graph (node 33) in Figure 3.8). The 

distance between L5 and the sensor for SSI and SS2 are approximately the same, but SS3 

is closer to L5. The edge maps obtained from these sensor settings are given in Figure 

3. II. For each measurement, the sensor is moved to the assigned location and orientation 

of the sensor setting from an arbitrary position. Ten such measurements are taken for each 

sensor setting. The means, 95% confidence intervals, and variances of the measurements 

for each sensor setting are shown in Figure 3.12. The expected length of L5 is 12 mm. 

From Figure 3.12(a), the sample means, m, iL2, and m^3, of ten measurements for SSI, 

SS2, and SS3 are 11.87 mm, 12.01 mm and 11.93 mm, respectively. The percentage of 

error for each sensor setting is defined to be l^i - 121 / 12. SS2 has the minimum 

percentage of error (0.08%) and SSI has the maximum percentage of error (1.08%). The 
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percentage of error lor SS3 is 0.58%. Figure 3.12(a) also shows the 95% confidence 

intervals for Sen.sor Setting I, 2, and 3. The sample variances, <72^, and 03^, of the 

ten measurements for SSI. SS2, and SS3 are 0.155 mm^, 0.037 mm^, and 0.061 

respectively, as given in Figure 3.12(b). 

(c) 

Figure 3.11. The edge maps obtained from (a) Sensor Setting I, (b) 

Sensor Setting 2, and (c) Sensor Setting 3. 
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Figure 3.12. (a) mean and confldence interval (b) variance of 10 

measurements by sensor setting 1, sensor setting 2, and sensor 

setting 3. 

This experimental result shows that SS2 has the highest accuracy while SSI has the 

lowest accuracy. SSI and SS2 have the same distance between the entity and the sensor. 

SS2 has an orthogonal view while SSI does not. In general, an orthogonal view will 

provide a higher measurement accuracy. SSI and SS3 have the same viewing direction, 

but SS3 is placed closer to the entity. Therefore, the projected length of the entity on the 

image is longer. Our experimental result shows that a closer view on the entity will 

increase the accuracy. In order to optimize the sensor arrangement, a sensor setting may 

not be able to obtain an orthogonal and close view for every entity. There is a tradeoff 
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between the optimizatioii of the number of sensor settings and the accuracy of each 

measurement, bi order to obtain a better understanding of the impact of the orientation and 

location of the sensor setting on the accuracy of measurement, a probabilistic analysis of 

the accuracy in terms of the position and orientation of the sensor setting is desired in the 

future. Planning of sensor arrangement with higher accuracy could be obtained using such 

an analysis. 

3.6. CONCLUSION 

A knowledge-based methodology and a prototype for active vision inspection planning 

has been developed. This inspection planning approach can successfully generate plans to 

inspea many different three dimensional polyhedral parts which are designed with machining 

features including slots, holes, pockets etc. The two important components of this approach 

are first, it uses reasoning based on the abstract features in an object and the qualitative 

relationships between them to generate an optimal plan, and second, it exploits object-

oriented design principles to present a method to develop inspection systems which are 

flexible and have extensible knowledge. This method enables the inspection planning (and 

execution ) to be integrated with design, and process planning aspects [25] of an integrated 

manufacturing system. Consequently, once a designer produces a part design (using a CAD 

system), an active vision inspection plan can be generated automatically. This advantage 

overcomes much of the tedious and time consuming manual processes which significantly 

contribute to production lead time. 

In determining appropriate sensor settings for inspection, we have explored the entity-

based aspect gr^h methodology. The complexity of the new entity-based aspect graphs are 

lower than the traditional aspect graphs so that it makes the searching through potential 

sensor settings more efficient. Each characteristic view domain in the entity-based aspect 

graph provides the information about visibility of a subset of the measurable inspection 
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entities. Using tbis information, we can determine optimized sensor arrangements. Each 

sensor setting in the sensor arrangement can observe one or mor entity (edge segment) of 

interest of the object This ap[voach is more efficient than searching for a sensor setting for 

each feature or each entity, a strategy implemented by some research works. Several 

techniques including breadth-first search, greedy algorithm, simulated annealing, and 

mathematical programming, have been investigated to minimize the number of sensor 

settings. The arbitrary insertion method and branch-and-bound method are utilized to 

minimize the sensing path of the sensor. Two experiments are conducted to explore the 

performance of the inspection system. The experiments show that measurement accuracy 

varies with different sensor orientations and locations. The experiments also show that 

increasing the number of measurements for each entity will increase the accuracy of the 

inspection on average, although more sensor settings in the sensor arrangement ate required. 

A mathematical analysis of the planning accuracy is presented in the next chapter to analyze 

the accuracy of a sensor setting before the execution of the inspection. Such an analysis 

will provide a better understanding of the errors and enables the design of an inspection 

plan with higher accuracy. 

This approach provides a method to determine an inspection plan and to integrate 

inspection into a flexible manufacturing system. Many tasks remain to be solved. An 

important task will be to extend the domain of the present method to inspection plans for 

non-polyhedral components with curved surface features. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ERROR ANALYSIS 

In machine vision inspection, the geometric features measured are those that are not 

changed with the environment or the set up of the vision system (the position and 

orientation of the camera). Examples of such invariant features are the length, width, area 

and volume of a pocket Measurement of invariant features by an automated, computer 

vision inspection system introduces errors in the observed dimensions. The sources of 

uncertainties that lead to these errors include; 

• the displacement of the camera (position and direction), 

• the quantization error in image digitization, 

• illumination error (poor contrast and low intensity), 

• motion of the object or the camera setup, 

• parallax (object to camera distance too small). 

The errors resulting from motion and parallax can be minimized to a negligible level by 

careful design and control of the environment. However, the errors due to the 

displacement of the sensor, quantization errors in image digitization, and illumination errors 

can not be avoided and always produce a significant effect on the measuremenL Therefore, 

it is important that these errors be analyzed. The effect of these errors on the measurements 

can be minimized by carefully modeling the process leading to the errors. For given 

dimensions and tolerances of a part, the inspection process capability can also be 

determined with a better understanding of the errors and uncertainties that exist As a result 

a more effective system design can be achieved. In this paper, we will focus on the 

analysis of spatial quantization errors and displacement errors and their effects on the 

dimensional measurement of line segments in digitized images generated by an active vision 

system. 
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4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Review of Previous Work 

Previous research has introduced some results on spatial quantization errors. Kamgar-

Parsi [39] developed the mathematical tools for computing the average error due to 

quantization and derived an analytic expression for the probability density of error of a 

function of an arbitrary large number of independent quantized variables. Blostein [2] 

analyzed the effect of image plane quantization on the 3-D point position error obtained by 

triangulation from two quantized image planes in a stereo setup. Ho [33] expressed the 

digitizing error for various geometric features in terms of the dimensionless perimeter of the 

object and expanded the analysis to include the error in other measurements such as the 

orientation for both two dimensional and three dimensional measurements. Griffin [28] 

discussed an approach to integrate the errors inherent in the visual inspection such as spatial 

quantization error, illumination error and positional error to determine the sensor capability 

for inspecting a specified part dimension using binary images. 

In addition to quantization errors, in active vision inspection, the uncertainty arising 

from robot motion and sensory information is also important Su et al. [95] presented a 

methodology for manipulating and propagating spatial uncertainties in a robotic assembly 

system for generating executable actions for accomplishing a desired task. Renders et al. 

[83] presented a calibration technique of robots based on a maximum likelihood approach 

for the identification of errors of position and orientation. Menq et al. [63] presented a 

framework to characterize the distribution of the position errors of robot manipulators over 

the work space and to study their statistical properties. Chen et al. [10] identified and 

parameterized the sources that contribute to the positioning error and estimated the values of 

the parameters. Veitschegger et al. [100] presented a calibration algorithm for finding the 

values of the independent kinematic errors by measuring the end-effector Cartesian 

positions and proposed two compensation algorithms: a differential error transform 
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compensation algorithm and a Newton-Rapbson compensation algorithm. Bryson [6] 

discussed methods for the measurement and characterization of the static distortion of the 

position data from 3D trackers including least-squares polynomial fit calibration, linear 

lookup calibration, and bump lookup calibration. Smith et al. [89] presented a method for 

expiicidy representing and manipulating the uncertainty associated with the transformation 

between coordinate frames representing the relative locations of objects. Sensors are used 

to reduce this uncertain r̂. 

The previous research work has neither provided an analysis of the spatial quantization 

error for line segments in one and two dimensions nor has it investigated the effect of 

position and orientation errors in camera placement on the dimensional measurement of the 

object features. In addition, no analysis of expected accuracy in the dimensional 

measurements is provided. 

4.1.2. Planning Accuracy and Measurement Accuracy 

Errors in the process of inspection will cause inaccuracy in the measurement of the 

inspected entities. Due to the displacement of the active vision sensor, the projections onto 

the image plane will not be at the expected location as computed from the given sensor 

setting. Due to the spatial quantization of the image, the dimension of line segments will be 

quantized into a discrete number of pixels instead of the exact length projected onto the 

image plane. A careful analysis of the uncertainties that may exist in the inspection process 

can minimize the errors that will occur. We categorize the analysis of accuracy in 

inspection into two main problems, measurement accuracy and planning accuracy. 

Measurement accuracy involves the analysis of errors in the measurement of a 

manufactured product using a specific inspection strategy (for example, visual inspection, 

coordinate measurement machine, etc.). In this case, we analyze the accuracy using the 

measured value obtained in the inspection. For example, information from an image of a 
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manufactuied part is utilized in visual inspection. Planning accuracy involves the study of 

how the plan for inspection affects the accuracy of the inspection. In this case, we analyze 

the accuracy based on the inspection plan. The measured value of the product dimension(s) 

is not known because we only have the inspection plan without the execution of inspection. 

However, we do have the resolution of the camera and the planned sensor settings that can 

be used to inspect the dimensions for visual inspection. The error analysis of the 

dimensional measurement is based only on the probabili^ density fimctions of the spatial 

quantization error of the image and the translational and orientational errors of the active 

vision head. This analysis gives us the capability to understand how to control the 

parameters of the sensor settings in order to increase the probability of high accuracy. 

Hence, in this paper, we study the planning accuracy problem in inspection. 

4.1.3. Contributions 

In this paper, we analyze the spatial quantization error in one dimension and two 

dimensions. The probability density fimction of the spatial quantization error of a point in 

one dimension has been modeled as a uniform distribution in previous work [28,33], 

Using a similar representation, we analyze the error on the measured dimension of a line in 

one or two dimensions. The mean, the variance, the range and the probability density 

function of the error are derived. We also analyze the displacement error in an active vision 

system. Based on normally distributed translational and orientational errors of the active 

vision head [63], we analyze how these errors propagate to the displacement of the 

projected points from the three dimensional model to a two-dimensional image plane. The 

probability density fimction for the errors in dimensional measurement of linear segments 

resulting from displacement errors is derived. The total error in the active vision inspection 

is then characterized based on the integration of the quantization error and the displacement 

error. The expected accuracy in inspection of a set of entities by a given sensor setting is 
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then analyzed. Using the predicted length, we can find the expected accuracy of the 

dimensional measurement in terms of the ideal dimension, the projected distance firom the 

sensor to the line, and the angle of view. Based on this analysis, we can determine if a 

specific sensor setting is suitable for inspecting a specific dimension of a component to 

verify its design specifications. Two experiments ate presented to illustrate the fit of the 

developed error distributions to the actual measurement data and to demonstrate how these 

techniques can be used to compare the quality of measurements from different sensor 

settings. 

4.2. Quantization Errors in Inspection 

The spatial quantization error is important in inspection, especially when the size of the 

pixel is significant compared to the allowable tolerances in the object dimension. A 

quantized sample indicates itself as part of the object image if and only if more than half of 

it is covered by the edge segment Significant distortion can be produced by this kind of 

quantization. A point in the image can only be located to within one pixel of accuracy with 

traditional edge detection techniques. Recently, several new edge detection techniques have 

reported subpixel accuracy [35,38,41,51,54] to improve the precision of measurement on 

images. Many techniques in this group are based on interpolation of the acquired image. 

Huertas et al. [35] presented a Laplacian-Gaussian mask combined with a facet model 

followed by interpolation to detect edges at subpixel accuracy. Jensen and Anastassiou 

[38] presented a model-based algorithm for spatial nonlinear interpolation leading to an 

image of increased resolution. The level of subpixel accuracy of the detected edge depends 

on the increased resolution after interpolation. Another group of techniques are based on 

fitting edge models and estimating their parameters. Lyvers et al. [51] presented a new 

edge operator by fitting the spatial moments of a step edge model to the data. Kisworo et 

al. [41] proposed a new technique using edge models and a local energy approach. The 
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class of an edge, such as step, ramp, and roof, is first identified. A parameterized fimction 

is then used to model the edge using local energy filters. The model is fitted using a least-

square error method. The estimated parameters define the position of the edge to subpixel 

accuracy. 

Although interpolation-based techniques increase the resolution of quantization to 

obtain sub-pixel accuracy, quantization still remains at some level. For other techniques 

based on fitting of edge models, the level of subpixel accuracy by the proposed techniques 

has not been analyzed and the accuracy has only been reported based on experimental 

results. The precision of dimensional measurement depends on the resolution of the image 

and the employed edge detection techniques. A careful analysis of the spatial quantization 

error can characferize the effect on a desired dimensional measurement In the next section, 

the effect of quantization error on dimensional inspection will be analyzed based on the 

resolution and the accuracy level obtained by the edge detection. We will first analyze the 

error in quantization in one dimension, then in two dimensions. 

4.2.1. One-Dimensional Spadai Quantization Errors 

In one dimension, a straight line occupies a sequence of pixels with the width of each 

pixel equal to rx. The range of the error in this case can be one pixel on either side of the 

line. Figure 4.1 shows an example. The number of pixels completely covered by the line 

is I. The length that partially covers the last pixel on each end of the line are u and v (where 

u < rx and v < rx). The true length of the line, L, (before quantization) is 

L = / rx + u + V. (4.1) 
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Figure 4.1. A line of length / rx-t-u-i-v superimposed on a 

sequence of pixels of size rx. The length of the line 

partially covering the last pixel on the left is u and 

the length of the line partially covering the last 

pixel on the right is v. 

Using edge detection with subpixel accuracy such as methods based on spatial 

interpolation, etc., an image with higher resolution can be obtained. In this case, the range 

of the error is 1/ n of a pixel on either side of the line, and rx / n will be absorbed into rx in 

Equation (4.1). n depends on the resolution of the image after interpolation. A similar 

generalization for treatment of subpixel resolution is also utilized by Griffin [28]. Subpixel 

accuracy can be accommodated using this adjustment throughout Section 4.2 when 

considering subpixel accuracy. 

Assume that u and v are independent and that each has a uniform distribution in the 

range [0,rx]. The assumption of independence between u and v is valid because the actual 

length of the edge segment is not known, which means, the lengths partially covering u and 

V are uncertain, u and v are assumed to be uniformly distributed because the exact location 

of the terminal points are not known and the probability of the terminal point lying 
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anywhere within a pixel is the same. The uniform distribution and independent relationship 

between u and v are also supported by Ho [33]. Therefore, their probability density 

functions (pdfs) are: 

If u ^ 1/2 rx, the last pixel on the left will be quantized as part of the line. Otherwise, 

the pixel will not be considered as part of the line. Similar conditions hold for v on the right 

end of the line. The length of the line after quantization, Lq, is given by 

U I + 2) tx if u > 0.5 r* and v > 0.5 r* 
Lq = V ( / + 1 ) r* if (u > 0.5 Txand v < 0.5 rjJ or (u < 0.5 fx and v >0.5 r*) 

The quantization error, £q, is defined as Lq - L. (Alternatively, Cq can also be expressed as 

£qu + Eqv where Eqy is the quantization error of u and Eqv is the quantization error of v. 

Equ and Eqy are each uniformly distributed with a range of [ - 1/2 rx, + 1/2 rx ].) The 

expected value of Eq is E[ Lq ] - E[ L ]. Since both u and v are uniformly distributed, the 

probability of each of the four conditions in the above equation is 1/4. Therefore, E[Lq] is 

(/ 1) rx- Because I and rx are constants, both u and v have a uniform distribution 

between 0 and rx, and their expected values are 1/2 rx, E[ L ] is / rx + rx. Hence, E[ Eq ] is 

zero, and the range of the quantization error is [-rx, -<-rx]. 

The variance of the quantization error is defined as E[ (e -ifj. Since I = E[eq] = 0, the 

variance is E[eq2]. 

and f^v) = ̂  ifO<v^rx 

I Tx if u < 0.5 r* and v < 0.5 rx 

Var[eq] = E[(Lq-L)2]=E[Lq2]-2E[LqL]+E[L2] 
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The values of E[ Lq2 £[ l2 and E[ Lq L ] are as follows: 

E [ L q 2 ] = / y  +  2 / r , ' + 3 / 2 r / ,  

E[ L^] = / V + 2/ r/ + 7/6 , and 

E[ Lq L ] — / + 21 + 5/4 

Therefore, Var[ £q ] is equal to 1/6 rx^. 

fc(L) A 

/ r ^  ( / + l ) r , ( / + 2 ) r ^  

(a) 

feq(^q) a 

0.5--

0^5-

/ r ^  ( / + I ) r ^  ( /  +  2 ) r , ,  

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 4.2. The probability density function of (a) the length 

of the line, L, (b) the quantized length of the line, Lq, 

and (c) the one dimensional quantization error. 
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Figure 4.2(a) shows the probability density function (pdf) of the actual length of the 

line, L, which is symmetric about (/ + 1) rx. Hgure 4.2(b) shows the pdf of the quantized 

dimension of the line where there are three discrete values for the quantized dimension. 

Figure 4.2(c) shows the pdf of the quantization error. The distribution is symmetric about 

zero and the range of the error is [-rx, +rx]. 

4.2.2. Two-Dimensional Quantization Errors 

The two-dimensional spatial quantization error is the combination of two one-

dimensional spatial quantization errors. Figure 4.3 shows a line on a two-dimensional 

array of pixels. The resolution of the image is r, x where r. is the width of a pixel and r, is 

the length of a pixel. The horizontal component of the line length, l,, is + The 

vertical component of the length of the line, is / u, The actual dimension, L, is 

therefore Vl7+^. 

The quantized length, Lq = where Lqx and Lqy are the horizontal and 

vertical quantized lengths, respectively. In one dimension, we have two random variables 

u and v, both of which have a uniform distribution. In two dimensions, there are four 

random variables, two for the horizontal length, ux and vx, and two for the vertical length, 

uy and vy. All four are assumed to be uniformly distributed. 

for 0 ^ Ux ^ rx or 0 ^ Vx ^ rx 

1 for 0 < Uy < t y  or 0 < Vy < ry 
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Figure 4.3. A line on a two-dimensional array of pixels. The 

horizontal length of the line is / x "x ^x- The 

vertical length of the line is / y ry •»- Uy + Vy. 

We will use a geometric approximation to characterize the two-dimensional quantization 

error. Figure 4.4 shows a line with length L and lying at an angle of y to the horizontal 

axis. (Note; The figure is not drawn to scale, eq^ is much smaller than Lx and Eqy is much 

smaller than Ly.) If (Eq^^ -i- Lx) / (Cqy + Ly) = Lx / Ly, the quantized line is parallel to the 

original line. In this case, the length of the quantized line, Lq, is 

L £qx cosy + Eqy sinyas shown in Figure 4.4. The two dimensional spatial quantized 

error, Eq(=Lq-L), is Eqx cosy + Eqy siny in this case. 

However, if the original line and the quantized line are not parallel ((Eqx + Lx) / (Eqy + 

Ly) * Lx / Ly), and the error, Eq, is Y (L cosy+e,j^-i-(L stayAlthough the lines may 

not be exactly parallel, they are approximately parallel because Ex and Ey are very small 
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compared to the length of the line L (The range of Zx is [-rx, rx] and the range of ey is 

[-ry, Ty] and the length of the line would typically be more than lOOrx or lOOty.) 

Therefore: 

Eq= COSyeqi + SUTfEi^ (4.2) 

eq^cos 

Figure 4.4. The original line with length L and angle 

between itself and horizontal axis y and the 

quantized line with length Lq and parallel to the 

original line. ( Figure is not shown in scale, and 

ey are much smaller than the length of the line in 

actual case.) 

Using this geometric approximation, we can compute the mean and the variance of the 

two-dimensional quantization error. The mean of the quantization error in two dimensions 

IS; 

E[eq] = E[ cosy eqx + siny Eqy ] = cosy E[eqx] + siny E[eqy] = 0 
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because E[£qx] and E[eqy] are both zero as shown in Section 42A. The variance of the 

quantization error in two dimensions is 

Var[Eq] = Var[ cosYEqx+ sioyeqy] =-l-( cosV + sinV ry^) 
6 

because the variances of Eqx and eqy are 1/6 and 1/6 r/ respectively. 

In the case where the aspect ratio, rji^, is 1, Ho [33], based on a linear approximation, 

claims that the variance of the error is independent of the angle between the line segment 

and the axis of the camera's image plane. However, using the geometric approximation, 

we see that the variance is dependent on the angle of the line in the general case that pixels 

are not perfectly square, rx ^ ry. This result appears to be the more accurate approximate 

model. When the aspect ratio is I, the result of the geometric approximation is identical to 

the linear approximation [33]. In this case, Var[eq] = 1/6 (cos^y + sin^ y ) = 1/6 Thus, 

the geometric approximation is a generalization of [33] to general aspect ratios. We have 

gone a step further to derive a general formula for the variance of the error that is in terms 

of the resolution of the image, rx and ry , and the angle of the line. The geometric 

approximation also reduces to the correct one dimensional result (while the linear 

approximation does not), when y is 0 and 90°, corresponding to a horizontal line and a 

vertical line, respectively. In these two cases, the result is identical with that in one 

dimension: the variance is 1/6 r^Vhen y is 0 and 1/6 Vhen y is 90°. 

4.2.3 Probability Density Function of Quantization Error 

In this section, we derive the probability density function of the two-dimensional 

quantization error based on the geometric approximation. In one dimensional quantization, 
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we have the probability density function of the error in Figure 4^(c). The pdTs of the 

errors in each dimension are as follows: 

For the x-direction; 

--l-e<k + -L O^e^^rt  

* fx ̂  ^ 0 

else 

For the y-direction: 

f6je<»r)= IT 

' Eq^ + • 

Le^ + 1 2 ^ r r/ h 

0 ^ £<^ ^ Ty 

-ry<eqy^O 

else 

(4.3) 

The approximate two-dimensional spatial quantization error, Eq, using Equation (4.2) is in 

terms of two variables Eq^ and Eqy. The pdf is expressed in terms of Eq and the joint 

statistics of Eqx and Eqy. 

Define z = e<^ + e,^ 

and z = E<^, 

then. - siity z 
^ ::::7Z— • 
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.E<jr| 

where J(e<it,e<^) = 

dCq dCq 
dC(^ dE<^ 

^ a£ 
d£(|( 

= I cosyl 

Therefore, = —1— i f 
icosyl I V cosy ^ 

If Eqjj and eqy are independent, f(£;^,e;^ = fej^Ce,.) Substituting this into the 

above equation, we obtain the probability density^ function of the spatial quantization error: 

^ fe^ I tany (-J— -1)) fe^(T) dt (4.4) 
I cosy 1 J _ \ \siny // 

Figure 4.5 shows the probability density functions of the two dimensional spatial 

quantization error for y = 0®, 10®, 20®, 30®, 40®, 50®, 60®, 70®, 80®, and 90®, with 

fx = Ty = 1- Since the line segment is horizontal or vertical when the angle is 0® and 90® 

respectively, the probability density fimction (Figure 4.5(a)) is a triangular fimction which 

is the same as the probability density function shown in Figure 4.2(c). The range of the 

error is [-1,+1] since both rj and ry are 1. As the angle increases from 0® to 45®, the 

probability density fimction changes from a triangular fimction to a bell-shape fimction 

where the peak decreases from I to 0.93. As the angle increases from 45® to 90®, the peak 

increases from 0.93 to 1. 
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(a) 
V-n on 

y-20,70 
.9A 

OTB 

L. 6 \ 
/ 0. 4 \ 

/ 0. 2 

-1 1 

(e) 

y-10,80 

\f-30,60 
(d) .935 

y-40,50 

Figure 4.5. The probability density functions of the two-dimensional 

spatial quantization error with the angle between the projected line and the 

horizontal axis of the image plane varying between 0° and 90° in (a), 10° 

and 80° in (b), 20° and 70° in (c), 30° and 60° in (d) and 40° and 50° in (e). 

The horizontal and vertical resolutions are both taken to be equal to 1. 
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4.3. Displacement Errors 

In active vision inspection, different sensor settings are used to position the active head 

to obtain and inspect various dimensions of interest In placing the active head to achieve 

this task, errors in the final position and orientation are common. An end-effector has six 

degrees of freedom: three translations and three orientations. The image of the inspected 

pan obtained from the sensor, the entities observable from that image, and the measured 

dimensions of the entities are all dependent on the sensor location and viewing direction. If 

the sensor location and orientation are different from the planned sensor setting (Le. there is 

sensor displacement), the same entities may be observable, but as a result of the 

displacement, the dimensions derived from the image will be inaccurate. The difference 

between the observed dimensions and the actual dimensions is defined as displacement 

error. The analysis in this section yields a better understanding of dimensional 

measurement incorporating error due to displacement of the active sensor. These results 

should be useful in minimizing the occurrence and impact of such errors. 

4.3.1. Translational and Orientational Errors in Perspective Images 

In active vision inspection, the desired positions and orientations of the head are 

provided to the servo control which accomplishes the sensor placement task by a sequence 

of movements. The horizontal and vertical displacements of the projected points on the 

two-dimensional image are in terms of the six orientation and translation parameters of the 

sensor setting, the focal length of the sensor, the translational and orientational errors, and 

the three-dimensional coordinates of the model 

Given the orientation and location of the sensor and the coordinates of the object, we 

can compute the projected image of the object as follows: 
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(4-5) 

u = xj/c,and v = yj/c. (4.6) 

where [xw,yw»zw]^ arc the coordinates of the object in the world coordinate system, (u,v) 

are the projected coordinates in the image plane, Pper is the matrix for perspective 

projection, and Q is the transformation matrix between the world coordinates and the image 

coordinate system. 

" 1 0 0 0 1 riinarn tx 

Pper — 0 
0 

1 
0 

0 
1 

0 
.1 

. Q = TZir22t23 ty 
rsirszrss fe 

- 0 0 0 
f 

1 -
.0 0 0 0. 

f is the focal length of the sensor, [rij]3x3 is the rotation submatrix in terms of the 

orientation parameters and [tk]3xl is the translation submatrix in terms of the translation 

parameters. 

If the sensor is displaced, the correct coordinates of the projected points must be 

computed with modification of the Q matrix because the rotation and translation parameters 

are distorted due to displacemenL Thus, a matrix Q' must be substituted for Q in (5) to 

compensate. Q' is in terms of the three translational errors, dx, dy, dz, and three 

orientational errors, 5x, 5y, and 5z, and the original translational and orientational 

parameters. The perspective matrix is unchanged because its only parameter, f, is fixed. 

XI 
yi 
n 
c J 

= PperQ 

Xw 
yw 
z» 
1 

Q' = Q + AQ = Trans(dx,dy,dz)Rot(x,5x)Rot(y,5y)Rot(z,5z)Q (4.7) 
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where Trans(dx,dy,dz) is a transformadoii representing a translation by dx, dy and dz. 

Rot(x,Sx), Rot(y,5y), and Rot(z,5z) are transformations representing a differential rotation 

about the X, y and z directions respectively. A is given as; 

A = 

0 -& 5y dc 
Sz 0 -Sx 
Sy 5x 0 (fe 

L 0 0 0 0 

Therefore, 

Q* = =Q+AQ= 

rii-r2i5z+r3i5y ri2^22&+r322y ri3-r23Sz+r33^ tx-Szty+Sytr+dx 

r2i-H-ii&-r3i5x r22fri35z-r32& r23+ri35z-r33& ty-f5ztr5xtrKty 

r3i-rii5y+r2i8x r32^i2^+r226x r33-ri32y-H:23fiic tr-5ytx-t5xtyfdz 
0 0 0 1 

As a result, the displaced image coordinates (u',v') are computed using Equations (4.5), 

(4.6) and (4.7) and are given as follows : 

, f(CH-C3 5y-C2 5z->-dx) 
" f-(C3+C26x-Cl 5y + dz)' 

,  _ f(C2 + Cl 5z-C3 5x + dy) and V = '— 
f- (C3+C2 5X-C1 5y + dz) 

where 

and 

CI 

C2 

C3 

- ri l*w + ri2yw + riS^w + tx. 

= r21Xw + r22yw + r23Zw + ty, 

= r3ixw + r32yw + r33Zw + tz-
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The image coordinates (u,v) without the displacement of the head are 

u =  f C l  
f-C3 

and v= 
f-C3 

The horizontal and vertical displacement errors, Edu and E<iv> ^ ̂  follows: 

e(Vi = u' u - X.3 Xs X7|[Sx8y8zdxdydz l]^ 
[X.15 A.i6Xi7XigXi9 A.20X2 J [Sx 5y 8z dx dy dz 

.. _[^« ^9 XioXnX.i2Xi3XM][8x5y5zdxdydz l]^ 

[A.isXi6A.i7Xi»Xi9 ^20 A.21] [Sx Sy 8z dx dy dz 1 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

where A.i = fClC2 X2 = f ((f-C3)C3-Cl^ X3 = fC2(C3-f) 

A.4 = f(f-C3) A.s = 0 X6 = fCl 

X7 = 0 A.g = f(C2^(f-C3)C3) A .9 = -fClC2 

Xio = fCl(f-C3) A.ii = 0 Xi2=f(f-C3) 

A,i3=fC2 Xi4=0 Xis=-C2(f-C:3) 

A.i6 = Cl(f-C3) Xi7=0 Xi8=0 

Xi9=0 X20=f-C3 A.2i = (f-C3)^ 

In Equations (4.8) and (4.9), the displacement errors are in terms of the focal length of 

the sensor, the three-dimensional world coordinates, (xw.yw«zw)> the translation and 

orientation parameters of the sensor, and the translational and orientational errors of the 

active head [dx,dy,dz,5x,5y,Sz]. As a result, for different three-dimensional points 
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projected onto an image plane, the horizontal and vertical displacement errors on the image 

aie not the same even if the focal length of the sensor, and the translational and orientational 

errors of the manipulator are the same. For instance, two points on a three-dimensional 

object, (xi,yi,zi) and (x2,y2>z2)« m&y have unequal horizontal displacement errors, £dul 

^d e(iu2' unequal vertical displacement errors, £({vi and £dv2- implies that the 

distribution of the displacement error for each projected point in an image is unique in spite 

of being generated by the same distribution of translational and orientational errors of the 

sensor. 

4.3.2. Probability Density Function of Displacement Errors 

Suppose the uncertainties in translation and orientation errors are all normal distributed 

with zero mean [63] such that 

&(a) = -==—eW (4.10) 

where a represents any one of the translation errors dx, dy, dz, or the orientation errors Sx, 

5y, Sz. Normal distributions allow simple propagation of the errors with linear relationship 

as shown below in Equation (4.11). If other types of distribution are used, more 

complicated propagation will be required. The normal distribution is also commonly used 

in error propagation for robot manipulators [63]. Since the image coordinate errors edu 

and Edv ^ terms of the six translation and orientation errors, we compute the 

probability densi^ fimction of these errors as follows. 

If a = Piai-»-32a2-i- - -i>3Baa-«-a where ai are all normal distributed with zero mean and 

independent for i = 1,2,..., n and a is a constant. 
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(•-

then f«(a) = 
V2K Oi^a. i  + + -  - + 

e 2 (fiitj* fiaii*-• * (4.11) 

^la = oc, and = p?a.? + + - - - + p«'ci^ 

From Equations (4.8) and (4.9), the horizontal and vertical displacement errors, edu 

^d Edv, are rational functions where both the numerator and the denominator are in terms 

of three rotational errors and three translational errors of the active head and a constant 

where C = [A.i Xi A.3 A.4 A.5 Xe A,7][5x8y5zdxdydz l]^ 

§ = [A,g X9 A,ioXiiA.i2Xi3A,i4][5x8y Szdxdydz ij^ 

X =[Ari5^i6X. i7XigXi9X2oX2i][8x5y5zdxdydz 

Using Equations (4.10) and (4.11), the probability densiQr fimctions of the numerator and 

the denominator can be derived as follows: 

and 

Let 

(4-12) 

(4.13) 

where nc = ^7 = 0 and + ^*001 + Xs^Ody + Xitsa^ 
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f^=—L—e (4.14) 
¥^05 

where m = Xw = 0 and + Xio^os*^ + X.u^ff<ix^ + Xu^ady^ + Xn^adx^ 

fx(X) = -^=l—e W (4.15) 
rlKKJx 

where ^ll = A.21 = (f-C3)^ andc^^ = Xis^osi^ + X-u^ffsy^ + Xn^asi^ + Xig^cTdx" + A-ig^Ody^ + "kio^o&i 

Since and x are all in terms of the same translational and rotational errors, they are 

dependent on each other. To Hnd the probability density function of ed. and ti,, the 

correlation coefficients of % and %, and C and x are needed. 

The correlation coefBcient of ^ and x is 

= (4.16) 
OcOx 

where Cov(^,X) = XiA-isOS*^ + X2Xi6<y8y^ + A.3Xi7CT«i^ + + XsXigCdy^ + X<X20Odi^ 

The correlation coefficient of ^ and % is 

= (4.17) 
OECTx 

where Cov(^,x) = A,gX.i5a8i^ •••^^is^sy^ •••^lo^n^sz^ •••^i^i9®«iy^ 
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The probability density function of the horizontal and vertical image coordinate 

displacement errors can be derived as shown in ^pendix 1. 

Let gi(e<*i) = - 2r?,xO?piE4 + <ii^^ , ga(e<ii) = o? - ru <h!^ . 

hi(ed») = 05^ - 2I^20^X^ + . haCe*) » Ox&w 

If f = C3, and either Cov(5,x) = 0 or Cov(^,x) = 0, then = Hz = 0 or r^^^ = ni = 0 

respectively. The probability density function of the horizontal and vertical errors of image 

coordinates are then: 

fe4.(E<U=-55aL_ and fed,(ed>)= 
* ic hi(ed,) 

If f = C3, (^ = 0. The probability density functions of the horizontal and vertical errors of 

image coordinates are then: 

and 
JC gi(eO It 

If Cov(^,x) = 0 or Cov(^,x) = 0, r^x or is zero respectively. In this case, the 

probability densiQr functions of the horizontal and vertical errors of image coordinates are 

then: 

fEd,(E<<i)=—^5a_ e x p /  — — (ed,^ + 5djj 
* gi(E(U I 2 giCe^) \ ot /' 

+ exp/.iixl§^L)alf—^==1 
ySc gl(Ed.)''' \ 2 gl(ed*)/ \ozy2gl(£<I.) / 
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fed»(e<«.)=—23[—exp( —lix—(ed,^ + ̂ )| 
* bi(Ed,) \ 2 hi(e<w) I Oz if 

+ expl • J 1 
l^hi(ed»)"^ " 21u(ed»)/ \oiV2hi(EdT)/ 

Otherwise, 

fe<V|(e<k) = exp/ —[cu^ + ME*L|j 
tgiCCiO " 2gi(e<ol Oz' 11 

^ g2(ed.)fizqg fiiW W g2(ed.)nx \  (4  18)  

V2it gi(ed.) '̂̂  \ 2 gi(ed.)/ noxV2(l - ru"')gi(e<i.) / 

MS.) ̂  eJ - -Ud-Lu Maf)) 
It lii(ed,) \ 2 hi(ed,) \ Cz II 

* h2(e<iOfiicy? t iz 'e<ir ' \J  te(Ed.)|xx \  
V2jc hiCEdr) '̂̂  \ 2 hi(Ed»)/ \<szi2a - i?jc'')gi(e<i») / 

4.3.2.1 Characteristics of the Probability Density Function of Displacement 

Errors 

In order to study the effect of the displacement errors on active vision inspection, the 

characteristics of their probability density functions must be understood. The last section 

derived the probability densiQr fimctions for the horizontal and vertical errors in the image 

coordinates of a point based on the displacement errors. The parameters in these functions 

are the focal length of the camera, f, and the coordinates of the ideal projection point in the 

camera coordinate system, (C1,C2,C3). In this section, the sensitivity of the pdfs to those 

parameters is explored through several examples. 
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The probability density functions of the horizontal and vertical displacements errors, 

(18) and (19), are derived based on the mean, variance, and correlation coefficients of the 

numerator and denominator of the errors given in (8) and (9). Both the numerator and 

denominator of (8) and (9) have normal distributions. The means (^^, |i^, ̂ i^), variances 

(CT^2 correlation coefficients (r^,;^, all depend on f, CI, C2, C3, 

and the variance of the translational and orientational errors of the active head. Given the 

probability density functions of the translational and orientational errors of the active head, 

the focal length, and the projection of the model point in the sensor coordinates, one can 

determine the mean, variance and the correlation coefficients of the numerator and the 

denominator using (13) - (17). Considering one of these parameters at a time, (i) |i^, 

(ii) and (jjj) explore and analyze the properties of 

the probability densi^ funcdon of the horizontal displacement errors. 

(i) and \iy^ 

Since A.7 and X,14 are zero, the means of the numerator for the errors, and are 

both zero. The mean of the denominators for the errors, is equal to X21 which is (f-

C3)^. increases as lf-C3i increases, f is the focal length of the camera and C3 is the 

distance between the model point and the image plane, f is based on the lens of the sensor 

and it may be assumed to be fixed, however, C3 depends on the distance between the 

object and the sensor. Thus, increases as the orthogonal distance between the inspected 

object and the sensor increases. Figure 4.6 shows the probability density function of the 

horizontal and vertical displacement errors with equals to 1.0, 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0. 

The variances, <5^, are 2.0, and the correlation coefficients, are 

0.5. This figure shows that the mode is closer to zero, its probability density value 

increases, and the shape of the curve is narrower when increases. As a result, the 
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probability of the projected point on the two-dimensional image having large horizontal or 

vertical displacement errors decreases if the inspected object is farther from the sensor. 

-3 -2 -1 

Figure 4.6. The probability density functions of the 

displacement errors due to displacement of the end> 

effectors in horizontal or vertical directions, fe^(E4i) 

or fed,(E(w)* where )iz = 1.0, 5.0, 10.0, or 20.0, = 

05 " ~ 2.0, and ^ • O.S . 

(ii) and 

The variances of the numerators and denominators of (8) and (9) depend on f, CI, C2, 

C3, and the variances of dx, dy, dz, Sx, 5y, and Sz. Let Oi^sosz^sosy^ = a6z^ and 

(Tj^= Gix = Oiy = aoz because the variances of the orientational errors about three orthogonal 

axes are the same and the variances of the translational errors along three directions are also 

approximately the same. Under these conditions, further 

simplified. If the exact variances for each of the orientational and translational errors are 
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available, the exact values of and can be obtained by Equations (4.13) -

(4.15). However, the values for the orientational errors are not the same as for the 

translational errors. Therefore, 

 ̂(C1^C2V C2 (̂f.C3)̂  + (Cl̂  + C3  ̂ - eC3)̂ ) (Cl̂  + (f-C3)̂ ) oĵ  (4.20) 

(citlV CIV-C3)^ + (C2^ + C3^ - fC3)^) (C2^ + (f-C3)^) (4.21) 

<5-̂  = (Cl̂  + C2  ̂(f-C3)̂  a? + (f-C3)̂  Cj^ (4.22) 

From the coefficients of <Tp- and <^2 in (20), (21) and (22), <5^, and increase in the 

same direction as changes in and aj^. The effect of the changes of the variances on the 

probability density functions of the displacement errors aie shown in Figures 4.7(a) and 

(b). Figure 4.7(a) shows the probability density functions of the horizontal or vertical 

displacement errors with and varying from 1.0 to 5.0, Oi = 2.0, = 1.0, and 

~ 4.7(b) shows the probability density functions of the horizontal or 

vertical displacement errors with <h varying from 1.0 to 5.0, oc and = 2.0, = 1.0 and 

i^, These figures show that increasing the standard derivation of the numerator 

in the probabiliQr density fimction increases the mode, decreases the probability density 

value of the mode and increases the width of the density function. On the contrary, 

increasing the standard derivation of the denominator in the probability density function 

decreases the mode, increases the probability density value of the mode and decreases the 

width of the curve of the density fimction. However, the variances of the numerator, at 

and OE, and the denominator, ax, are increasing in the values of f, CI, C2, and C3. Since 

the effect of the variances on the probability density fimctions of the displacement errors are 

opposite and Uiey change in the same direction as changes in the focal length of the sensor 
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and the location of the projecdon point, the effect of the variances of the numerator and 

denominator on the displacement errors tend to cancel each other. 

1.2 

I 

-4 -2 

(a) 

o.a 

-2 -4 

(b) 

Figure 4.7. The probability density functions of the displacement 
errors due to displacement of the end>effectors in 
horizontal or vertical directions, or ^(ed,), (a) where 
(iz = 1*0, oc or = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, ax = 2.0, and 
rcz = = 0.5, (b) where jix = 2.0, ac = 05 = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 

4.0, 5.0, Ox ~ 2.0, and ~ • 0.5 
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(iii) and 

The distributions of the numerators, ^ and and the denominators, of the 

displacement errors are normal and dependent as discussed in Section 3.2. The 

covariances of the numerator and denominator measures their dependence. Using (16) and 

(17), the covariance of ^ and x and the covariance of ^ and x are calculated as follows; 

Cov(̂ .X) = f CI (f-C3) ( (fC3-Cl^-C2^-C3^) + Oĵ ) (4.23) 

Cov(̂ .X) = f C2 (f-C3) ((fC3-Cl^-C2^-C3^) ) (4.24) 

If Cov(^,x) > 0, C Z ^ positively correlated, otherwise, they are negatively 

correlated. A similar situation holds for ^ and %- Figures 4.8(a) and (b) show the effects 

of the correlation coefficient of the numerator and denominator on the probability density 

fimction of horizontal and vertical displacement errors of projected points with r^^j^ 

varying from -0.9 to +0.9, = 2.0, and i o These figures show that 

the mode is positive when the correlation coefficient is positive and the mode is negative 

when the correlation coefficient is negative. The mode is zero when the correlation 

coefficient is zero. As the correlation coefficient increases from zero, the mode increases 

and the probability density value of the mode increases. Similarly, as the correlation 

coefficient decreases from zero, the mode decreases and the probability density value of the 

mode increases. The absolute value of the probability density value of the mode is 

minimum when the correlation coefficient is zero. Thus, the likelihood of having more 

positive errors or more negative errors depends on the sign of Cov(^,x) and Cov(^,x) and 

the probability of having large errors depends on the absolute value of Cov(^,x) and 

Cov(^,X). 
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Since the correlation coefficient is equal to the covaiiance between the numerator and 

denominator divided by the product of their standard deviations, the sign of the correlation 

coefGcient and the mode of the probability density function depends on the sign of the 

covariance between the numerator and the denominate. From (23) and (24), Cov(^,x) and 

Cov(^,X) are in terms of f, CI, C2, C3, oi^ and Ojl Indeed, Cov(^,x) = Cov(4,x) when 

CI = C2 for all values of C3. f and C3 are positive and f is small compared to C3, 

therefore, (f-C3) and (fC3-Cl̂ -C2 -̂C3  ̂are always negative. As a result, if (fC3-Cl̂ -C2 -̂C3  ̂

< 0, Cov(^,x) is an increasing function of CI and is 0 when CI = 0. Similarly, if 

(fC3-Cl^-C2^-C3^ < 0, Cov(^,x) is an increasing fimction of C2 and is 0 when C2 

= 0. (fC3-Cl^-C2^-C3^ <Ti^ + < 0 is typically true because C3 is much larger than Oi and 

Gj. This analysis shows that the probability of large horizontal displacement errors 

increases when the horizontal distance between the inspected object and the optical axis of 

the sensor increases. A similar situation holds for the vertical displacement errors. 

1.2-

! - •  

0 .  a -

0.6- ; 

I.2-' 

-2 -4 

(a) 
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. 2 -

1-

0U6-

. 4 ^  

0.2-

-2 

(b) 

Figure 4.8. The probability density functions of the 

displacement errors affected by the displacement 

of the end-effectors in horizontal or vertical 

directions, fc)̂ (E<0 or fe4,(Ed,)« (a) where = 2.0, os: 

— — X.O, — X.O, and — 

0.0,0.2,0.4,0.(1,0.8,0.9, (b) where = 2.0, = 

= 1.0, Oi = 1.0, and = -0.9,-0.8,-0.6,-

0.4,-0.2,0.0. 

4.3.3. Displacement Errors in Dimensional Measurement 

The displacement errors in projected points result in errors in the measured area of a 

surface, the measured curvature of an arc or the measured length of a line segment These 

features are composed of the projection of the corresponding points from the three-

dimensional model. The analysis of the displacement errors in these measurements is very 

important in visual inspection and other computer vision tasks such as gazing, pattern 
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recognition etc. In this section, we will investigate the displacement errors introduced in 

the dimension measurement of linear segments. 

The coordinates of the end-points of a linear segment in an image are (ul, vl) and 

(u2,v2). The length of the line segment is the distance between the end-points. Due to the 

displacement of the sensor, the end-points are not projected to the desired locations (ul, 

vl) and (u2,v2). Instead, they are displaced to (ul', vl*) and (u2',v2'). Different 

translational and orientational errors of the sensor placement result in different 

displacements of the projected segment For fixed translational and orientational errors of 

the sensor, the values of horizontal and vertical displacement errors of ul and u2 are not 

identical; similarly, the displacement errors of vl and v2 are not identicaL Using equations 

(8) and (9), we can compute the displacement errors for the end-points of the line segment, 

and 

Let (ul,vl) correspond to the projection of model point (xl,yl,zl) and (u2,v2) 

correspond to the projection of model point (x2,y2,z2). The horizontal and vertical 

displacement errors of (ul, vl) and (u2,v2) can be computed from : 

[XisMsO 0 0 XboXiJfSxSy Szdxdydz 

[a.'i A.2 X3 X4 0 Ai] [Sx8y Szdxdydzp (4.25) 

[XisVifiO 0 0 A.2oA.2i][SxSy5zdxdydz 1]^ 

[Xg X9 X'to 0 X'tiX'ta] [Sx5y Szdxdydzp^ (4.26) 

where A.'i = fCliC2i, A.Uf((f-C30C3i-Cli^. V3=fC2i(C3i-0. 

= C3i) C3i), 

Xi2=f(f- C3i), 

X\6 = Cli(f- C3i)., 

Xi=f(f- C30. Ai = fCli. 

X.U-fCliC2i, Xio=fCli(f- C30, 

Xl3=fC2i, X 'i5=-C2i(f- C30, 

A,2o = f - C3t, A.2l = (f- C3i)2, 
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Cli = riixi+riyi+ri»i+ ti,, 

C2i = r2iXi+r22yi+r23Zi+ ty. and 

C3i = r2iXi+r23yi+r2»i+ ly. 

i=l,2 

rij and Qc are parameters that depend on the orientation and translation parameters of the 

sensor setting. 

Figure 4.9. The horizontal errors, Ed,, and Ed.,, and the 

vertical errors, Eid,, and Ed^, due to the 

displacement of the camera. 

The displacement error in the dimension of the line segment is composed of two 

component, Edx> equal to ed,, - e<^, and similarly, the vertical component, Edy, is equal 

to ed.| - Ed^. The probability density functions of Edi,, £(^, £d,p and ea^. are given in 

Equations (4.18), (4.19). The probability density function of Edx and E<iy can be obtained 

by integrating the probability density functions of £41,, and and Ed,,, and Ed^, 

respectively. 

components, the horizontal component Edx the vertical component Edy. The horizontal 
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The coneladon between Ed,,, and e<^ is important for deriving the density fimction of 

Edx and is investigated by a simulation as follows: 

1. Randomly create 100 pairs of end-points, (xij,yij,zij) and (x2j,y2j,z2J), where j = 1, 

2 100. These pairs of end-points are generated such that they satisfy the camera 

constraints (such as focus constraint and field-of-view constraints). 

2. For each pair of end-points, 

(a) create 50 sets of normally distributed translational and orientational errors, 

(dxi, dxi, dxi, 5xi, 5xi, 5xi). 

(b) For each set of translational and orientational errors, compute Cd,, and using 

Equations (4.8) and (4^). 

(c) Based on the 50 sets of results, compute the covariance between e^,, and and the 

variances of e^,, and Ed^. 

(d) Compute the correlation coefGcient between £4,, and £4^, rj. 

3. Plot the empirical distribution of correlation coefficient, rj, where j = 1,2, 100. 

The result of the simulation is shown in Figure 4.10. It shows that e^I, and Ed^ are 

positively correlated, thus, the covariance of Ed,, and is positive. Since edx = ^<'•1 ~ 

Var(edx) = Var(£,^,) + Var(£dJ - 2 Cov(£4,„ e^^). When Cov(Ed.„ EdJ is positive, this 

expression shows that the assumption of independence between Ed,, and Ed,, causes an 

overestimation of the variance in the error. If the correlation coefficient is exacdy one, and 

Var(ed„) = Var(Ed,2)* errors from the endpoints of the line cancel each other in the 

dimensioning calculation. In our simple experiment, cases where the correlation coefficient 

was close to I represented situations where the points were very close together and very 

near the optical axis. These are not very attractive configurations for dimensional 

measurement. These cases represent the worst overestimation of variance and should not 
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be of major concern in practice. In addition, the pdfs of the errors for the endpoints are 

unique, thus, their variances are not the same. The results which follow are based on the 

assumption of independence between endpoints. A similar situation is also observed for 

the vertical displacement error of a line segment, edy. 

30T 

25 

15-

10 

5 

Correlation 

Figure 4.10. Distribution of the correlation between and 

in the simulation. 

Since the density fimctions of the horizontal and vertical displacement errors for a point 

are complicated functions (Equations (4.18) and (4.19)), integrating two such fimctions to 

find the density functions of the displacement errors of a line segment is very complex. In 

Appendix 2, a numerical method to compute the density functions of Edx £dy based on 

the density functions of Ed^,, Eit^, Ed,,, and Ed,, provided. However, this method is 

computationally expensive. On the other hand, the pdfs of Edx ^dy obtained by 

assuming independence between Ed,,, and Ed,,, and Ed,,, and Ed,,, are computed by the 

convolution of the pdfs of Ed,, and • Ed,,, and Ed„ and - Ed,,' respectively. 
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fe,^,(6fc)= fei„(E<k + t)fe^j(x)dt and 

(4.27) 

Although EtVip and £<Wi« £<>'2 ^ independent, the density function obtained 

by this assumption bounds the variability of the actual density function and is easy to 

compute. 

Similar to the geometric approximation used for the spatial quantization error, the two-

dimensional displacement error, £d, in the dimension of a linear segment with an angle of y 

between the segment and the horizontal axis of the image can be expressed in terms of the 

horizontal and vertical components of dimensioning errors due to displacement and the 

angle. 

id = cosy Ed, + siny 6d, (4.28) 

The probability density function of the dimensioning error due to the displacement of the 

sensor can be expressed in terms of the probability density functions of the component 

dimensioning error and the angle, y, in the following open form. 

(4.29) 
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4.4. Integration of Quantization Errors and Displacement Errors 

Given a sensor setting and the properties of the sensor, the distribution of the errors in 

dimensioning need to be determined in order to assess the accuracy of the measurement 

To make this assessment, an integration of all significant errors in the active vision 

inspection is necessary. The spatial quantization errors depends on the resolution of the 

active sensor. The displacement errors result because of the translational and orientational 

errors of the active head. Displacement is independent of the resolution of the sensor and, 

consequently, independent of the quantization error. Thus, the total inspection error, £i, is 

the sum of the quantization error, eq, and the displacement error, e<i. 

The probability density function of the quantization error and the displacement error, 

feq(£q) and fedC^d). are given in Equations (4.4) and (4.29). Based on (30), the 

probability density fimction of the total error is computed from the convolution of the pdfs 

of the quantization and displacement errors. 

4.5. Planning Accuracy in Inspection of Linear Dimensions 

Accuracy in active vision inspection can be improved by careful choice of the sensor 

settings for each inspected dimension. A sensor setting determines the location and view 

direction where an active sensor may be placed to observe one or more objects which 

contain one or more topologic entities whose dimensions are to be measured. A sensor 

arrangement, S = {xi, x2,..., Xn}, has n sensor settings xi to Xn. xi is a sensor setting 

Ei = Eq + Ed (4.30) 

(4.31) 
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which is an ordered triple (vi,di,oi) consisting of a sensor location v^, a sensor view 

direction di, and a set of observable segments (features) oi from the given setting. The 

same edge segment of a part (model) can be observed using many sensor settings. 

Although a dimensional attribute, such as the width of a slot may be observable from 

different sensor settings, the utility of different sensor settings in dimensional 

measurement are not identicaL However, because more than one entity (feature) can be 

captured on each image, it is usually desirable to perform several dimensional inspections 

from a single sensor setting in order to minimize the sensing operations and the data 

processing. Thus, such simplistic techniques based on orthogonal direction and minimal 

distance are not viable methods in this case [33,71]. Instead, it is necessary to evaluate 

the accuracy attainable from the sensor settings, and ensure that the potential errors in all 

dimensional measurements from each setting are acceptable for verification of required 

(part) tolerances as indicated in the design. Hence, an analysis of expected accuracy of 

dimensional inspections in terms of the sensor setting parameters and sensor resolution is 

necessary in this case. 

The inspection accuracy in dimensioning a linear segment can be defined as follows 

Accuracy = 1 - (4.32) 
L 

where L is the image (or projected) length of the segment This representation can be used 

to analyze the utility of different sensor settings by evaluating the probabili^ for a 

dimensioning accuracy to be within a particular tolerance. L can be found in terms of the 

angle between the segment and the direction of the camera axis, P, the translational 

distances between the camera and the midpoint of the segment, tx, ty, tz (where tx, ty are 

along the horizontal and vertical image plane axes, and tz is along sensor view direction), 

and the model length of the segment in three dimensions, Lw as shown in Figure 4.11(a): 
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L ( L . . M . i , U )  -  ^ •  ' • ° ° ^ '  (4.33) 
(f+t)^- l/4U^cos  ̂

When the camera is pointing at the center of the segment (focal axis meets the midpoint), 

tx and ty are both equal to 0. In this case, the above equation can be simplified to be only 

in terms of P, Lw> f, and the distance d as shown in Figure 4.11(b): 

L(Lw,P.(I,f) = Ufsinp , , (4.34) 
(d + 0 + 1/4 Lw cos  ̂

Lw 

f 
(a) 
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-w 

(b) 

Figure 4.11. A line of length Lw is projected onto the camera 

image plane, (a) The angle between the line and the 

direction of the camera is 3 and the translation from the 

center of the line to the camera in three orthogonal 

direction •s tx, ty and tz. (h) The angle between the line 

and the direction of the camera is ^ and the distance from 

the camera to the center of the line is d. 

We obtained expressions for the pdf of e in terms of the sensor and the sensor setting 

parameters in previous sections. With both L and the enx)r pdf expressed in terms of these 

parameters, we can compute the likelihood of achieving a certain accuracy level &om 

particular sensor settings. Comparing the variance of accuracy computed from Equation 

(4.32) with the tolerance specified, we can determine the dimensional inspection capability 

for given sensor settings. Thus, given that the accuracy tolerance is [1-T,1] where Q^<1 

for a dimension to be inspected, we can compute the likelihood that the achieved accuracy 

is within this tolerance range by computing Pr{ Accuracy > 1-T}. For example, if the 

likelihood is greater than a certain threshold, Th where Q<rh<l, the sensor setting may be 

considered acceptable for inspecting the corresponding dimension, and if the probability is 

less, the view direction of the sensor and/or the sensor location can be changed (one 

method for this may be based on Equations (4.33) and (4.34)). Changing the angle P, 
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and/or the distance d changes the achievable accuracy. Thus, while we had knovm that a 

linear segment may be dimensioned finm difTerent sensor settings, and that (i) the same 

segment may have a pixel length twice as long if observed fiom an orthogonal direction as 

compared to a 45° angle, (ii) the same segment appears twice as long if observed from a 

distance D instead of observing it from 2D, Gii) decreasing the distance D will amplify the 

error effect of the sensor displacement although the error effect of the spatial quantization 

will be reduced, (iv) the imaged segments have different properties with respect to spatial 

quantization and sensor displacement errors, now we can probabilistically characterize the 

integrated effect of these errors. As a result, we can more effectively integrate them in our 

dimensional inspection strategy, and better understand their quantitative nature. This could 

be helpful in determining sensor settings which are better capable to dimensionally inspect 

part (model) attributes with a desired accuracy. 

4.6. Experimental Results 

This section describes two experiments conducted to investigate how well the 

probability density functions derived in the preceding sections fit some actual experimental 

data. These experiments include both quantization and displacement errors. In addition, 

the experiments explore the effect of the choice of sensor setting (sensor orientation and 

location) on the dimensional inspection accuracy. 

A part (object) with two steps and two slots as shown in Figure 4.12(a) is used for 

these experiments. In experiment 1, the sensor on the active head is moved from a random 

position to the assigned sensor setting in order to dimension the length of the step, EI, on 

the part Fifty such measurements are recorded. In this process, the quantization errors 

and the displacement errors are introduced to the measurements. The resulting data are used 

to make a comparison with the predicted probability density fimction of errors as obtained 
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in (31). In experiment 2, three distinct sensor settings are assigned to measure the 

dimension of E2. Using Equation (4.32), the accuracy of the measurement for each of 

these settings is computed. The result shows how the orientation and the location of the 

sensor affect the inspection accuracy. Using this experiment, we can observe how the 

projected length of the line segment and the distance and orientation of the object from the 

sensor affect the accuracy of the measurement. 

The goal of this experiment is to test the goodness of fit of the distribution of a set of 

experimentally generated errors in dimensional measurements to the predicted errors from 

the analysis described in this paper. The sensor was moved to an assigned setting from an 

arbitrary position. We employed three tests to determine how well the predicted probability 

density function of the errors modeled the experimental results. The goodness-of-fit tests 

used are the quantile-quantile plot, probabiliQr-probability plot and the chi-square test 

In order to place the sensor at different sensor settings, the sensor was mounted on the 

end-effector of a robot with five degrees of freedom. To obtain different and arbitrary 

starting positions, a set of random movements were assigned to the joints of the 

manipulator from its starting home position. Subsequently, the sensor was assigned a pre

determined location and view direction (a desired sensor setting) to achieve certain 

dimensional inspections. The sensor uses a CCD array of size 512x480 pixels. Each 

pixel has a resolution of 0.01mm x 0.013mm. The sensor movements and dimensional 

inspections were repeated SO times. Digitization and the sensor movements introduce 

spatial quantization errors and displacement errors. Using the analysis described in the 

previous sections, the probability density fimction of the combined errors were computed 

and compared with the experimental inspection results. 
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A sample from the acquired images and its edge map are shown in Figure 4.12 (b) and 

(c). The results from the experiments for the 50 dimensional inspections of El are shown 

in Figure 4.13(a). For displacement error, the standard deviations of the orientation and 

translation are estimated experimentally as 0.0003 rad and 0.03 mm, respectively. The 

probability density function of the total error is computed based on Equations (4.31) and its 

plot is shown in Figure 4.13(b). 

After the distributions of the experimental errors and the predicted errors are determined, 

three tests were utilized to test how well the simulation of the predicted errors from the 

probabilistic analysis represents the experimental errors. Probability plots (Probability-

Probability plot and (^antile-(^antile plot) are a graphical comparison of the simulation 

result with the experimental result The probability-probability plot (P-P plot) is a graph of 

the probability of the simulation result vs. the probability of the experimental result. 

Similarly, the quantile-quantile plot (C^Q plot) is a graph of the qi-quantile of the simulation 

result vs. the qi-quantile of the experimental result The P-P plot ampUHes differences 

between the middle of the cumulative distribution functions of the simulation tesult and the 

experimental result, whereas the C^Q plot amplifies differences between the tail of the 

cumulative distribution functions. If two distributions are perfectly fitted, both plots would 

be a straight line with slope of 1. The results of the P-P plot and the Q-Q plot are shown in 

Figure 4.13 (c) and (d). Both plots are reasonably linear which means the simulation result 

agrees closely with the experimental result. 



(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 4.12 (n) An object with two slots and two steps used 

for the experiments. Dimensions of El and E2 are 

used for inspection in experiments 1 and 2 

respectively. (b) a sample image for 

dimensioning El out of 50 acquired images, (c) 

Edge map for the imaged shown in (a). 
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Figure 4.13 (a) The distribution of 50 dimensioning 

measurements recorded from experiment, (b) The 

pdf of the predicted combined quantization and 

displacement errors with the expected dimension 

of the edge segment as 2.642 mm. (c) Probability-

Probability plot of the experimental and 

simulation result (d) Quantile-Quantile plot of the 

experimental and simulation result. 
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The last test of the goodness-of-6t is the chi-squaie test The chi-squaie test determines 

the acceptabiliQr of the predicted distribution to represent the experimental distribution by 

comparing the computed value of xi. If the value calculated is less than the corresponding 

value in the chi-square table, the predicted distribution is acceptable. The measurements of 

our experimental results are divided into 9 class intervals, [-<» , 2.622), [2.622, 2.627), 

[2.627, 2.632) [2.632, 2.637), [2.637, 2.642), [2.642, 2.647), [2.647, 2.752), [2.652, 

2.657), [2.657, -h») where the size of each interval is 0.005. Nine intervals are chosen 

because the measurements have three decimal places. The degrees of freedom for the test is 

equal to the number of class intervals minus the number of parameters estimated minus 1. 

The estimated parameters in our simulation result are the variance of the orientational and 

translational errors in the computation of the displacement error. Therefore, the number of 

d e g r e e s  o f  f r e e d o m  i s  6 .  T h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  v a l u e  f o r  c o m p a r i s o n  i s  x S  o s .  e .  x 5  o s .  s i s  

defined as the percentage point or value of the chi-square random variable with 6 degrees of 

freedom such that the probability that exceeds this value is 0.05. The value of is 

calculated as follow: 

^ (g-EQ  ̂
i = i Ei 

where Oi is observed experimental frequency in the interval i, Ei is the expected frequency 

in the interval i from the simulation result, and i is the class interval arranged in the order as 

described above. The values of Oi and Ei are shown in Table 4.1. The computed value of 

fp- is 4.226 and the value of x8.os. s is 12.59. Since fp- is less than the x8.os. 6, the 

simulation result is acceptable to represent the experimental result 
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Table 4.1. The observed and expected frequency in the class interval 

1 to 9. 
1 1 i 5 • A 5 6 •• 1 § 
6[ 3 3 5 9 11 8 5 3 3 
Ei 1.40 2.77 AM 7.31 9.12 9.12 7.31 4.71 3.54 

Experiment 2 

Given a set of part dimensions, M, to be inspected, a desirable sensor setting, ss, in 

active vision inspection will maximize the cardinality of the subset of M which would be 

observable and can be dimensioned from it It also provides an acceptably high level of 

dimensioning accuracy for each of the elements in this subset In dealing with different 

sensor settings, although some sensor settings may provide observability of a maximal set 

of dimensions, the (expected) dimensioning accuracy for some dimensions (edge 

segments) may not be acceptably high. In this experiment, the dimension E2 of the part 

shown in Figure 4.12(a) Gength of the step) is dimensioned from five different sensor 

settings. The accuracy of the dimensional inspections are analyzed and compared. This 

analysis clarifles the effect of sensor settings on the dimensioning accuracy, and active 

vision inspection planning. 

Figure 4.14 (a) to (e) shows five of the images (imgl, img2, img3, img4, and img5) 

acquired from the sensor settings 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 (ssl, ss2, ss3, ss4, and ss5). In each 

of ssl and ss2, the distance between the desired entity (E2) and the sensor is approximately 

the same, the relative orientation between the entity and the sensor is also about the same 

(along the optical axes of the sensors), however, the orientation of the object relative to its 

center is different, causing the enti^ to appear differendy in the image, (the edge segment is 

shorter on imgl). For ss2 and ss3, the distance between the sensor and the desired entity 

in ss2 is shorter than in ss3, while ss3 has an orthogonal direction of view (E2 is 
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perpendicular to the optical axis of ss3). The length of the desired entity in images firom 

ss2 and ss3 is approximately the same. For ss3, ss4, and ss5, the distance between E2 and 

the sensors is approximately the same. However, the object is along the optical axis of 

ss3, the object is fanher away from the optical axis of ss4 in the horizontal direction of the 

sensor coordinate system, and the object is farther away from the optical axis of ss5 in both 

horizontal and vertical directions of the sensor coordinate system. The relative orientation 

between E2 and the sensors, ss3, ss4, and ss5, are significantly different. The length of 

E2 in these images is approximately the same. 

(c) (d) 



(g) (h) 



(i) 0) 

Figure 4.14 (a) imgl acquired by ssl, (b) img2 acquired by ss2, (c) img3 

acquired by ss3, (d) iing4 acquired by ss4, (c) imgS acquired 

by ss5, (f) edge map of imgl, (g) edge map of img2, (h) edge 

map of img3, (i) edge map of img4, (j) edge map of img5. 

Figure 4.15(a) shows the pdf of the quantization error. Since the quantization error is 

dependent only on the sensor resolution and the orientation of the projected segment in the 

image, the distributions of the quantization error for ssl, ss2, ss3, ss4, and ss5 are the 

same. The probability density functions of errors due to displacement for ssl, ss2, ss3, 

ss4, and ss5 are shown in Figure 4.15(b). The dimensional errors due to displacement are 

dependent on the rclation.ship of the segment with respect to the image plane and its 

coordinate system. Bccau.se the relative orientation between E2 and the sensor coordinate 

systems of ssl and ss2 is approximately the same, the distribution of ihe errors due to 

displacement for these sensor settings is approximately the same as shown in Figure 

4.15(b). In ss3, E2 is farther from the sensor along the optical axis. 
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The distribution of errors due to displacement for ss3 is narrower and its peak is higher 

as shown in Figure 4.15(b). In ss4 and ss5, E2 is farther away from the optical axes of the 

sensors, the distributions of errors due to displacement for ss4 and ss5 are wider and their 

peaks are lower. This shows that the farther the enti^ is away from the optical axis of the 

sensor, the wider the distribution is and the lower its peak. Combining the errors due to 

quantization and displacement, the pdf of total error for ssl, ss2, ss3, ss4, and ss5 are 

shown in Hgure 4.15(c). Using the pdfs in Figure 4.15(c), we can compute the expected 

accuracy for dimensional inspection from ssl, ss2, and ss3 using Equation (4.31). The 

result of this computation is plotted in Figure 4.15(d). 
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Figure 4.15 (a) The probability density function of the 
quantization error for imgl, img2, inig3, inig4 
and imgS, (b) the probability density function of 

displacement error for ssl, ss2, ss3, ss4, and 
ssSf (c) the probability density function of the 
combined error of ssl, ss2, ss3, ss4, and ss5, (d) 
the accuracy of dimension by ssl, ss2, ss3, ss4, 
and ssS. 

Although the error pdf for ssl and ss2 appear the same, the image dimension of E2 

from these sensor settings is different As a result, the dimensioning accuracy from ssl 

could be lower than that from ss2. For example, if we were interested in 99% accuracy, the 

likelihood of achieving that from ssl is 0.44 while the likelihood for ss2 is 0.79. The pdf 

of error for ss3 is different than for the other sensor settings, the likelihood of obtaining 
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99% accuracy is 0.87 (higher than ssl and ss2). Intuitively, this decrease (from ss3 to 

ss2) in likelihood of accuracy can be attributed to the sensor being placed closer to the 

dimensioned entity. As distance decreases the same displacement errors introduce larger 

distortions in the projected coordinates and thus larger distortions in computed dimensions. 

Although the quantization errors wiU have an opposite effect, this effect may be smaller, 

and in any case the amount to which they cancel each other depends on two given sensor 

setting's relationship. Also, the introduced distortion is more serious if the inspected entity 

is positioned farther away from the optical axis of the sensor, which is shown in the 

accuracy of ss4 and ss5. The likelihood of obtaining 99% accuracy for ss4 and ss5 are 

0.75 and 0.72, respectively. This experiment shows the effect of the quantization and 

displacement errors based on the analysis presented in sections 2 and 3. This analysis 

could be helpful in determining the acceptability of given sensor settings for active vision 

dimensional inspection, and/or for proposing altemadve reasonable sensor settings. 

4.7. Conclusion 

Automated visual inspection could provide an efficient, economic, and accurate 

approach to quality management. It could ensure that a finished product achieves intended 

dimensional speciHcations. Although there are many advantages in using active vision 

inspection, there are also inherent errors. Displacement in the sensor setting, quantization 

error in image acquisition and illumination are the major sources of these errors. In this 

paper, we have concentrated on the analysis of spatial quantization errors, the errors due to 

sensor displacement, and their effects on the dimensional measurements of linear segments. 

We have developed a general analysis for the spatial quantization error in one and two 

dimensions. The range, mean, variance, and the probability density function of the error in 

dimensional inspection of a segment are derived in terms of the resolutiotL A probabilistic 

analysis of the dimensional inspection errors due to displacement is also developed. 
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Finally, a method for integrating the eaors due to quantization and displacement makes it 

possible to compute the total error in active vision dimensional inspection. We have also 

developed an analysis for expected accuracy in dimensional measurement from different 

sensor settings. Accuracy is derived in terms of the resolution, the sensor location and 

view direction, the focal length and the model (part) dimension of the edge segment Using 

this approach, we can determine the capability for inspecting different dimensions by 

specific sensor settings to ensure that design specifications are satisfied. Our experimental 

results suggest that the probabilistic based model of uncertainty in measurements gives a 

close match with real results. This type of analysis should be part of the system design and 

inspection planning procedures, leading to more accurate inspection. 

Currently, we are developing an optimization technique which uses the sensor 

constraints (such as visibility, focus, field of view, resolution) as the constraint functions 

and the expected value and the variances of the active vision errors as the objective 

function. Using the density functions of the errors, expressions can be derived for the 

expected value and the variance of the total sensing errors. The goal of the optimization is 

to minimize the expected value and the variance of the total sensing errors. The constraint 

functions are based on the constraints developed by Tarabanis et al. [97,98]. These include 

iield-of-view, focus, and resolution. With such an optimization technique, a sensor setting 

could be assigned to inspect several entities of an object with minimum probability of error. 
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CHAPTER 5 

TOLERANCE DESIGN 

This chapter proposes interval constraint networic and interval propagation techniques 

for automatic tolerance design. In order to develop an intelligent automatic tolerance design 

mechanism, the following interrelated problems are addressed: (i) representing the 

relationships between the tolerances of the entities, attributes, and the functional 

requirements of a design component by a constraint network, (ii) developing tolerance 

propagation techniques in the network that will satisfy the constraints between the entities, 

attributes and fimctional requirement A hierarchical representation is utilized in the interval 

constraint network. Its lowest level corresponds with the entities, the second level 

corresponds with the attributes, and the highest level corresponds with the fimctional 

requirements of the design. The consistency of a constraint is defined for the piupose of 

tolerance design. Forward and backward propagation techniques are introduced in interval 

constraint network for tolerance analysis and synthesis, respectively. Both a propagation 

technique for a single constraint and a parallel propagation technique for multiple 

constraints between two adjacent levels in the network are introduced. Experiments 

conducted to illustrate the procedures of tolerance analysis and synthesis for the tank 

problem are described. Two examples are presented to compare our constraint network 

and propagation technique with Lu and Wilhelm's constraint network and propagation 

technique for tolerance synthesis and show that our networic and propagation technique is 

more robust, complete and efficient. An analysis of the effect of mathematical operations in 

the constraint is also developed for the worst case accuracy of the output interval. Using 

such an analysis, enables one easily to determine a better strategy for dimensioning a 

component 
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List of Symbols 

X variable (corresponding to entiQr, attribute, and functional requirement) 

X interval assigned for X 

^up upper limit of X 

xlow lower limit of X 

^nom nominal value of the variable 

X any value in X 

5.1. Introduction 

Tolerance design plays an important a role in the relationship between performance and 

the manufacturing cost of a product Decreasing the tolerance range will improve 

performance but will also increase manufacturing costs. It is desirable to optimize the 

tolerance range under such constraints of product design as the relationship between the 

dimensions of entities of a component and the functional requirement of the design. In this 

chapter, we develop a constraint-based reasoning mechanism to analyze design tolerances 

and synthesize a new set of tolerances to satisfy the fimctional requirements of a product 

For a given design of a mechanical part, a relationship can be derived for the fimctional 

requirement in terms of the entities. This relationship can be expressed as; Y = f(Xi,X2, 

..., Xn) where Y is the functional requirement and Xj is the i^ entity, n is the number of 

entities that are related by the equation to the corresponding functional requirement For 

example, V = f(L,W,H) = L x W x H, where V is the volume, L is the length, W is the 

width, and H is the height 

In tolerance analysis, the entity tolerances, XL,X2...., Xq, are given. The goal is to 

ensure that the functional requirement tolerance, Y, is met The tolerances, Xi and Y, are 

the range of acceptable values for, Xi and Y, respectively. Tolerance analysis is essential 

for product design to determine whether an item can be assembled, or whether it will woiic 
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correctly. Costly manufacturing problems can be the result of product design without 

careful tolerance analysis. If the assigned functional requirement tolerances are not met, the 

tolerances for the entities need to be reassigned by tolerance synthesis in order to achieve 

the fimctional requirements. 

In tolerance synthesis, the fimctional requirement tolerance, Y, is given. The goal is to 

determine a set of feasible entity tolerances, Xi,X2,..., Xn, and fulfill the functional 

requirement. The task of tolerance synthesis is more difficult because n entity tolerances 

are determined based on one functional requirement tolerance. In contrast, in tolerance 

analysis, one functional requirement tolerance is determined based on n entity tolerances. 

Figure 5.1 gives the concept and relationship of tolerance analysis and synthesis. 

Fanctional 
Requirement 
Tolerance 

tolerance 
analysis 

Entity Tolerance 

tolerance 

X1,X2,.„, Xn 

synthesis 

Figure 5.1. Relationship of tolerance synthesis and tolerance analysis. 

5.1.1 Related Work in Tolerance Design 

Tolerance design has been the focus of a number of techniques. These techniques 

include tolerance calculation, worst-case analysis, statistical analysis, design optimization, 

and constraint-based reasoning. Many of these are restricted to either analysis or synthesis, 

only a few are applicable to both analysis and synthesis. Most of them approximate a 

nonlinear relationship between tolerances as a linear relationship for simpler computation 

and optimization. With this approximation, some of the essential characteristics of the 

tolerance relationships are often lost 
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Tolerance calculations have been explored in several common design situations. For 

example, Foster [26] and S potts [92] have developed formulas for calculating size position 

tolerances to achieve a desired class and grade of cylindrical fit between mating parts. 

However, optimization is not considered in the tolerance calculations. In addition, new 

formulas are required for each design. 

Turner et al. [29,99] presented a worst-case tolerance analysis on an industrial 

assembly using GEOS (an automated tolerance analysis package developed at the 

Rensselaer Design Research Center). A worst-case tolerance analysis determines the 

extreme values of the design function under any possible variation allowed by the 

tolerances. However, the technique does not synthesize new tolerances. Fortini [25] 

presented worst-case tolerance synthesis with a linear design equation in which the limits 

for the design variables and the tolerance variables are assumed and used to obtain the 

overall limits on the remaining tolerance variables. Linear design equations are assumed. 

Fortini [25] also presented a statistical tolerance analysis, deriving a probability 

distribution for the design variable using the probability distributions assumed for the 

tolerance variables and a linear design equation. Paiidnson [77,78,79] utilized probabilistic 

methods to optimize the dimensional tolerance such that there is an acceptably low risk of 

the assembly failing to meet the specification, given the manufacturing costs. Limit-state 

equations are used to represent the relationships between the dimensions for assembly. 

These limit state equations are again replaced by equivalent linear equations. 

Hoffmann [34] reduced the analysis of tolerance and process inaccuracies to the 

analysis of systems of linear inequalities. The calculation of the resulting tolerances 

between components of parts is then solved by linear programming. Michael and Siddall 

[69,70] developed an optimal allocation of manufacturing tolerances by nonlinear 

optimization, using the minimization of material cost as the optimization criterion. These 

authors have also developed optimization techniques for a production process with full 
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acceptability [69] and with allowance for a system scrap percentage (less than full 

acceptabili^) [70]. Ostwald et aL [73] employed linear programming with discrete and 0-1 

variables to optimize the design tolerance for each independent basic dimension from 

several manufacturing processes. Spotts [92] derived a formulation to calculate the 

tolerances that will give the assembly of minimum cost. The formulation is derived based 

on a cost function which varies inversely with the square of the tolerance. Cagan et al. [7] 

utilized a simulated atmealing approach to allocate tolerances and the manufacturing 

processes in order to obtain the minimimi cost The cost function in the algorithm is based 

on the hourly costs of the machines and the production time for the processes. Speckhart 

[91] developed an analytical method to allocate the optimum set of tolerances which 

guarantee that the device will meet the statistical fit basis or sure-St basis and minimize the 

manufacturing costs. The cost function is an exponential function determined by a 

nonlinear least-squares curve fit procedure using the cost-tolerance data. Krishnaswami et 

al. [44] utilized a quality loss function in addition to the manufacturing cost function 

proposed by Speckhart [91] to optimize the tolerance allocation. The quality loss fimction 

is inversely proportional to the square of the dimension's tolerance. Soderbery [90] 

proposed tolerance allocation by optimizing the quality and manufacturing cosL The total 

loss of customers is computed as the sum of the functionality loss and the component price. 

These studies have contributed to the implementation of different optimization techniques, 

such as linear and nonlinear programming, or simulated annealing etc., or to the ability to 

derive a new objective function based on the manufacturing cost, quality loss, and quality 

COSL However, the constraints between the tolerances of entities, attributes and functional 

requirements have not been considered and the satisfaction of these constraints is not 

guaranteed. 

Lu and Wilhehn [50,105] proposed a tolerance synthesis approach, CASCADE-T, that 

used a representation of the conditional tolerance relations that exist between features of a 
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pan. Conditional tolerances are automatically determined firom fimctional requirements and 

shape information. A constraint propagation network is employed for tolerance 

computation. However, the tolerances are propagated in a random order. This technique 

may find one solution that satisfies the constraints but is not guaranteed to find a feasible 

solution. A detailed comparison is provided in Section 5.3. 

5.1.2 Related Work in Interval Constraints 

Constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) are often formulated in AI tasks. In CSPs, 

values are assigned to variables subject to a set of constraints. Constraint specification 

represents the relationships among the variables. A constraint network is a declarative 

structure that consists of nodes and arcs. The nodes represent the variables or the 

constraints. The arcs represent the relationship between the variables and the constraints. 

The variables are labeled by intervals, or sets of possible values. The constraints include 

any type of mathematical operation or binary relation. The mathematical operations can be 

multiple inputs single output (MISO) or single input single output (SISO). Constraint 

propagation is utilized to perform inferences about quantities. For different types of 

variables and definitions of satisfaction in constraint satisfaction problems, different 

propagation techniques can be formulated. For tolerance design, the variables are labeled 

by intervals and the constraints are n-ary mathematical operations. 

Dechter and Pearl [18,19] developed a method of generating heuristic advice to guide 

the order of value assignments based on sparseness in the constraint network and the 

simplicity of tree-structured CSPs. A backtrack search algorithm is utilized to search for 

one or all solutions that assign a value to each variable which satisfies all the constraints. 

Mackworth and Freduer [54] analyzed the time complexity of several node, arc and path 

consistency algorithms in CSPs. However, the domains of the variables considered by 
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Dechter and Pearl, and Mackworth and Freduer, are discrete, Hnite sets instead of real 

intervals. 

Ladkin and Reinefeld [45] developed a technique to solve qualitative interval constraint 

problems. However, the constraints are binary relations on intervals instead of n-ary 

mathematical operations on intervals. 

Davis and Hyvonen's work is most closely related to ours. The constraints in their 

interval constraint satisfaction problems (ICSPs) are n-ary mathematical operations and the 

intervals are real valued intervals. Davis [17] adapted the Waltz filtering algorithm for 

screening impossible values from the variable domain to solve the ICSPs. However, the 

Waltz filtering algorithm caimot determine global solutions in general. Hyvonen [37] used 

the tolerance propagation approach, which combines the consistency techniques based on 

the topology of the constraint net with techniques of interval arithmetic, to solve the ICSPs. 

While this method is able to determine global solutions for ICSPs, its deHnition of 

consistency and satisfaction of the constraint network are not appropriate in the problem of 

tolerance synthesis and analysis for mechanical parts. Therefore, these techniques do not 

solve our problem. These differences in the definitions and applications will be discussed 

in the later sections. 

5.1.3 Contributions 

We have approached the problem of tolerance design by combining interval constraint 

network and interval propagation techniques. The contributions of our work can be 

summarized as follows: 

• A hierarchical interval constraint network is developed to represent the relationships 

(constraints) between the entities, attributes, and functional requirement of a mechanical 

part. 
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• The consistency of a constraint is defined for the purpose of tolerance design in the 

proposed interval constraint networks,. The traditional deHnition of a variable's 

consistency used in interval constraint satisfaction problem (ICSP) cannot be applied for 

tolerance design. This definition of constraint consistency is then used to define the 

satisfaction of the proposed interval constraint networics for tolerance design. 

• Forward and backward propagation methods for single constraint and parallel 

propagation between adjacent levels of the hierarchical constraint network are developed 

for tolerance analysis and tolerance synthesis. 

• An analysis of the effect of the constraint's mathematical operation on the worst case 

accuracy of the output variable is developed. Such an analysis is useful to determine the 

dimensioning strategies. 

5.2. Interval Constraint Network for Tolerance Design 

5.2.1. Hierarchical Interval Constraint Networks and Constraint Functions 

A constraint network is a double, CN(X,C) where X represents a set of variables, 

{Xi, X2, — , Xn} and C represents a set of constraints, {Ci, C2,..., Cm}- The nodes 

in the constraint network represent variables or constraints. A constraint has multiple 

inputs and a single output (MISO) and can be represented as a triple, Ci(UJc, fQ)- U is the 

set of indexes for the input variables and k is the index of the output variable for the 

constraint Ci. fQ represents the constraint function for Ci. For example, if U = {1,2} and 

k = 3, and the constraint function of Ci is multiplyO, then Ci represents 

X3 = multiply(Xi,X2). The arcs in the constraint network represent the relationship 

between the variables and the constraints. The constraint functions correspond to the 

relationships between the output variable and the input variables in the constraints. The 

constraint functions ore n-ary mathematical operation and are represented as Xk = f(Xi, 

X2, ... , Xn) where Xi, X2»... , Xn are the input variables and Xk is the output 
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variable. In the hierarchical constraint networks, there are multiple levels of variables, and 

there are constraint functions between each adjacent pair of levels of variables. 

For each mechanical design, the relationship between the highest level, the functional 

requirement, and the lowest level, the entities, can be represented by a hierarchical 

constraint network. The functional requirement describes the functions of the design and 

the requirement to satisfy these fimctions. For example, the fimction of a mechanical level 

is to support a certain amount of external force and die requirement is the thickness of the 

level should be within a certain range of values. Each functional requirement can be 

described as a function (constraint) in terms of attributes. For example, the fimctional 

requirement, volume of a sphere, can be described as a function of the attribute, the inner 

radius. An attribute is also described as a function in terms of the mechanical part's 

physical entities. The iimer radius can be computed as a function in terms of the outer 

radius and the thickness of the materiaL These relationships are described as a hierarchical 

interval constraint network as shown in Figure 5.2 in our approach. 

Entity Attribute 
Functional 
Requirement 

Constraints Constraints 

Figure 5.2. A hierarchical interval constraint network 

representing the constraints between the entities, 

attributes, and functional requirements of the 

mechanical design. 
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In the hierarchical constraint networks for tolerance design, there are three levels of 

variables, and there are constraint functions between each adjacent pair of levels of 

variables. The lowest level of variables corresponds to a set of physical entities, the middle 

level corresponds to a set of attributes, and the highest level corresponds to a set of 

functional requirements. The constraint functions correspond to the relationships between 

the corresponding variables. Each function is a multiple input single output (MISO) or a 

single input single output (SISO) function. 

In addition to the real and integer valued constraint functions, the interval valued 

constraint functions are utilized to propagate the interval values &om their input variables to 

other variables in the constraint networks. Because some of the input and output variables 

have interval values, and general real and integer valued constraint functions cannot 

propagate the intervals of the input variables to the intervals of the output variables, interval 

constraint functions are necessary. Based on the constraints between the variables and the 

properties of interval arithmetic, the interval constraint Junctions between the corresponding 

intervals, Xk = F(Xi, X2,.... Xn), can be derived. 

Interval constraint function is derived based on interval arithmetic. The interval 

arithmetic is an extension of the real arithmetic, and it deals with closed intervals, X, 

[xjq^, xyp], which are equal to {x I xjq^ < x < xup}. An interval constraint function, Z = 

X 0 Y, where ® is an arithmetic operation, is deOned as; 

Z ~ [^low* ^pJ 

=  X ® Y  

= [Mow *up] ® [yiow Xupj 

= {x©ylxiow^x<Xup,yiow^y^yup)  
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For operations, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, the interval 

constraint functions can be derived as follows: 

Multiplication: [xiq^. Xyp] x [yjo^, y^pj 

= [min{xjQy^ yiow *low Xup' *up yiow *up yup^' 

For xjq^, Xyp, yiow yup — roin{*iow yiow *low yup' *up yiow *up yup^ ~ *low 

yiow max{xiQ^ yiow *low yup' *up yiow *up yup^ ~ *upyup- Therefore, [xi ow 

*upJ ^ tyiow yupJ [*low yiow *up yupJ- ^ application, the dimensions measured 

and the functional requirements are always positive, therefore, the above simplification can 

be used to make presentation and computation easier. Interval constraint fimctions for 

other basic fimctions, such as X'^, Exp(X), Sin(X) etc., also can be derived easily. 

5.2.2 Satisfaction of Interval Constraint Network 

The definition of satisfaction in the interval constraint networks always depends on the 

purpose of application. For any set of problems, a good understanding of the goal of 

constraint satisfaction for the problem investigated and an appropriate definition of the 

satisfaction of a constraint network are the foundations of a successful application of 

constraint networks to the problem. 

The interval constraint satisfaction problem (ICSP) has been studied by Davis [17], 

Hyvonen [37] and others. The satisfaction of the netwoiic has been defined in terms of the 

consistency of the variables in these works. The purpose of the ICSP is to refine the 

Addition: 

Subtraction: 

Division: 

®a*{*low yiow» *low yup» *up yiow *up yup^i 

[*iow *upJ ^ fyiow yupJ ~ t*iow *upi * [^^yiow ^^yupi 
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intervals of the variables as far as possible without losing possible exact solutions of the 

constraints. However, this definition does not fit the purpose of our application in 

tolerance design. In tolerance design, the purpose is to refine the tolerances of all the input 

and output variables of the constraints such that the tolerances propagated from the input 

variables based on the interval constraint functions are a subset of the output variable 

tolerances. As a result, the definition of constraint network satisfaction in our problem 

should be modified and described in terms of the consistency of the constraints not 

variables. 

5.2.2.1 Satisfaction of Interval Constraint Network for ICSP 

According to Hyvonen [37], he satisfaction of the interval constraint network is defined 

based on satisfaction of variables as follows: 

A variable, Xf, is consistent if and only if V(xi e Xi I Xj = xi), 3(xi e Xi, 

xi-l e Xi-l, xi+l e Xi+i, .... xn 6 Xn I Xi = xi, Xj-l = xi-i, Xi+l = 

xi+l Xn = Xn). such that all constraints ate satisfied. 

The constraint network is satisfied if and only if all variables are consistent 

In other words, given a constraint network with n variables, Xl to Xn, and with the 

constraint between the variable Xj and the other variables is described by 

Xi = f(Xl,..., Xn), Xi is consistent if and only if Xi c F(Xi,..., Xn) where F is the 

interval constraint function with Xi as the output interval and Xi,..., Xn as the input 

intervals. The purpose of the ICSP as formulated in this way is to refine the intervals of 

the variables in the constraint network as far as possible without losing possible exact 

solutions of the constraints. However, in tolerance design, it is desired to have the 
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computed interval using the input intervals and the interval constraint function, 

F(Xi,..., Xn), to be a subset of the assigned output interval, Xi, for each constraint in the 

network (F(Xi,..., Xn) £ XO-

The properties of the consistency of a variable as described in ICSP are not appropriate 

for tolerance design, as can be illustrated by the following example. Let us assume that the 

constraint fimction between the area. A, and the length and width, L and W, of a rectangle 

is A = f(L, W) = L X W. Given the tolerances for the length, width, and area 

respectively, L, W, and A, F(L, W) must be a subset of A so that the designed tolerances 

for length and width satisfy the expected tolerance of the rectangular area. Given that all 

the variables are consistent according to the deHnition of ICSP (Ac F(L,W), 

L c F(A,W), W c F(A,L) ), the condition F(L, W) c A is not guaranteed to be satisfied. 

For instance, given the following tolerances of L, W, and A ( L = [3,5], W = [10,12], and 

A = [30,50] ), all the variables, L, W, and A, are consistent. ([30,50] c: [3,5] x [10,12] 

= [30,60], [3,5] c: [30,50] / [10,12] = [2.5,5], and [10,12] c [30,50] / [3,5] = [6,16.7].) 

However, the requirement of F(L,W) c A for tolerance design is not satisHed. 

( [3,5] X [10,12] = [30,60] <r [30,50]. ) Although all the variables in the network are 

consistent, the tolerance assigned is not conrect with respect to mechanical design. 

5.2.2.2 Satisfaction of Interval Constraint Network for Tolerance Design 

Since the purpose of tolerance design in an interval constraint network is different from 

the purpose of ICSP, a new definition for satisfaction is required. The satisfaction of the 

network depends on the consistency of the components in the network. In ICSP, the 

satisfaction of the network is defined in terms of the consistency of the variables, however, 

for tolerance design, the constraint consistency should be used. 
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In a constraint network for tolerance design, each constraint is multiple inputs and 

single output (MISO) and is represented as a double, Ci(UJc,fO). U is the set of indexes 

for the input variables and k is the index of the output variable for the constraint Q. For 

example, U = {1,2} and k = 3, if the constraint function of Q is V3 = f(Vl,V2). 

The definitions of consistency of a constraint and satisfaction of an interval constraint 

network for tolerance design are as follows: 

Definition 5.1: A constraint, Ci(UJc/0)< is consistent if and only if 

n ( Vvjg Vj I Vj = Vj),  (  3vte Vk I= v^) 
jeO J J J J 

such that Ci is satisHed, (i.e. xk = f(— , xj,....) where j e U). 

where U is the set of indexes for the input variables and k is the index of the 

output variable for the constraint Cf. 

Definition 5.2: The interval constraint network for tolerance design is satisHed if and 

only if all the constraints are consistent 

Based on the definition of consistency of constraints and satisfaction of the network, 

the tolerances assigned to the entides are ensured to satisfy the tolerances of the functional 

requirements. The interval computed from the input intervals and the interval constraint 

function is expected to be a subset of the assigned output interval for each constraint in the 

network. Taking the earlier example for ICSP, with A = [30,50], L and W could be 

refined to some other intervals, such as L = [3,4.5] and W = [10,11], such that the 

consuraint is consistent After refining L and W, we could take any values, 1 and w, in 

intervals L and W, and there is always a value, a, in A such that 1 x w = a. 
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5.3 Tolerance Propagation 

With these new definitions of consistency and satisfaction for tolerance design, new 

tolerance propagation techniques are needed. With such techniques, tolerances can be 

propagated from variable to variable in the constraint network to ensure that the constraints 

are consistent. 

Tolerance propagation is utilized to update the intervals in the network to make the 

interval constraints consistent Tolerances can be propagated from the input intervals of a 

constraint to the single output interval, which is known as forward propagation. 

Tolerances can also be propagated from the single output interval of a constraint to multiple 

input intervals, which is known as backward propagation. The forward and backward 

propagation techniques for tolerance design are developed based on Definitions 5.1 and 

5.2. Given a constraint with constraint function Xfc = f(Xl,X2, ...,Xn), the input 

intervals, Xi,X2, ...,Xn, and the output interval, Xk, if the constraint is not consistent ( 

xic <z F(Xi,X2, ...Xn) ), either Xfc must be relaxed (widened) or one or more of the 

input intervals must be tightened (narrowed). Xk is relaxed by propagating Xi,X2,..., 

and Xn forward. Xi,X2,..., and Xn are tightened by propagating X^ backward. 

5.3.1 Forward Propagation for a Single Constraint 

The forward propagation is based on the constraint fimction such that the intervals of 

the input variables are propagated to the interval of the single output variable. If the interval 

propagated from the input intervals is not a subset of the output interval, the output interval 

is updated (relaxed) to the union of the propagated interval and the original assigned output 

interval, otherwise, the constraint is consistent and nothing is changed. The algorithm for 

forward propagation is given as follows: 
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Forward Propagation for constraint, C({1,2,n}, k, fQ), FP(Xi,X2, ...,Xn; Xfc) 

Propagated from Input Tolerance to the Upper Limit of the Output 

Tolerance 

*kup ~ *l<p» •••' '^nip ) 

where xitp = x^^p if Xk is monotonic increasing with respect to Xj. 

xi(p = if Xk is monotonic decreasing with respect to Xf. 

Propagated from Input Tolerance to the Lower Limit of the Output 

Tolerance 

*klow' = xiK. xnK) 

where xIk = xi|Q^ if Xk is monotonic increasing with respect to Xj. 

xiK = xiyp if Xk is monotonic decreasing with respect to Xi. 

Relaxing the Output Tolerance 

If *kup < *kiow *kiow ^ *kup » 

NO SOLUTION 

Otherwise, 

'^kup ~ *kup if *kup ^ *kup-

*kiow ~ *kiow ^ *kiow ^ *klow 

Figure S.3(a) shows the interval constraint network for a single constraint with input 

intervals, Xi,X2, ...,Xii, and output interval, Xk- If the propagated interval, Xk', does 

not intersect with the output interval, Xk, (Le., Xfc' Xk = 0), there is no solution for the 

constraint. Figure 5.3(b) illustrates two situations when there is no solution. If 

^l^up ^l^low ^l^low ^ ^kupt there is no feasible solution to make the constraint 

consistent However, if Xk' and Xk intersect, the output interval is updated to the union of 

Xk' and Xk, (Le., Xk' u Xk). Figure 5.3(c) shows an example of the output interval 
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being updated by the union of the propagated interval and the original output intervaL An 

example to illustrate the forward propagation is given as follows: 

"'CK 

(a) 

Xk 

• y 

XnQ^ 

No Solution 

(b) 

Xk 

Xklow Xk\ up 

(C) 

Figure 5.3. (a) An interval constraint network with single constraint, (b) 

two situations where there is no solution of the constraint for 

forward propagation, (c) an example where the output interval is 

updated by the union of the propagated interval and the original 

output interval for forward propagation. 
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Example 

In Figure 5.3, given n = 3, k = 4, Xi = [1^, X2 = [8,10], X3 = [50,55], X4 = [71,75], 

and Xi + X2 + X3 = X4, The constraint is not consistent because Xi + X2 + X3 c X4. 

Therefore, a forward propagation is processed to relax X4. First, propagated values for 

the upper and lower limits of the output interval of the constraint are calculated based on 

intervals for input variables. x4qp' = 5 + 10 + 55 = 70 and x4iow = 1 + 8 + 50 = 59. 

Since x4iow = 71 > x4yp', therefore, no solution is obtained. If X4 is originally [65,72] 

instead of [71,75], X4 can be updated to [59,70] u [65,72] = [59,72]. 

5.3.2 Backward Propagation for a Single Constraint 

The backward propagation is also based on the constraint function such that the interval 

of the output variable is propagated to one or more of the intervals of the input variables. If 

the constraint is not consistent, the output interval is propagated to the input intervals by 

tightening each of the input intervals. There are several options for tightening the input 

intervals: (i) tightening uniformly on every interval, (ii) tightening the intervals proportional 

to their corresponding nominal values of the variables, (iii) tightening the intervals 

proportional to the width of the intervals. The algorithm for backward propagation is given 

as follows: 

Backward Propagation for constraint, C({1,2,..., n}, k), BP(Xk; Xi,X2, —.Xn) 

Compute the Propagation Parameter, ai and Pi 

If the changes on Xi to Xn are unifomt, 

ai = Pi = 1 for 1 < i < n. 

If the changes on Xi to Xq depend on the nominal value of Xi to Xn, 

ai = Pi = xiuonj for 1 < i < n. 
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If the changes on Xi to Xq depend on the width of the intervals, 

~ *i<p • *inoin ^ ~ *iup 

~ *inoni" if xiq) = 

and Pi = xiK - xinom ^ *iK = xiup 

Pi = *inom-*iic tf*i<p = *ilow 

where xi(p = xiyp if X|c is monotonic increasing with respect to Xi. 

xiq) = xijQ^ if Xk is monotonic decreasing with respect to Xi. 

XiK = ^iiow ^ ^ monotonic increasing with respect to Xj. 

XiK = xiup if Xk is monotonic decreasing with respect to Xf. 

Solve the Upper Limit Parameter, based on the Constraint Function 

Solve xkup = f( xi<p + Axi(p, ..., xncp + Axncp ) for typ 

where Axiq) = ai tup if Xfc is monotonic increasing with respect to Xj. 

Axiq) = - ai Typ if Xk is monotonic decreasing with respect to Xi. 

^ ̂ up > 0, Xyp = 0. 

Solve the Lower Limit Parameter, based on the Constraint Function 

Solve xkiow ~ ^lic, •-» *nK + Axhk ) for Xjq^ 

where AxiK = Pi XJQ^ if Xk is monotonic increasing with respect to Xi. 

AxiK = - Pi X|Q^ if Xk is monotonic decreasing with respect to Xi. 

^ '^low '^iow ~ 

Update the Input Intervals 

xiq)' = xiqj + ai typ 

xiic'= xiK + PiXioy^ 

for I ^ i ̂  n, 

for 1 < i < n. 
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Example 

In Figure 5.3, given n = 3, k = 4, Xi = [1,5], X2 = [8,10], X3 = [50,55], 

X4 = [62,68], and Xi + X2 + X3 = X4, the constraint is not consistent because Xi + 

X2 + X3 <z X4. A backward propagation needs to be processed to tighten Xi, X2, and 

X3. First, the propagation parameters are computed. Assuming uniform allocation, 

ai = ^i = 1 for i = 1,2, and 3, the upper limit parameter and the lower limit parameter, 

and X|Q^, are solved based on the following equations: 

68 = 5 + Typ + 10 + Xyp + 55 + Typ 

62 = I + T[q^ + 8 + + 50 + 

Typ = -0.67 and = 1.00. Subsequently, Xi, X2, and X3 are updated to [2.00,4.33], 

[9.00,9.33], and [51.00,54.33] where xiyp' = xiyp + tup and xiig^' = xii^^ for 

1=1,2, and 3. 

Backward propagation provides three alternative ways to propagate the output interval 

to the input intervals, based on the characteristics of the input intervals. The first alternative 

is to allocate the propagation to the input intervals uniformly. The second and third 

alternatives allocate the propagation based on the nominal value and the width of the input 

intervals, respectively. The choice of alternative depends on the purpose of the propagation 

and the properties of the alternatives (capabiliQr to find the feasible solution). For example, 

if the absolute amount of tightening on each input intervals is desired to be identical, the 

first alternative will be chosen. If the nominal value of the variable has significant meaning 

for the propagated intervals, the second alternative will be chosen. However, neither of 

these alternatives is guaranteed to find a feasible solution, even if there is a feasible 

solution. Only the third alternative guarantees finding a feasible solution. 

A feasible solution in the backward propagation for a constraint, C, should have the 

following two properties: 
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1. There are subsets of the input intervals such that C is satisfied. 

2. For each input interval, the subset, [xi^g^', xi„pl that satisfies C should include the 

nominal value, (i.e. xijo^" < xi„o,n < xiyp'). 

A good backward propagation technique should be able to find a feasible solution if there 

exists one. 

Although the backward propagation technique provided in this section can always find 

a feasible solution when one exists, the correct assignment of the propagation parameters, 

ai and Pi must be chosen. An assignment that is able to find a feasible solution is 

described in Theorem 5.3 and assignments that ate unable to find the feasible solution are 

described in Corollary 5.4. The proofs of these theorems are provided in Appendix A. 

Theorem 5.3 Given the interval of the output variable, if there is a set of intervals for 

the input variables which includes the variables' nominal values and 

satisfies the constraint, the backward propagation technique with the 

assignment of ai and based on the width of the intervals can always 

find a feasible set of intervals. 

Corollary 5.4 Given the interval of the output variable, if there is a set of intervals for 

the input variables which includes the variables' nominal values and 

satisfies the constraint, the backward propagation technique with the 

assignment of ai and Pi based on the uniform distribution and the 

nominal value of the input variables is not guaranteed to find the feasible 

set of intervals. 
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5.3.3 Parallel Propagation 

In Sections 5.3.1 and 5J3.2, propagation for a single constraint has been introduced. 

However, an interval constraint network usually consists of more than one constraint The 

order of propagation has a significant effect on the final solution obtained. In this work, 

parallel propagation is utilized in the hierarchical interval constraint networic. 

In a hierarchical interval constraint network for tolerance design, there are three levels 

of variables and there is a set of constraints between each pair of adjacent levels of 

variables. There are many possible sequences of propagation for all the constraints in the 

network. However, the order of propagation selected should depend on the purpose of the 

tolerance design. In tolerance analysis, the entities' tolerances in the lowest level are 

propagated to the fimctional requirement's tolerance in the highest level to determine 

whether all the functional requirement's tolerances are satisfied. If any of the functional 

requirement's tolerances are relaxed, these functional requirements are not satisfied. In 

tolerance synthesis, any functional requirement's tolerance which is not satisfied is 

propagated backward to the related entities' tolerances such that a new set of entities' 

tolerances are synthesized. As a result, tolerance analysis involves only forward 

propagation and tolerance synthesis involves only backward propagation. During parallel 

propagation, all the tolerances in one level, Leveli, are propagated to all the tolerances in a 

lower level (or a higher level), Level_i-1 (or Level_i+1), through all the constraints 

between these two levels by backward propagation (or forward propagation). Before the 

propagated tolerances, in Level_i-1 (or Level_i+1) are propagated further to another level's 

tolerances, Level_i-1 (or Level_i+2), all the tolerances in LeveLi-l (or Level_i+1) have to 

be updated. Thus in tolerance analysis, all the entities' tolerances are propagated to the 

attributes' tolerances before all the attributes' tolerances can be propagated to the functional 

requirements' tolerances. A similar situation holds for tolerance synthesis. All fimctional 
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requirements' tolerances are propagated to the attributes' tolerances and then propagated to 

the entities' tolerances. 

The algorithms for parallel forward and backward propagation are shown below: 

Parallel Forward Propagation from Level_i to Level_i+l. 

For each constraint in C(i, i+i) 

Propagate the input intervals to the output intervals simultaneously using the 

technique in Section 5.3.1 

Parallel Backward Propagation from Level_i+1 to Level_i. 

Propagate to the intervals in Level_i-1 for which out-degree is greater than 

one 

Let M be the set of the intervals in LeveM, Xj, which are constrained by more than one 

constraint between Level_i and Level_i+1. 

For each interval in Af ,  

^jmin ~ 

For each constraint in C(i4+1) 

Propagate the output intervals in Level_i+1 to the intervals in Af simultaneously. 

If updated interval of Xj n * *2*. 

Xj = Xj n Xjjjjjjj. 

Propagate to the intervals in Level.i in which the out-degree is equal to one 

For each constraint in C(i4+1) 

Propagate the output intervals in Level_i+1 to the intervals in Level_i, which are 

not elements of M, with aj and Pj = 0 if Xj € M, simultaneously using the 

technique in Section 5.3.1 
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• • 
• • 
• • 

CD 
C(L-l.L) LeveI_L 

Figure 5.4. A hierarchical interval constraint network with L levels, 

Level_0 to Level.L. Between each adjacent pair of levels, 

LeveM and Level_i-i>l, there is a set of constraints representing 

the relationship between the intervals in Level_i and Level_i-t-l, 

C(i, i+1). 

In parallel forward propagation, all the intervals in Level_i are propagated to all the 

intervals in Level_i+1 simultaneously. Since all the constraints between the two levels are 

multiple inputs / single output, the updated intervals in Levei_i+I do not affect one another. 

However, in parallel backward propagation, each of the updated intervals in Level.i may 

be propagated from several intervals in Level_i+I through more than one constraint. 

Therefore, the updated intervals in Level_i correspond only to the last propagated 

constraint Other constraints propagated through earlier may no longer be consistent. As a 

result, two parallel backward propagations are needed to ensure the consistency of all the 

constraints between the two levels of variables. One propagation is for the intervals in 

Level_i which are constrained by mote than one constraint, (i.e. the corresponding nodes 

in the network in which the out-degree is larger than one), and another propagation is for 

the rest of the intervals in Level_L 

a 
a a 

a D 
LeveljO C(0,i) Level_l C(l^) 
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In parallel backward propagation, the intervals in Level_i+1 are first propagated to 

those intervals in Level.i which are constrained by more than one constraint between 

Level_i and LeveLi+I. The tightest constraint from all the output intervals on these 

intervals is found and saved. Then, a second parallel backward propagation will be 

processed to update the rest of the intervals in Level.i without changing the intervals which 

have already been computed during the Hrst stage propagation. Using this technique, all 

the constraints between Level_i+1 and Level_i are ensured to be consistent The details are 

discussed in Section 5.3.4. 

5.3.3.1 Example 

Figure 5.5 shows an example of a partial interval constraint network. The intervals , 

Xi, X2, X3, and X4, are propagated simultaneously, to the intervals, Yi, Y2, and Y3, 

through the constraints, Ci, C2, and C3. Therefore, three forward propagations, FP(Xi; 

Y1), FP(Xi,X2,X3; Y2), and ET(X3,X4; Y3) are processed simultaneously to update Yi, 

Y2, and Y3. 

Given Xi = [5,10], X2 = [20,25], X3 = [15,18], X4 = [9,10], Yi = [1,3], 

Y2 — [40,50], Y3 = [140,180], = 7, x2nom ~ *3nom ~ ^nom ~ 

assume the constraints are Ln(Xi) = Yi, Xi + X2 + X3 = Yi, and X3 x X4 = Y3. 

Since Ln(Xi) = [1.61,2.30] c Yi, the constraint Ci is consistent and relaxing Yi is not 

necessary. As a result, only n*(Xi,X2,X3; Y2), and ET(X3,X4; Y3) are processed 

simultaneously. Y2 and Y3 are then updated to [40,53] and [135,180], respectively. 

Now, all the constraints between Xi and Yj are consistent where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and j = 1, 

2, 3. 
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Level_i C(i4+l) Level i+1 

Figure 5.5. An example of a partial interval constraint network from 

LeveM to Level_i-t-l, where LeveM has four variables, Xi, Xj, 

X3, and X4, LeveLi-i-l has three variables, Yi, Yj, and Y3, and 

there are three constraints in C(i,i-t-l), Ci, C2, and C3. 

For parallel backward propagation, Yi, Y2, and Y3 are first propagated through Ci, 

C2 and C3 to Xi and X3. (BP(Yi; Xi), BP(Y2; Xi, X2, X3) and BP(Y3; X3, X4) are 

used.) Then, Y2 and Y3 are propagated through C2 and C3 to X2 and X4 with Xi and 

X3 fixed as the intervals propagated the first time. (Only BP(Y2; Xi, X2, X3) and 

BP(Y3; X3, X4) are used.) 

In this example, only the original Y2 and Y3 are propagated backward simultaneously 

to Xi, X2. X3, and X4 in parallel backward propagation because C1 is found consistent in 

forward propagations. Only BP(Y2; Xi, X2, X3) and BP(Y3; X3, X4) are processed to 

update X3 in the first step of parallel backward propagation. However, Xi is not updated 

because Xi is only constrainted by C2 when Ci is consistent. According to Theorem 5.3, 

allocation based on the width of intervals is used in this example so that a feasible solution 

is guaranteed to be found. BP(Y2; Xi, X2, X3) tightens the upper limit of X3 to 17.571 

and BP(Y3; X3, X4) tightens the lower limit of X3 to 15.195. X3 is updated to 
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[15.389,17.572]. Fixing X3 to the updated interval, BP(Y2; Xi, X2, X3) and BP(Y3; 

X3, X4) are processed again to update Xi, X2, and X4, Xi and X2 are updated to 

[5.000,8.714] and [20.000,23.714], respectively. X4 is also updated to [9.097,10]. All 

the constraints between Xi and Yj are now consistent after parallel backward propagation 

where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and j = 1, 2, 3. 

5.3.4. Satisfaction of the Hierarchical Interval Constraint Network 

In tolerance design, all the constraints in the hierarchical interval constraint netwoik are 

expected to be consistent such that the interval constraint network is satisfied (according to 

Definition 5.2). Therefore, it is desired to prove the consistency of all the constraints in the 

network after the parallel propagation from all the entities' tolerances to all the functional 

requirements' tolerances or vice versa. 

An inconsistent constraint can be made consistent by relaxing its output interval through 

forward propagation or by tightening its input intervals through backward propagation. 

However, if any of the input intervals or the output interval are updated in subsequent 

propagations, the consistency of the constraint is no longer guaranteed. For example, if 

one of the input intervals, X, of a constraint, Ci, is also the output interval of another 

constraint, C2, the consistency of Ci can be obtained by propagating its input intervals, 

which include X, to its output interval. However, when the input intervals of C2 are 

propagated to update its output interval, X, the consistency of Ci is no longer guaranteed. 

To obtain the consistency of Ci, either another forward propagation or another backward 

propagation on Ci will be needed. 

Assignment of the propagation order will ensure the consistency of all the constraints in 

a hierarchical interval constraint network for tolerance design. In hierarchical interval 

constraint netwoiics for tolerance design, the only variables' intervals are the input intervals 
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and output intervals of the constraints between entities and attributes and the constraints 

between attributes and functional requirements. A parallel propagation between two levels 

of variables is utilized. All the tolerances in one level are propagated to the tolerances in the 

adjacent levels simultaneously, to make certain all the constraints have been made 

consistent Moreover, since the network is represented with a hierarchical structure, the 

tolerances aie propagated from the lowest level to the highest level or vice versa. When the 

tolerances of the lowest level are propagated to the second level, all the constraints between 

these levels are consistent The tolerances of the second level are further propagated to the 

third level (the highest level in the interval constraint netwoiic for tolerance design), making 

the constraints between the second and third levels consistent. The consistency of the 

constraints between the lowest level and the second level is not affected because none of the 

intervals in the second level or the lowest level is updated in this process. As the tolerances 

are propagated from level to level until the highest level is reached, all the constraints will 

be consistent Similarly, all the constraints will become consistent when the tolerances of 

the highest level are propagated backward to the lowest level using parallel propagation. 

As a result the satisfaction of the network is ensured when the tolerances are propagated in 

parallel forward from the lowest level to the highest level or vice versa. 

5.4 Tolerance Design 

A three-level hierarchical interval constraint network is utilized for tolerance design. 

The three levels are entities, attributes, and functional requirements. For tolerance analysis, 

the techniques of forward propagation are utilized. Tolerances are propagated from all the 

entities through the attributes to the functional requirements. In contrast, for tolerance 

synthesis, the techniques of backward propagation are utilized. Tolerances are propagated 

from the fxmcuonal requirements through the attributes to the entities. 
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Figure 5.6. (a) A tank, (b) the labels of functional requirement, (c) the 

labels of attributes of the cylinders, and (d) the labels of the 

measurable entities. 
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In this section, the tank in Hgure 5.6 is utilized as an example to illustrate tolerance 

analysis and tolerance synthesis using an interval constraint network. The tank is made up 

of two cylinders. The functional requirements are the total volume of the tank, V, and 

thicknesses of the tank, Tl, T2, and T3, as labeled in Figure 5.6(b). The attributes of the 

cylinders are the iimer radius and the outer radius, Rl, R2, R3, and R4, the inner 

lengths, LI and L2, and the outer length of the smaller cylinder, L3 (Figure 5.6(c)). The 

entities are several measurable tank lengths, as labeled in Figure 5.6(d). 

Figure 5.7. The hierarchical interval constraint network representing the 

relationship of the tolerance of entities^ attributes, and functional 

requirements for the tank in Figure 5.6. 

rV o Constraint Functions 

C J Tolerances for Entities, 
Attributes, or Functional 
Requirements 
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The hierarchical interval constraint network for the tank is given in Figure S.7. The 

highest level has four variables, V, Tl, T2, and T3. The middle level has seven 

variables. LI, L2, L3, Rl, R2, R3, and R4, The lowest level has 7 variables. El, E2, 

E3, E4, E5, E6, and E7. Between the highest level and the middle level, there are four 

constraints; between the middle level and the lowest level, there are seven constraints. The 

constraint functions are given in Table. 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Constraint functions for the hierarchical interval constraint 

network in Figure 5.7. 
Constraint Functions between 

Entities and Attributes 
Constraint Functions between 

Attributes and Functional 
Requirements. 

LI =E3 

L2 = El + E2 - E3 
L3 = E1 

Rl = E6 - E5 
R2 =E6 
R3 = E7 - E4 
R4=E7 

V = JC Rl Rl LI + Jt R2 R2 L2 
Tl = R4 - R2 
T2 = R3 - Rl 
T3 = LI - L3 

5.4.1 Tolerance Analysis 

In tolerance analysis, tolerances are assigned to the entities of the parts, and analysis 

ensures that the tolerances for the functional requirements are satisfied. Therefore, 

tolerances are propagated from all the entities to the attributes and then propagated to the 

tolerances of the functional requirements. In many situations, the tolerances of the 

attributes are not assigned, so the upper limits and lower limits of these tolerances ate set to 

the nominal value in the constraint network. 

In the tank example, the tolerances of the entities. El, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6, and E7, 

are propagated to the tolerances of the fimctional requirements, V, Tl, T2, and T3. The 
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nominal values of the entities. El, E2, E3, E4, ES, E6, and E7, are 95mm, 200nmi, 

100mm, 50mm, 50mm, 190mm, and 200mm, respectively. The nominal values of the 

attributes, LI, L2, L3, Rl, R2, R3, and R4, are 100mm, 200mm, 95mm, 140mm, 

190mm, 150mm, and 200mm, respectively. The nominal values of the functional 

requirements, V, Tl, T2, and T3, are 2.9xl0^mm3, 10mm, 10mm, and 5mm, 

respectively. The initial tolerances of the entities, attributes, and functional requirements 

are given in Table 5.2. The upper limits and the lower limits of all the attributes are set to 

their nominal values. The tolerances of the entities are first propagated to the attributes' 

tolerances through the corresponding interval constraint functions in the first column of 

Table 5.1; the results are given in Table 5.2. The tolerances of the attributes are then 

propagated to the functional requirements' tolerances through the corresponding interval 

constraint functions in the second column of Table 5.2. The results are also given in Table 

5.2. The propagated tolerances of the functional requirements are [2.8241xl07mm3, 

2.9419xl0^mm3], [8mm,12ram], [6mm,14mm] and [3mm,7mm] for V, Tl, T2, and 

T3, respectively. As a result of this analysis, we see that the propagated tolerances of Tl, 

T2, and T3 do not satisfy the fimctional requirements because they are not subsets of the 

designed tolerance as shown in Column 3 of Table 5.2. However, the propagated 

tolerances for V do satisfy that assignment 

5.4.2 Tolerance Synthesis 

In tolerance synthesis, the tolerances of fimctional requirements that do not satisfy the 

assignments in tolerance analysis are propagated backward to obtain new necessary 

tolerances for the entities. If all the functional requirements' tolerances are satisfied, 

tolerance synthesis is not necessary. As a result, not every node in the network will be 

visited during the backward propagation, only those that are related to the unsatisfied 

functional requirements. In order to ensure finding a feasible solution in this example, the 
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assignments of ai and Pi are based on the width of the tolerances. After tolerance 

synthesis, a new set of tolerances for the entities that will satisfy all the constraints in the 

network is generated. 

Table 5.2. The tolerances of the entities, attributes, and functional 

requirements initially, after tolerance analysis, and after tolerance 

synthesis. 
Initial Tolerance 

Analysis 
Tolerance Synthesis 

Entities 

El [94mm, 96mm] [94mm, 96mm] [94.75mm, 95.25nun] 

Entities 

E2 [204mm, 206mm] [204mm, 206mm] [204mm, 206mm] 

Entities 
E3 [99mm, lOlnun] [99mm, lOInun] [99.75mm,100.25mm] 

Entities E4 [49mm, 5 Imm] [49mm, 5 Imm] [49.75mm, 50.^mm] Entities 
E5 [49mm, 5 Imm] [49mm, 5 Imm] [49.75mm, 50.25nmi] 

Entities 

E6 [I89mm, I9Imm] [I89mm, 19 Imm] [189.75mm,190.25nun] 

Entities 

El [199mm, 20Imm] [I99mm, 20Imm] [199.75mm,200.25mm] 

Attributes 

LI [lOOmm, lOOmm] [99mm, lOInun] [99.75mm,100.25mm] 

Attributes 

L2 [200nmi, 200nmi] [I97mm, 203mm] [I97mm, 203mm] 

Attributes 
L3 [95mm, 95mm] [94mm, 96mm] [94.75mm, 95.25nmi] 

Attributes Rl [I40mm, I40mm] [138mm, I42mm] [139.5mm, I40.5nMn] Attributes 
R2 [I90mm, I90mm] [I89mm, 19 Imm] [189.5mm, 190.5nun] 

Attributes 

R3 [I50mm, 150mm] [I48mm, I52mm] [149.5mm, 150 Jmm] 

Attributes 

R4 [200mm, 200mm] [I99mm, 20 Imm] [199.5mm, 200.5mm] 

Functional 
Requirem 

ents 

V [2.8xI0^mm3, 
S.OxlO^nmi^] 

[2.8xI0^mm3, 
3.0xl0^nMn3] 

[2.8xI07mm3, 
3.0xl07mm3] 

Functional 
Requirem 

ents 

Tl [9mm, I Imm] [8mm, I2mm] [9mm, 11mm] Functional 
Requirem 

ents 
T2 [9nun, 11mm] [6mm, I4mm] [9mm, 11mm] 

Functional 
Requirem 

ents 
T3 [4.5mm, 5.5mm] [3nmi, 7mm] [4.5mm, 5.5mm] 

In the tank example, only the tolerances for Tl, T2, and T3 are propagated backward 

to the attributes' tolerances L1,L3, Rl, R2, R3, and R4, V's tolerance is not 

propagated to any of the attributes' tolerances because V's tolerance is satisfied as 

described in tolerance analysis in Section 5.4.2. L2's tolerance is not propagated from 

Tl, T2, and T3 because L2 is not related to any of Tl, T2, and T3. The propagated 

tolerances for the attributes are given in Table 5.2. Since none of LI, L3, Rl, R2, R3, 
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and R4 is constrained by more dian one of Tl, T2, and T3, only the second step in the 

parallel backward propagation method is needed. 

After the attributes' tolerances are updated, they are propagated to the entities' tolerances. 

In this example, the tolerances of LI, L3, Rl, R2, R3, and R4, are propagated to El, 

E3, E4, E5, E6, and E7. E2 is not propagated because it is constrained only by L2 and 

L2 is not changed during the process of tolerance synthesis. In this propagation, E6 and 

E7 are constrained by mote than one attribute. E6 is constrained by Rl and R2. E7 is 

constrained by R3 and R4. However, El, E3, E4, and E5 are constrained by only one 

attribute. Therefore, a parallel backward propagation is Hrst processed to propagate the 

tolerances from Rl, R2, R3, and R4 to E6 and E7. A second parallel backward 

propagation is then processed to propagate from LI, L3, Rl, and R3 to El, E3, E4, and 

E5 with aE6. «£?. PE6. PE7 equal to 0. 

5.5. Comparison with Related Work 

Closely related work can be broadly categorized into two groups: the research works in 

constraint networks, and the research works in tolerance design. The following section 

summarizes the relationship between our work and the previous research. 

5.5.1 Related Work in Constraint Network 

Dechter, Pearl [18,19] utilized a backtrack search algorithm to search for the possible 

solutions in a constraint network. Mackworth, Freduer [54] analyzed the time complexity 

of several node, arc and path algorithms in CSPs. Ladkin, and Reinefeld [45] developed 

an algorithm to solve the qualitative interval constraint problems effectively. However, 

either the domain of variables or the type of constraint explored by these researchers is not 

directly applicable to tolerance design, where the domain of variables and the type of 

constraint are real intervals and n-ary mathematical operation, respectively. 
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Davis [17] and Hyvonen [37] investigated the ICSP, where real interval and n-ary 

mathematical operations are used, but, as discussed in Section S.2, the proposed 

definitions for satisfaction of the network are not appropriate for tolerance satisfaction, bi 

ICSP, the purpose is to refine the intervals of the variables as far as possible without losing 

possible exact solutions of the constraints. For all values in the interval of a variable, there 

are always some values in each of the other intervals that satisfy all the constraints. 

However, in tolerance design, the purpose is to ensure that the propagated interval from the 

input variables is a subset of the output variable's interval for each constraint Due to the 

different definitions of satisfaction, Davis's Waltz filtering algorithm and Hyvonen's 

tolerance propagation technique do not address the problem as shown in the example 

provided in Section 5.2.2.1. 

5.5.2 Related Work in Tolerance Design 

Several researchers have investigated different techniques for tolerance design. 

Foster[26] and Spotts [92] explored the tolerance calculation; Turner [29,99] and Fortini 

[25] utilized worst-case analysis and synthesis; Parkinson [77,78,79] investigated 

statistical analysis techniques. However, many of these approximate the nonlinear 

relationship in the constraint with a linear relationship to allow simpler computation. 

Unfortunately, when using this approximation, some important characteristics of the 

constraint can be losL The work in tolerance calculation [26,92] did not approximate the 

nonlinear relationship, but it required new formulas for calculation for each design. This is 

however inefficient 

Many techniques are restricted exclusively to either tolerance synthesis or tolerance 

analysis. The tolerance propagation framework proposed here works on both linear and 

nonlinear constraints, and it is applicable to general designs without additional derivation of 
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fonnulas. Tolerance analysis and synthesis can be solved by forward and backward 

propagation, respectively, using the interval constraint network. 

Optimization in tolerance design has been investigated by several researchers. 

Hoffmann [34] utilized linear programming for optimization. Michael and Siddall [69,70] 

developed optimization techniques for a production process with full acceptability and 

allowance for the system scrap percentage. Ostwald [73] employed linear prognunming 

with discrete and 0-1 variables to optimize the manufacturing processes. Spotts [92] 

derived formulation to minimize the assembly cost. Cagan [7] used simulated annealing for 

optimization. Speckhart [91] analyzed the statistical fit basis and sure-fit basis for 

minimizing the manufacturing cosL Krishnaswami [44] developed the quality loss function 

as part of the objective function. Soderbery [90] developed the formulation for the total 

loss of customer in order to optimize the quality and manufacturing cost The contributions 

in these research works are mainly focused on the development of new objective functions 

and implementation of different optimization techniques. The constraints between different 

components of the parts, such as entities, attributes, and functional requirements, are not 

considered. As a result, the constraints may not be satisfied once the optimization result is 

obtained. 

Lu and Wilhelm have utilized the constraint networks for tolerance synthesis. Their 

work is the most closely related work, however, our work takes a different approach from 

techniques developed in their research. Examples in the following section compare the two 

approaches. 
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5.5.3 Comparison with Lu's Constraint Network for Tolerance Synthesis 

CASCADE-T, a tolerance synthesis technique, based on the constraint networks 

developed by Lu and Wilhebn [50,105] is different from the work presented here in the 

following ways: 

• In [50,105], the satisfaction of the constraint network and the consistency of the 

network's components are not clearly defined. The solution obtained may not satisfy the 

notion of constraint consistency as defined in £)efinition 1 (Section 5.2.2.2) because the 

goal of propagation is unclear. 

• The sequences and direction of the tolerance propagation are not specified in [50,105]. A 

user can select the propagation path subjectively. As a result, non-unique solutions may 

result for different propagation paths. 

• A feasible solution in the constraint netwoik is not guaranteed to be obtained in [50,105]. 

The technique presented here always finds a feasible solution. 

• A variable is represented by multiple nodes in the network. Thus, the maintenance of 

consistency in the network could be inefficient Clear procedures for maintenance are not 

provided. 

In this section, two examples are utilized to illustrate the above differences. 

5.5.3.1. Example 1 

An example of two prisms as shown in Figure 5.8(a) is provided in [105]. The 

constraint network for this example is in Figure 5.8(b). The constraint network 

constructed according to the method presented here for the same example is shown given in 

Figure 5.8(c). 

The structures of the constraint networks in Figure 5.8(b) and 5.8(c) are significantly 

different In the network shown in Figure 5.8(b), the entities of the prisms are not 

considered. The constraint representing the equivalence between W1 and W2 is 
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represented in the network, but the equivalence between LI and L2 is not requited. On the 

other hand, in our network (Figure 5.8(c)), all the entities and the attributes ate considered. 

Although the equivalencies of W1 and W2, and LI and L2 are not represented in the 

network, these equivalent constraints are already implied by the constraints, C5 and C6, C7 

and C8, C9 and CIO, and Cll and CI2. 

eI4 
I el! 

J 
el3 

el6 el8 elS 
elO 

eI7 

£lZ 
e20 

(a) 

LI 

A1 
HI 

y2 L2 

H2' 

(b) 
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(c) 

Cl: W1 = el 
C2: LI = e2 
C3: Wl=e3 
C4: Ll=e4 
C5: WlseS 
C6: W2 = e5 
C7: Ll=t6 
C8:L2 = e6 
C9: Wl=e7 
CIO: W2 = e7 
Cll:Ll=e8 
C12:L2=c8 
C13: W2 = e9 
C14:L2=elO 
CIS: W2 =ell 
C16;L2=el2 
C17; Hl=el3 
C18:Hl=el4 
C19: Hl=el5 
C20: Hl=el6 
C21:Hl=el7 
C22: Hl=el8 
C23: Hl=el9 
C24:Hl=e20 
C25:V1 = LI HI Wl 
C26:V2 = L2 112 Yil 

Figure 5.8. (a) An example of two prisms, (b) the constraint network 

provided by Lu and Wilhelm for the example in (a), (c) our 

constraint network for the same example. 
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Not only the networks are different; the techniques of tolerance synthesis and the 

results are also different Initially, the tolerances of Wl, H2, and W2 are not available in 

the example [105]. As a result, theie is only one possible path of propagation, as shown in 

Figure S.9(a) and the results given in the third column of Table S.3. Indeed, the 

unavailability of tolerances for a variable is the equivalent of unlimited tolerance, which 

makes the problem easier to solve. Before applying our parallel propagation as given in 

Section 5.3.3, the tolerances of Wl and W2, and H2 are first assigned based on the 

nominal values of Llnom. Hlnom. and H2nom (assumed to be the mid-value of the 

tolerance) and ±1 of tolerance. The results are given in the fifth column of Table 5.3. 

Unlike the results in [105], the tolerances of all the entities are obtained. Moreover, the 

wide ranges in their results for Wl, W2, and H2 do not occur in our results. 

The results in Table 5.3 also show that constraint consistency according to Definition 1 

is not satisfied in [105] because some propagations in CASCADE-T's technique are based 

on the solution function instead of the constraint function. The solution function is the 

fimction derived from the constraint fimction such that an input variable is represented as a 

function of the output variable and the other input variables of the constraint fimction. For 

example, given the constraint function C = A + B, the solution functions are A = C - B 

and B = C - A. In the example of two prisms, Wl is propagated from A1 and VI through 

the solution function Wl = VI / A1 such diat the condition VI / A1 c Wl is satisfied 

using CASCADE-Ts technique. However, VI / A1 c Wl is not the same as Wl x A1 c 

VI, which is the required condition for the consistency of the constraint 

VI = Wl X Al. As a result, constraint consistency is not guaranteed. In the example of 

VI = Wl X Al, Wl and Al are [2.5,50] and [1,8], respectively, after Lu's propagation. 

Wl X Al is [2,5,400] which is not a subset of VI, [20,50]. On the other hand, using the 

technique presented here, the consistency of constraints is guaranteed. 
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Table 5.3. The result of tolerance sjnithesis using Propagation Path 1 in 

CASCADE-T's constraint network (Figure 5.9(a)) and the parallel 

propagation in our constraint network (Figure 5.8(c)) for Example 

1 .  

1 Lu's Constraint Network | New Interval Constraint Network | 
Initial biitial After Propagation 

el NA NA NA [8,43,9.$7] 
e2 NA NA NA [l.iS.l.d6] 
e3 NA NA NA [8,43,9.97] 
e4 NA NA NA [1.28,1.66] 
e5 NA NA NA [8-47,9.89] 
e6 NA NA NA [1.48,1.66] 
e7 NA NA NA 
e8 NA NA NA [1.48,1.66] 
e9 NA NA NA 8.47,9.89 
elO NA NA NA 1.^8,15$ 
ell NA NA NA 8.47,9.89 
el2 NA NA NA [1.58,2.29 
el3 NA NA NA [1.84,3.00 
el4 NA NA NA [1.84,3.00 
el5 NA NA NA [1.84,3.00 
el6 NA NA NA [1-84,3.00 
el7 NA NA NA [1.48,2.19 
el8 NA NA NA [1-48,2.19 
el9 NA NA NA [1.48,2.19 
e20 MA NA NA 1.48,2.19 
LI [1,2] [1,2] [l,il 1.28,1.66 
HI [1.41 [1.41 [1,4] 1.84,3.00 
W1 NA [7.3,11.3] 8,43,9.97 
L2 ri.3i [1.31 [1.3] 1.58,2.29 
H2 NA [0.133,20] [0.9,2.9] 1.48,2.19 
W2 NA [2.5.50] [7.3,11.3] 8.47,9.89 
VI [20,50] [20,50] [20,50] [20,50] 
V2 [20.50] [20,50] [20,50] [20,50] 



(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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^=h2) 

W) 

Figure 5.9. (a) Propagation Path 1, (b) Propagation Path 2, (c) 

Propagation Path 3, and (d) Propagation Path 4 for CASCADE-

T's constraint network in Example 1. 

In most situations, there is always more than one propagation path for tolerance 

synthesis using CASCADE-Ts technique, which means that more than one possible 

solution can be obtained. However, no methodology to determine the appropriate path is 

available in [105]. Only one propagation is possible in the previous situation when Al, 

Wl, W2, A2, and H2 are not available initially. As a result, the propagation path is forced 

to start from LI and HI to find unavailable tolerances sequentially. Using the results in the 

third column of Table 5.3 and updating Wl to [2.5,3], Propagation Path 2 (Figure 5.9(b)) 

is provided to synthesize the other tolerances. In this situation. Propagation Path 2 is not 

the only possible path. Propagation Path 3 (Figure 5.9(c)) and Propagation Path 4 (Rgure 

S.9(d)) are the other two possible paths available. The results of these three paths are 

shown in Table 5.4. The resulting tolerances are different and there is no rule available to 

justify which is the best result Using the parallel propagation technique given here, 

tolerances are propagated from level to level simultaneously, multiple propagation paths are 

not possible and a unique solution is obtained. 
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The tolerances resulting from using CASCADE-T are not guaranteed to be feasible. 

For example, the result of W1 in all possible paths is actually considered infeasible. 

WInom computed according to the constraint, C25, and LInom> Hlnom> and Vlnom i^ 

9.33. (Llnom* Hlnom> and Vlnom are assumed to be the mid-values of the initial 

tolerance in the 2nd column in Table 5.3). W1 in Table 5.4, [2.5,3], does not include 

Wlnom-

Table 5.4. Result of tolerance synthesis using CASCADE-T's constraint 

network and Propagation Path 1, Propagation Path 2, and Propagation Path 

3, as shown in Figure S.9(b), (c), and (d), respectively. 

Propagation Path 2 Propagation Path 3 Propagation Path 4 

LI [1,21 [L66,2] [1.2] 

HI [1.4] [1.4] [3.34,20] 

W1 [2.5,3] [2.5,3] [2.5,3] 

A1 ri.81 [6.67,20] [6.67,20] 

VI [2.5,24] [20,50] [20,50] 

L2 [1.3] [0.33,9.01] [1.3] 

H2 [2.22,20] [2.22,20] [2.22,20] 

W2 [2.5,3] [2.5,3] [2.5,3] 

A2 [6.67,20] [6.67,20] [6.67,20] 

V2 [20,50] [20,50] [20,50] 

S.5.3.2. Example 2 

Lu and Wilhelm have also provided another example - the peg and hole [50,105]. The 

constraint representation is given in Figure 5.10(b). The constraint network used in 

CASCADE-T is given in Figure 5.10(a) and the network based on our technique is given in 

Figure 5.10(b). 
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The constraint function in this example is complicated as compared with those in the 

two prisms example. The output variable is C3, and the input variables are SNI> SI, ai, 

and Li. This constraint fimction could be decomposed into several fimctions in terms of 

the same variables. In Figure S. 10(a), each appearance of a variable in the constraint 

function is represented by a unique node because only single mathematical operations can 

be handled. In our network, each input variable is represented by a single node. The 

propagation technique described in Section 53 can handle complicated constraint functions 

with multiple mathematical operations. 

Representing a variable by multiple nodes in Figure 5.10(a) makes the propagation of 

tolerances inefficient and maintaining constraint consistency difficult For example, three 

nodes corresponding to Si, three nodes corresponding to ai, three nodes corresponding 

to SNi, and three nodes corresponding to Li are distributed in the network and 

constrained by different constraint nodes. When one of the three nodes corresponding to 

the same variable is updated, the other two nodes need to be updated simultaneously. Once 

these nodes are updated, all other nodes constrained by them also may need to be 

propagated from them again. Thus, the updating of one node may require many 

propagations to maintain constraint consistency. According to CASCADE-T [50], a truth 

maintenance system (TMS) is employed to ensure the satisfaction of the constraints in the 

network, details of the TMS are not described and examples of tolerance propagation are 

not available. 
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(SNI + 2 lail -si) 

C3 = 2 tan-i C3 = 2 tan-i 

1 1 

(b) 

Figure 5.10. (a) Lu's constraint network, and (b) our constraint network 

for the peg and hole example. 
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Using the constraint network in Figure 5.10(b), propagation is simple and guaranteed 

to produce a feasible solution. Only a simple propagation from C3 to SNi, Si, ai, and Li 

is needed and the results are shown in Table 5.5. 

Table 5.5. Result of parallel propagation using the network in Figure 

5.10. (b). 
Nominal Value Initial Tolerance Tolerance After Propagation 

SNI 15.00 [14.50,15.50] [14.^i2777,15.076832] 
SI 12.00 [ll.^0,li.56] [11.922777,12.076832] 
ai 1.00 [0.80,1.20] [0.969111,1.030730] 
Ll 25.00 [24.00,26.00] [24.845554,25.153665] 
C3 10.83 [10.33,11.33] [10.33,11.33] 

5.6. Eniect of the Mathematical Operations in the Constraint Functions on 

Worst Case Accuracy 

Knowledge of the relationship between the accuracy of the entities and functional 

requirements based on tolerance propagation is useful in optimizing an inspection strategy 

in tolerance design. Greater accuracy is desired for the functional requirement, even 

though a larger tolerance range Gower accuracy) of the dimensioning entities allows a 

higher acceptance rate of the inspected products, which decreases manufacturing costs. In 

an interval constraint network, tolerances are propagated from the entities to the functional 

requirements through the attributes or vice versa. These tolerances can be either relaxed or 

tightened. However, the accuracy provided by tolerances assigned to the entities and the 

fimctional requirement is not available in the network. The accuracy depends on both the 

tolerances and the nominal value of the entities and functional requirements. For different 

types of mathematical operations in the constraint fimctions, different relationships between 

the tolerances and the nominal values of the input variables and the accuracy of the ou^ut 
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variable result In this section, the effects of the constraint functions' mathematical 

operations on the worst case accuracy of the output variable is investigated. Based on this 

analysis, a better inspection strategy, which provides higher worst-case accuracy of the 

functional requirement, can be determined. 

In order to provide a mathematical analysis of the accuracy, the width, upper width, 

lower width, and the worst case accuracy of an interval, X, are Hrst defined as follows: 

width =W(X) =Xup-xiow (5.1) 

upper width =Wup(X) =Xup-xnora (5.2) 

lower width = Wlow(X) = Xnom - xlow (5.3) 

Worst Case Accuracy = WCA(X) = 1 - Max(Wup(X). Wio^(x)) ^ 
Xnom 

The width of an interval is defined as the absolute difference between the upper limit and 

the lower limit, while the upper/lower width is defined as the absolute difference between 

the upper/lower limit and the nominal value. The worst-case accuracy is equal to 1 minus 

the maximum value of the upper width and the lower width divided by the nominal value. 

Given the constraint, Xi ® X2 = Y, where Xi and X2 are the input variables, Y is 

the output variable, and 0 is the mathematical operation in the constraint, the worst case 

accuracy of Y, WCA(Y), is computed as follows; 

1) Derive the upper and lower width of Y, Wup(Y) and Wiow(Y), in terms of the upper 

and lower width and the nominal value of Xiand X2, WupCXi), Wiow(Xi), xinQm, 

Wup(X2), Wiow(X2). and xinom' based on the constraint fimction. 
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2) Derive the worst-case accuracy of Y, WCA(Y), based on its upper and lower width, 

WupOO and WiowOO-

We investigate the worst-case accuracy analysis based on four operations, addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, and division. The interval arithmetic for these operations is 

given in Section 5.2.1. Since the dimensions of the entities and the functional requirements 

are usually positive, we assume xiup, *llow» *2up, *2iow — Based on the interval 

arithmetic and Equations (l)-(3), the analysis and the results are listed as follows: 

Addition WupOO — xiyp + x2up" (*lnom*2nom ^ 

= Wup(Xi)+Wup(X2) 

WlowOO — xijjom *2nom " (*llow*2iow ^ 

= Wiow(Xi)+Wiow(X2) 

Subtraction: WupOO = xi^p - x2low ~ ^ '^Inom " '^2nom ^ 

= Wup(Xl)+Wiow(X2) 

WlowOO = xIQQIQ - x2iioni" ^ *llow" *2up) 

= Wiow(Xl) + Wup(X2) 

IVIultipUcation: WypOO — xl^p x2up • *lnom *2nom 

~ *lnom Wup(X2) + x2nom Wup(Xi) 

+ Wup(Xi)Wup(X2) 
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WiowOO — ^Inom *2noin ~ *llow *2iow 

~ *lnoiii ^^low(X2) ^2nf>m ^lowCXi) 

-Wup(Xi)Wup(X2) 

Division: Wun(Y) = ̂ ^IhEL . ̂kom. - ^2nom ' ̂Inom ^low(X2) 
*2iow *2nom ( *2iK)in " ^Iow(X2) ) *2noni 

Wlow(Y) -^lnom^"P^2) - W^low(Xi) X2nQm 
*2iK>m *2iap *2noin ( *2n(Mn ^up(^2) ) 

Given the upper and lower widths propagated for Y, the worst case accuracy of Y can 

be computed as follows using Equation (5.4): 

Addition: WCA(Y) = I - W^upCXj) Wup(X2). W|o^^(Xx) + Wioy(X2)) 
*lnoin *2noin 

Subtraction: WCA(Y) - I - Max( Wup(Xt) + Wto^,(X2). WipyyCXx) + Wup(X2)) 
*lnoni" *2noin 

Multiplication: WCAQO = 
Max I *liJom^"p(^2) + *2noin^"P l̂̂  Wui)(Xi)Wup(X2), \ 

, I ^lnnmWlOw(X2)-KX2„^Wio^i)-Wto^l)Wto^(X2)) 

»noin *2noin 

Division: WCAOO =l-Max 

fWup(Xl)X2„„^ - ^lnom^low(X2) 
(*2nom-'^low(X2))X2aoni 

^lnom^"p(X2) ' W|ow(Xi)X2„^^ 

*2nom (*2noin * 

*2, 
*1 

nom 
nom 
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The worst case accuracy of Y depends on the nominal values and the upper and lower 

widths of Xiand X2 and the mathematical operations in the constraint. An analysis of the 

effects of the mathematical operations on the worst case accuracy of Y is important to 

understanding the characteristic of the relationship between the accuracy of the input 

variables and that of the output variables. In tolerance design, the upper and lower widths 

of an interval are usually assigned based on a small percentage of the nominal values. 

However, the nominal value of the entities or fimctional requirements varies depending 

upon what they represent Similarly, the mathematical constraint between the entities and 

the functional requirement depends greatly on their relationship. The mathematical 

constraint between a set of entities and one functional requirement is usually different from 

the constraint between the set of entities and another fimctional requirement For example, 

the relationship between the attributes and thickness in the tank problem involves 

subtraction, however, the relationship between the attributes and the volume involves 

addition and multiplication. In Secdon 5.4.2, the results of tolerance synthesis show that, 

for the same accuracy of the entities, the variation in the accuracy of the volume and the 

thickness is obvious (i.e- WCA(V) = 97%, WCA(T1) = WCA(T2) = WCA(T3) = 90%). 

A case study will be useful to illustrate the differences and characteristics. 

Let us assume the upper and lower width of Xi to be 5% of and the upper and 

lower width of X2 to be 6% of x2nom- worst-case accuracy of Y for 

150 < xi^Qjjj < 200 and 50 < x2nom ^ ^ plotted in Figure 5.11 for four mathematical 

operations. Figures 5.11 (a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond to the mathematical operations, 

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, respectively. In Figure 5.11(a), 

WCA(Y) ranges from 0.946 (xino^ = 150, x2nom = 0.948 (xino^ = 200, 

x2nom ~ shows that the worst case accuracy of the output variable varies very little 

for addition, and the minimum worst-case accuracy occurs when the difference between 

*lnom *2nom minimum. In Figure 5.11(b), WCA(Y) ranges from 0.73 
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(*lnom = 150, x2nom ~ 1^0) ^ (xinom - 200, x2noni = 50). For subtraction, the 

worst-case accuracy of the output variable varies widely and the accuracy is lower than that 

obtained from addition. In Figure 5.11(c), WCA(Y) is the same for all values of xinom 

and x2nom- worst-case accuracy of Y is 0.89 for multiplicadon. In Figure 5.11(d), 

WCA(Y) ranges from 0.76 (xi^oni = 200, x2„om = ^0) to 0.88 (xi^om = 150, 

^2nom ~ Contrary to the condition resulting from addition and subtraction, the 

minimum worst-case accuracy of the output variables occurs when the difference between 

'^Inom *2nom ^ maximum. Other upper widths and lower widths of xi^j^j and 

x2nom ^^ve also been tested, and similar results are observed. For different assignments 

of upper and lower widths, the maximum and minimum worst case accuracy may be 

obtained at different xi^Q^ and x2noin. however, the range of WCA(Y) always varies 

substantially for subtraction and division while the ranges of WCA(Y) for addition and 

multiplication are small and constant, respectively. 

1 

0 . 9  

0 . 1  

0. 
15 

200 

iWCAOO 

(a) 



"0-
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WCA(Y) 

(d) 

Figure 5.11. Plots of WCA(Y) against xinom *2nom 

mathematical operations in the constraint between Y and Xi, and 

X2 (150 < xinotn - - *2nom - 1®®)- The four 

mathematical operations are (a) addition, (b) subtraction, (c) 

multiplication, and (d) division. 

In inspection, a good dimensioning strategy should allow a wider range of tolerances 

on the entities and yet satisfy the tolerance for the functional requirement A mechanism to 

determine the best strategy is therefore desired. As we have discussed, the mathematical 

operation in the constraint between the input and output variables affects the accuracy of the 

output interval. The mathematical operation and the input variable greatly depend on the 

dimensioning strategy. Therefore, the worst-case accuracy analysis is useful to determine 

the best strategy among the possible choices. For example, for dimension X in Figure. 

5.12, there are two possible strategies. The first strategy uses chain dimensioning by 
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taking the sum of B, C, and D to dimension X. It requires three entities and the 

mathematical operation is addition. The second strategy is using base line dimensioning by 

subtracting A from E. It requires only two entities and the mathematical operation is 

subtraction. Let us assume anom. bnom> cnom. dnom. and enom be 10, 5, 10, 10, and 

35, respectively, and that the upper and lower widths are 1.0% of the nominal value for A, 

B, C, and D, and 0.5% for E. Therefore, A = [9.90,10.10], B = [4.95,5.05], C = 

[9.90,10.10], D = [9.90,10.10], and E = [34.825,35.175]. Using Equation (5.4), 

WCA(X) is 99.0% for the first strategy and 98.9% for the second strategy. It is shown 

that although the first strategy requires more entities, a higher accuracy is obtained because 

the constraint between the output variable and the input variables is addition. On the other 

hand, the second strategy requires only two entities, but a lower accuracy is achieved. The 

operation subtraction usually causes a lower achievable accuracy for the output variable. 

5.7. Conclusion 

Tolerance design is essential in manufacturing and it plays an important role in relating 

perfomiance to the manufacturing cost of a product A good tolerance design mechanism 

should be able to assign a set of tolerances for the dimensioning entities such that maximum 

ranges for the tolerance are obtained while satisfying allowable variations in the functional 

requirement. In this chapter, a hierarchical interval constraint network approach is 

described and the appropriate techniques for tolerance propagation are developed. The 

contributions can be summarized as follows: 

(I) A hierarchical interval constraint network to represent the relationships among the 

functional requirements, attributes, and entities is presented. The concept of 

consistency of a constraint and the satisfaction of the constraint networics are defined. 
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(cl)  

(b) Chain Dimensioning (c) Base Line Dimensioning 

Figure 5.12. (a) An object for which the dimension of X is measured, (b) 

the interval constraint network for chain dimensioning, where 

constraint Cl corresponds to X = B -f C -i- D, (c) the interval 

constraint network for base line dimensioning, where constraint 

C2 corresponds to X s E - A. 

(2) Techniques for forward and backward propagation between the different levels of 

such interval constraint networks are developed. 

(3) Techniques for tolerance design and tolerance synthesis based on the proposed 

hierarchical interval constraint network are introduced and experiments are conducted 

to illustrate these procedures. 
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The effects of mathematical operations in the constraint fimction on worst-case 

accuracy are analyzed. With this technique, one can determine suitable dimensioning 

strategies so that greater accuracy can be achieved. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONSTRAINT NETWORKS WITH INTEGER, REAL AND INTERVAL 

VALUES FOR ROBOTICS AND MECHANICAL DESIGN 

Knowledge in robotics and meciianical design can be expressed as mathematical 

relations on real-valued quantities. For example, mechanical design involves relations on 

volumes, areas, lengths, etc.; robotics involve relations on translations, orientations, 

positions, etc. This knowledge can be represented by a constraint network where the 

nodes correspond to the variables and the constraints and the arcs correspond to the 

relations between the variables and the constraints. Some variables have interval values 

which represent a range of continuous values, and some variables have real or integer 

values which represent an exact value. For example, the tolerance of a dimension has 

interval values; the possible errors in translation and rotation of a robot have interval values; 

the shear modulus for a particular material has a real value. In this chapter, constraint 

propagation techniques are utilized to find feasible values for the real and integer valued 

variables in a constraint network, given that all the interval values are fixed. Applications 

in the mechanical design of a helical spring, uncertainties in robotics, and displacement 

errors in active vision are presented. New definitions of constraint consistency and 

network satisfaction as described in Chapter 5 are used since the traditional definitions of 

variable consistency and network satisfactory in the interval constraint satisfaction problem 

(ICSP) literature do not appropriately fit the applications here. New constraint propagation 

techniques are also developed. With the new definitions and techniques, feasible solutions 

for real or integer valued variables are obtained which satisfy all constraints having fixed 

intervals. For example, when the intervals of the translation and orientational errors are 

obtained experimentally for a robot arm, the constraint propagation techniques can be used 

to determine alternative paths for the robot arm that satisfy constraints on allowable error. 
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6.1. Introdaction 

la mechanical design, the relationships between functional requirements and entities can 

be represented by a constraint network. Similarly, in robotics, the relationships between 

translation and orientation parameters, dimensions, and errors can also be represented by a 

constraint network. These relationships are described by constraint functions and the 

variables in these constraint functions may have interval, real or integer values. Some 

variables have interval values. For example, the diameter of a cylinder may have a 

tolerance of ±Ad, and the errors in translation or orientation of a robot arm may have 

values of ±Atx, ±Aty, ±Atz, ±A\jf, ±A0, and ±A<j). Some other variables have real or 

integer values. For example, the shear modulus of the material used in spring design has 

an integer value, and the transladons and orientations assigned to the movement of a robot 

arm have real values. Given all the constraints, it is desirable to Hnd feasible interval, real 

and integer values for all the involved variables such that all the constraints are satisfied. 

In the following sections, a constraint network for some practical applications in 

mechanical design and robotics will be presented. Some variables have fixed intervals 

which correspond to the unchangeable characteristics of the application. Other variables 

have real or integer values which correspond to the adjustable parameters in the application. 

The goal is to propagate these intervals and values through all the constraints and to vary 

the real or integer values variables in order to completely satisfy the constraint network. 

Applications in tolerance design for a helical spring, uncertainties in robot manipulators, 

and errors in dimensioning due to sensor displacement in active vision are illustrated. The 

contributions of this work can be simimarized as foUows: 

• Systematic methods for developing and handling constraint satisfaction based on 

hierarchical constraint networks with interval, real and integer variables have been 

developed for applications in mechanical design and robotics. 
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• New constraint consistency and network satisfaction definitions are presented. 

• Propagation techniques based on the new definitions for a constraint network with 

interval, real and integer variables have been developed. 

• Applications in (i) mechanical design of a helical spring, (ii) robot manipulators, and (iii) 

dimensioning errors due to sensor displacement in active vision are investigated. 

6.2 Problem Statement 

The problem we are interested in is as follows: 

Given a set of constraints that relate a set of variables having interval, real or 

integer values in the constraint network, how can the real and integer valued 

variables be adjusted in order to satî  the constraint network while all the 

interval valued variables are unchanged 

6.2.1 Constraint Consistency and Network Satisfaction 

Similar to the tolerance design problem in Chapter S, the deHnition of variable 

consistency is not appropriate in our applications in this chapter. The definition of 

constraint consistency is used insteads. We use a circuit design problem to illustrate why 

the new deHnitions of constraintant consistency and network satisfaction (DeHnition 5.1 

and 5.2) are used. 

A hierarchical structure is used in the constraint network for the circuit design problem. 

There is a set of variables at each level of the hierarchical constraint network, and there is a 

set of constraints between adjacent levels of variables. Figure 6.1(a), (b) and (c) show a 

circuit in which the constraints between the tolerances of the voltages and the current can be 

represented by the constraint network shown in Hgure 6.1(d). The constraint functions in 

the network can be derived as follows, based on Kirchhoff s laws: 
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CI: V = ml VModl + *"2 VMod2 

C2: VModl = nl  R11 

C3; VMod2 = R21 /  n2 

I 

Modi 
ml 

Mod2 
in2 

(a) 

Modi Modi 

Mod2 Mod2 

Modi 
R1 nl 

• • • • 

(b) 

Mod2 
Modi 

Mod2 

(C) (d) 

Figure 6.1. (a) an example of a circuit with ml Modi and ml 

Mod2, (b) Module Modi is constructed by nl R1 in 

series, (c) Module Mod2 is constructed by n2 R2 in 

parallel, (d) the constraint network for the circuit in 

(a).  
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There are three levels in the shown networic. The first level has five variables, nl, Rl, I, 

R2, and ii2. Among these, nl, Rl, R2, and n2 have real or integer values. I has an 

interval value. The second level has four variables, ml, V]viodl> VMod2> ml 

and m2 have integer values. VModi and VmoiU have interval values. The third level has 

one variable, V, which has interval values. Between the first and second levels, there are 

two constraints, C2 and C3. Between the second and third levels, there is one constraint, 

Cl-

The constraints represent the relationships between the tolerances of voltage and 

current, the number of Rl, R2, Modi, and Mod2 entities represented by nl, n2, ml 

and m2, and the values of the resistances Rl and R2. The voltage and cvurent tolerances, 

V, VModl. VMod2. and I, are fixed. Therefore, in order to satisfy all the constraints, the 

values of nl, n2, ml, m2, Rl, and R2 must be adjusted. 

The properties of the consistency of a variable as described in [371 are not appropriate 

for the problems studied here. This can be illustrated by considering CI in the constraint 

network example (Figure 6.1(d)). Given the tolerance intervals V, VModl. and VMod2. 

and V = ml VModl + "*2 VMod2. nil VModl + ra2 VMod2 must be a subset of V. 

However, even given that all the variables which have interval values are consistent 

according to the definition of ICSP ( V c ml VModl + m2 VMod2. VModl C ( V - m2 

VMod2 )! ml, and VMod2 C (V - ml VMod2 ) / m2 ), the condition that ml VModl + 

m2 VMod2 C V is not guaranteed to be satisfied. For instance, given VModl = [1-95, 

2.05], VMod2 = [0.98, 1.02], V = [9.78, 10.22], ml = 4, and m2 = 2, V, VModl and 

VModl are all consistent 

[9.78, 10.22] c 4 [1.95, 2.05] + 2 [0.98, 1.02] = [9.76, 10.24] 

V is consistent 
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[1.95, 2.05] C ( [9.78, 10.22] - 2 [0.98, 1.02]) / 4 = [1.935, 2.065] 

VModl is consistent 

[0.98, 1.02] c ( [9.78, 10.22] - 4 [1.95, 2.05] ) / 2 = [0.79, 1.21] 

VMod2 is consistent 

However, because 4 [1.95, 2.05] + 2 [0.98, 1.02] = [9.76, 10.24] <z [9.78, 10.22], the 

tolerance of V is not satisfied. Although all the variables which have interval values are 

consistent, the real- world tolerance requirement is not satisfied with respect to the 

application in this problem. 

For satisfaction of a constraint network, the interval computed using the input values 

and an interval constraint function should be a subset of the assigned output interval for 

each constraint in the network. Taking the earlier example with Vac = [9.78, 10.22], 

Vab = [1.95, 2.05], and Vbc = [0.98, 1.02], If ml = 2, and m2 = 6, then all tolerances 

are satisfied. 

In Chapter 5, we have introduced the interval arithmetic which only involves interval 

variables. However, the constraint networks studied here also include real and integer 

variables, the interval constraint fimctions should also be able to appropriately handle real 

and integer values. The integration of the real and integer values with the interval values in 

interval arithmetic for the above four operations are as follows: 

Addition: c + [xj^^, Xyp] =[c + c + Xyp] 

Subtrflction. c — ^up^ "[^" ^^p ̂  ~ ^low^ 

[*low' *up^" ^ ~t*low •*'' *up " 
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Multiplication: c [xjo^ x^p] = [c c x^p] 

Division: [xiow *upl ^ ^ = [*low ̂  *up/cl or 

C / [*low *up^ = [C / Xyp, C / Xjq^] 

where c is a real or integer value and c> 0. 

6.3. Propagation in a Constraint Network with Integer, Real and Interval 

Values 

For this new approach to constraint network satisfaction given in Definition S.l, new 

propagation techniques must be developed. With such techniques, integer, real and interval 

values can be propagated from variable to variable in the constraint network to ensure that 

all of the constraints are consistent To make the constraints consistent, propagation is 

utilized to update the values of the variables in the network. Values can be propagated &om 

the input values of a constraint to the single output interval, which is known as forward 

propagation. Alternatively, values can be propagated from the single output interval to 

multiple inputs, which is known as backward propagation. Given a set of inputs, forward 

propagation techniques are used to check whether the propagated output deHnes a 

consistent constraint. If the constraint is not consistent, the backward propagation 

techniques are used to adjust the integer and real valued inputs to achieve consistency. 

6.3.1 Forward Propagation 

Forward propagation is based on the constraint function such that the interval, real, or 

integer values of the input variables are propagated to the interval value of the single output 
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variable. If the interval propagated from the input values is not a subset of the output 

interval, the constraint is not consistent The algorithm for forward propagation is: 

Forward Propagation for constraint, C({1,2,..., n}, k40). FP(Xi,X2, •.•,Xn; Xfc) 

Propagation from Input Variable to the Upper Limit of the Output Interval 

XJCup fC Xl(p, ..., Xii(p ) 

where xi(p = xfyp if df / dXf > 0, i.e. Xk is increasing with respect to Xf. 

xi(p — xi{Q^ if df / dXi < 0, i.e. Xk is decreasing with respect to Xf. 

>7 II ©• if Xi has real or integer value. 

Propagation from Input Variable to the Lower Limit of the Output Interval 

Xkiow' = xnK ) 

where xiK = xi|o^ ifdf/dXi>0. 

xiK ~ *iup ifdf/dXi<0. 

XiK = Xi if Xi has real or integer value. 

Checking the Consistency of the Constraint 

If xkup >xkupOrxkiow'< *kiow • 

Then C({ 1,2, n} Jc,fO) is not consistent. 

Circuit Example 

To illustrate the forward propagation technique, consider the example in Hgure 6.1. In 

the example, there are three constraints. The initial values for the variables are; 

nl = 35, n2 = 3, ml = 4, m2 = 2, 

R1 = 5.5, R2 = 300, 

I = [0.99, l.OI], VModl = [1.95, 2.05], VMod2 = [0.98, 1.02], V = [9.78, 10.22] 
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Units of R1 and R2 are £2, units for I is mA, and units for VModl> VMod2. and V are 

Volts. 

Propagations start from the lowest level 

For CI: nl, Rl, and I are propagated to VModl. 

(35) (5.5) [0.99 X 10-3, i,oi x 10*3] = [1.906, 1.944] 

This is not a subset of VModl> [1-95, 2.05]. Therefore, CI is not consistent 

For C2: n2 R2, and I are propagated to VMod2» 

(3) (300) [0..99 X 10-3, 1.01 x 10-3] = [0.99, 1.01] 

This is a subset of VMod2. [0.98, 1.02]. Therefore, C2 is consistent 

For C3: ml, Vviodl. ni2, and VMod2 are propagated to V, 

4 [1.95, 2.05] + 2 [0.98, 1.02] = [9.76, 10.24] 

This is not a subset of V. Therefore, C3 is not consistent 

After forward propagation, CI and C3 are found to be inconsistent and C2 is found to be 

consistent 

6.3.2 Backward Propagation 

Backward propagation is also based on the constraint function such that the interval of 

the output variable is propagated to the real or integer values of the input variables. When a 

forward propagation identifies a constraint that is not consistent the output interval is 

propagated back to the input intervals by adjusting the real and integer values of the inputs. 

These values will increase or decrease depending on the partial derivative of the constraint 

function with respect to the corresponding variable and the width of the output interval. 

The absolute change in the integer and real value is direcdy proportional to the width of the 

output interval, but inversely proportional to the derivative of the constraint function with 

respect to the corresponding variable. Because it is possible for the constraint function to 
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have more than one integer or real-valued input variable, each variable value is increased or 

decreased by a limited amount at every iteration until the constraint is satisfied. The 

magnitude of the changes is controlled by a weight- Before adjusting the integer or real-

valued variables, a pair of constraint inequalities are first constructed for the upper limit and 

lower limit of the ou^ut interval based on the constraint function under consideratioiL The 

algorithm for backward propagation through a single constraint is given as follows: 

Backward Propagation for constraint, C({1,2, n}, k,fO). BPCXfe; Xi,X2, —tXn) 

Set up a pair of constraint inequalities for C({1,2 n}, k/0) 

Ineql. f( ^l(p, ^ncp) — ^kyp 

where xi(p = xf^p if df / dXi > 0. 

xip = xijQ^ if df / dXi < 0 

xi(p = Xi if Xi has real or integer value. 

Ineq2. f( x^k, xqk ) ^ ^kjow 

where xiK = Xq^^ if df / dXi > 0. 

xiK = xiup if ^ < 0-

XiK = ^i if ^i integer value. 

Adjusting the Real and Integer Values of the Input Variables 

For i = 1 to n (where n is the number of input variables of the constraint) 

(1) If Ineql is not satisfied. 

Increase xitp byAxiq) if Xi has real or integer value and 

df/dXi<0. 

Decrease xi(p byAxi<p if Xi has real or integer value and 

df/dXj >0. 
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(2) If Ineq2 is not satisfied. 

Increase xiK byAxiK if Xj has real or integer value and 

df/dXi>0. 

Decrease xiK by AxIk if Xf has real or integer value and 

df/dXi<0-

(Axiq) and AxiK depend on the gradient of f( xip,..., xnq)) and 

f( xiK,xnK) with respect to xi.) 

Repeat until Ineql and Ineq2 are both satisfied. 

Axi(p and Axfic are computed as follows: 

^ x„J 
d x ,  

•- .... x„J 
d X, 

where Wi is the weight, Xk is the output variable, and f(Xi,..., Xn) is the constraint 

function. 
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Baclcward propagation from one level to a lower level through a set of constraints is 

similar to the backward propagation through a single constraint except that propagation 

through all constraints between two adjacent levels in the network is processed 

simultaneously instead of satisfying each constraint separately. Between two adjacent 

levels of the network, the variables in the lower level may be input variables for one or 

more constraints for which the output variable is one of the variables at the next level. 

Separate backward propagation for each constraint may not produce a solution that satisfies 

the consistency requirement for all involved constraints simultaneously. For example, 

assume X3 is an input variable for constraints CI and C2 for which XI and X2 are the 

output variables, respectively. If backward propagations are processed from XI through 

CI and from X2 through C2 to X3 separately, the first propagation may produce the value 

x3i and the second propagation may produce the value x32 for X3. Choosing either of 

these two solutions can easily cause the other constraint to be inconsistent A technique for 

backward propagating all the higher level variables to all the lower level variables values 

through all the constraints simultaneously can be described as follows: 

Baclcward Propagation between Two Adjacent Levels with constraints, 

C1({1,2 n}, k) to Cm({l,2, ..., n}, k) 

Set up a set of constraint inequalities for C1({1,2, ..., n}, k, fO) 

to Cm({l,2 n}, k, fQ) 

Set up Ineqlj and Ineq2j using the first step of backward propagation on a single 

constraint for j = 1,2,..., m (where j is the index of the constraints). 
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Adjusting the Real and Integer Values of the Input Variables on the 

Lower Level 

(1) For j = 1 to m (where m is the number of constraints and 

j is the index of the constraints) 

For i = 1 to n (where n is the number of input variables) 

(la) If Ineqlj is not satisfied. 

Increase xiqj by Axicp j if Xi has real or integer value and 

dfj/dXi<0-

Decreasexiq) byAxipj if Xi has real or integer value and 

dQ / dXi > 0. 

(lb) If Ineq2j is not satisfied. 

Increase xiic by AxiKj if Xi has real or integer value and 

dfj/dXi >0. 

Decrease x^k by Ax^k j if Xi has real or integer value and 

dfj/dXi<0. 

(Axi(pj and AxIkJ depends on the gradient of fj( xi(p,xnq)) and 

^•( xiK, -, xnK) with respect to xi) 

Repeat (1) until Ineqlj and Ineq2j are all satisfied for j = 1, 2,..., m. 
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Circuit Example 

The example in Figure 6.1 is used again to illustrate backward propagation. The values 

of the variables are initialized with the same values in Section 6.3.1. Since only CI and C3 

are inconsistent, backward propagations are processed only on these two constraints. 

For CI: V is propagated to ml, and ml, 

Ineql: ml (2.05) + m2 (1.02) ^ 10.22, 

Ineq2: ml (1.95) + m2 (0.98) > 9.78 

Decrease ml by 2 and increase m2 by 4, so that, ml = 2, and m2 = 6. 

For C3: VModl is propagated to nl, Rl, 

(In this application, we assumed Rl is to remain unchanged .) 

Ineql: nl (5.5) (0.0101) < 2.05 

Ineq2: nl (5.5) (0.0099) > 1.95 

Increase nl by 1, so that, nl = 36. 

6.4. Applications 

The constraint networks with integer, real and interval values and propagation 

techniques introduced in this chapter are applicable to many applications, including 

mechanical design, and robotics. In this section, three significant applications are 

introduced. 

(i) mechanical design — helical spring, 

(ii) uncertainties in robot manipulators — (a) Cartesian coordinate arm, (b) cylindrical 

coordinate arm, and (c) robot arm with six degrees of freedom, 

(iii) displacement errors in active vision. 
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6.4.1 Mechanical Design of Helical Spring 

In mechanical design, because tolerance design plays an important role in the 

relationship between performance and the manufacturing cost of a product, many 

researchers have focused on tolerance analysis and synthesis. The goal of tolerance 

analysis is to ensure that the functional requirement tolerance is met On the other hand, the 

goal of tolerance synthesis is to determine a set of entity tolerances given the fimctional 

requirements tolerance. Several tolerance design techniques have been developed. For 

example, Foster [26] and Spotts [92,93] have explored tolerance calculation techniques. 

Turner [29,99] and Fortini [25] have developed worst-case analysis, Hoffmann [34], 

Michael and Siddall [69.70], Spotts, and Speckhart [91] etc. have developed optimization 

techniques for tolerance synthesis. The work most closely related to ours has been done by 

Lu and Wilhelm [50,105] who utilize a constraint propagation networic in CASCADE-T for 

tolerance synthesis. The application of a constraint network with integer, real and interval 

values allows the option of adjusting other parameters of the mechanical design such as the 

number of active coils and the material of wire. In this case, relaxing the functional 

requirements tolerances or tightening the entiQr tolerances are not required. 

In this example application, a constraint network is used to compute the possible 

adjustment of mechanical parameters, which do not have tolerances, in order to satisfy all 

the constraints in the mechanical system. This is different from only synthesizing a new set 

of tolerances for some of the involved entities and the functional requirement. A helical 

spring demonstrates such an example. Such a helical spring has resilient structure designed 

to undergo large deflections within its elastic range, as illustrated in Hgure 6.2. The spring 

rate, k, is the change in load per unit deflection, and depends on the shear modulus of the 

material selected, the diameter of the wire and coil, and the number of active coils. A list of 

possible materials is provided in Appendix 1, where the shear modulus and maximum 
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service temperature for each material is shown. The total number of coils is the sum of the 

number of active and inactive coils. End coils that do not deflect during service are the 

inactive coils, and the active coils are those that deflect during service. Spring rate, k, is 

expressed as 

k  =  — ( 6 . 1 )  
8 (D + d)^ N 

where G = shear modulus, d = wire diameter, D = inner coil diameter, and 

N = number of active coils 

i 
T 

Figure 6.2. Helical Spring with d equal to the wire diameter 

and D equal to the inner coll diameter. 

In this application, the functional requirement is the spring rate and the involved entities are 

the shear modulus, the number of active coils, and the diameters of the wire and coiL The 

corresponding constraint network is shown in Figure 6.3. The diameters of the wire and 
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coil are assigned tolerances, and thus have interval values. However, the shear modulus 

and the number of active coils have real values. In this application, the tolerances for the 

spring rate, the diameters of the wire and the coil are assigned and are not expected to be 

changed. If the constraint network is not consistent, it is indicated that the shear modulus 

and the number of coils need to be adjusted. 

Let's assume the initial tolerances assigned to k, d, and D are [10.50, 12.00], [0.099, 

0.1010], and [0.99, 1.01], respectively. Initially, the number of active coils is 9.00 and 

the material used is Alloy Steel Wire (G = 11500000). (The maximum service temperature 

of the material used in this example has to be at least 400 °F.) Using forward propagation, 

d, D, G, and N are propagated to obtain k'. Because k', the propagated value of spring 

rate, is [11.25,12.80] and is not a subset of the specified tolerance for k, the constraint is 

Figure 6.3. Constraint network with the spring rate (k). 

wire diameter (d), and coil inner diameter (D) as 

intervals and shear modulus (k) and number of coils 

(N) as real numbers. (The highlighted nodes have 

real or integer values.) 
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inconsistent, so a backward propagation is needed to propagate the specified k to G and N 

without changing d and D. Two alternative solutions are found: (I) making N = 9.64 and 

using alloy steel wire (G = IISOOOOO), and (2) making N = 9.22 and using precipitation 

hardening 17-7 PH stainless steel wires (G = IIOOOOOO). In the first solution, the same 

material is used, but the number of active coils is increased from 9.00 to 9.64. In the 

second solution, a new material is used, but the number of active coils is only increased 

from 9.00 to 9.22. The change in the number of active coils is smaller in the second than 

in the first solution. If the additional cost of new material in the second solution is less than 

the cost of the additional number of coils in the first solution, the second solution should be 

selected. 

6.4.2 Uncertainties in Robot Manipulators 

The uncertainties in robot manipulation are the result of joint errors which caimot be 

avoided and will propagate to give rise to translational and orientational errors in the 

position and orientation of the robot end-effectors. These propagated errors may cause the 

failure of an assigned assembly task or inaccurate data collection from the attached sensor. 

Many researchers have investigated the characteristics of the uncertainties in robot 

manipulators and sought techniques to control them in order to minimize these errors. Su 

et al. [9S] presented a methodology for manipulating and propagating spatial uncertainties 

in a robot assembly system generating executable actions for accomplishing a desired task. 

Renders [83] presented a technique for calibrating robots based on a maximum-likelihood 

approach to identification of errors in positions and orientations. Chen et aL [10] identified 

and parameterized the sources that conuibute to positioning error and estimated the values 

of their parameters. Smith et al. [89] presented a method for explicidy representing and 

manipulating the uncertainty associated with the u^nsformation between coordinate frames 

representing the relative locations of objects. In this example application, constraint 
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networks are utilized to adjust the path in order to make sure the allowed tolerances of the 

end-effector position are satisfied. To achieve this result, the statistics of the joint errors 

are utilized. 

A constraint network can be utilized to determine the path that satisfies the allowed 

tolerance in location and orientation of the final position of the end-effector. The 95% 

confidence interval for the joint translation errors and orientation errors are determined 

experimentally and are assigned as the interval values for the corresponding variables in the 

constraint network. Acceptable tolerance in the position of the end-effector is determined 

based on the task. The robot arm is assigned an initial path. This initial path can be 

generated by a path planning algorithm. The constraints represent the relationship between 

the end-effector's resulting position and orientation, and the initial position, the 

translational and orientational joint errors, and the initial path. Forward propagation is used 

to check the consistency of the resulting end effector configuration with specified end-

effector tolerances, and backward propagation is used to adjust the path if the constraint is 

not consistent 

A cylindrical coordinate arm and a robot arm with six degrees of freedom are used for 

illustration here. The cylindrical coordinate arm has one rotary motion and two linear 

motions. The robot arm with six degrees of freedom has three rotary motions and three 

linear motions. 

6.4.2.1 Cylindrical Coordinate Arm 

A cylindrical coordinate arm is shown in Figure 6.4. The transformations relating the 

end effector to joint motions for a cylindrical coordinate arm is formulated as follows: 

T = Trans(0,0,tz) Rot(z,a) Trans(tr cos p, tr sin p,0) 
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T = 
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IT sin P 
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1 

(6-2) 

[x',y'.zM]T = T tx,y,z,llT (6.3) 

where [x,y,z] is the initial or home position of end effector 

[x'.y'.z*] is the transformed or resulting position 

tz and tr are the translation parameters in z direction and the direction with an angle 

of P with the x axis on the x-y plane, respectively. 

P is the initial angle between the robot arm and the x axis on the x-y plane. 

a is the rotation parameter of the robot aim about the z axis. 

The uncertainties in the movement of the cylindrical coordinate arm are due to the joint 

motion errors, Atz and Atr, and the orientational error, Aa. The transformation matrix 

accounting for the translational and orientation errors, T, is formulated as follows: 

T = 

cos( a + Aa) - sin( a + Aa) 0 tr* cos (a + Aa + P) 

sin( a + Aa) cos( a + Aa) 0 tr' sin (a + Aa + P) 

0 0 1 tz' 

0 0 0 1 

(6.4) 
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where Aa is the joint error in the rotation about the z axis, 

Atr is the joint error in the translation along the direction with an angle of ^ with the 

axis on the x-y plane, 

Atz is the joint error in the translation along the z direction. 

Substituting T' from Equation (6.4) into Equation (6.3), three constraint functions that 

relate the tolerance of the end-effector's position, and the path, initial position, and the 

joints' translational and orientational errors can be formulated. The constraint functions in 

the constraint network are shown in Figure 6.5 and are as follows: 

CI: x' = cos (a + Aa) x - sin(a + Aa) y + (tr + Atr) cos(a + Aa + P) 

C2: y' = sin (a + Aa) x + cos(a + Aa) y + (tr + Atr) sin(a + Aa + P) 

C3: z' = z + tz + Atz 

Figure 6.4. A cylindrical coordinate arm . 
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A(x, Atr, and Atz are possible joint errors and their ranges or statistical characteristics 

are determined experimentally. For example, the robot arm can be assigned a particular 

move a hundred times and its errors in rotation about the z axis and translations along the 

radial direction and along the z axis are recorded. The resulting 9S% confidence interval 

from this data can then be used for Aa, Atr, and Atz intervals. These intervals are fixed 

and represent the error characteristics of the robot arm system. 

•O 

Figure 6.5. The constraint network for a cylindrical 

coordinate arm. 

Let's assimie that Aa = [-0.000S, 0.0005] (unit is rad), Atr = Atz = [-0.05,0.05] (unit 

is mm). Given the initial position of the end-effector, [x,y,z] = [9.40, 3.42, 120.00] (or 

[r,p,z] = [10.00, 20®, 120.00]), and the assigned joint motions are a = 60®, tr = 100.00, 
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tz = 200.00. Also assume the desired tolerances for x', y' and z' are [19.00, 19.IS], 

[108.17, 108.32] and [319.95, 320.10]. 

Using the constraint network in Hgure 6.5 and the described forward propagation 

technique, CI and C2 are found to be inconsistent, x' = [19.04, 19.16] and 

y' = [108.27,108.39]. Using the backward propagation technique, a is adjusted to 60.01° 

and tr is adjusted to 99.92 so that CI and C2 become consistent (x' = [19.01,19.13], 

y* = [108.20, 108.31]). 

6.4.2.2 Six Degrees of Freedom Robot Arm 

The robot arm with six degrees of freedom has three translational parameters, tx, ty, 

and tz, and three routional parameters, \|r, 6, and ({>. tx, ty, and tz are the translations along 

the X axis, y axis, and z axis, respectively. 0, and <(> are the rotations about the x axis, y 

axis, and z axis, respectively. The nominal transformation matrix, T, and the 

transformation matrix accounting for errors, T, are described in Equations (6.5) and (6.6), 

respectively. 

T = 

. . cos A sm 6 sm vcos A sin 6 cos w _ cos 4 cos 0 \  ̂ - X - IX - sm ̂  cos y -i- sin ̂  sm y 

.  .  -s inAsm6sinwsin6sin6 cos y  _ sui(bcos6 ^ ^ ^ ^ ty 
+• cos cos y - cos ̂  su \|r 

sin 6 

0 

cos 9 siny 

0 

cosScosy tz 

0 1 . 

(6.5) 

T = 

cos(4>+A<|,)cos(0+Ae) cos(«+A0)sin(0+A0) sinO|f+^^^ cos(<HA<t.)^(0+A0) 
- su»(<^+A^) cos(y-i-Ay) + sin(0+A^) su)(y-t-Ay) 

sin(»t4«)cos(e+40) SnCffi*) ̂ 46) 
 ̂  ̂ + cos(^A6) cosCv-t-Aw) - cos(4-t-A6) sin(\tf-i-Aw) ' •' 

- sin(0-i-A0) 

0 

• cos(^A(» cos(y-t-Ay) 

cos(0-i-A0) sin(y-i-Ay) 

0 

cos(^A^) sin(y-i-Ay) 

cos(0-«-A0) cos(y-»-Ay) tz-«-Atz 

0 1 

(6.6) 
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The constraint network for the robot arm with six degrees of freedom is shown in Hgure 

6.6. 

Figure 6.6. The constraint network for a robot arm with six degrees of 

freedom. 
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CI: x' = cos((t> + A((>) cos(6 + A0) x + (cos((|> + A((>) sin(0 + A0) sin(\|f + Ay) 
- sin(<j» + A(» cos(i|r + A\|f)) y + (cosOti + A0) sin(0 + A0) cos(\|r + Ay) 
-sin(<|) + A<1>) sin(\|f + Av) )z + tx + Atx 

C2: y' = sm((j> + A<j)) cos(0 + A0) x + (sin(<(> + A<j>) sin(0 + A0) sin(\|f + A\|f) 
- cos((|> + A(J») cos(i|r+A\|f)) y + (sin(<|> + A<>) sin(0 + A0) cos(\|f + Ay) 
- cos((|> + A<j>) sin(\|r+A\|r)) z + ^ + Aty 

C3: z' = - sin(0 + A0) x + cos(0 + A0) sin(\|f + Ay) y + 

cos(0 + A0) sm(\|f + Ay) z + tz + Atz 

Atx, Aty, Atz, A\|/^, A0, and A({) are based on joint characteristics and their ranges or 

statistical characteristics are determined experimentally. Let's assume Atx = Aty = Atz = [-

0.05,0.05] (unit is mm) and A\|f = AO = A<j> = [-0.0005, 0.0005] (unit is rad). Given the 

initial position of the end-effector, [x,y,z] = [1(X).(X), 150.00, 500,(X)], the joint motions 

assigned are v = 40°, 0 = 20°, = 150° tx = 50.00, ty =79.89, and tz = 324.57. Also 

assume the tolerances for x", y' and z' are [-70.60, -69.60], [387.00, 388.00] and 

[740.50, 741.50], respectively. 

Using the constraint network in Figure 6.6 and the described forward propagation 

technique, CI and C2 are found to be inconsistent (x* = [-70.68, -69.61], y' = [387.28, 

388.09], and z' = [740.62, 741.17]). Using the backward propagation technique, is 

adjusted to 35.19°, 0 is adjusted to 16.08°, <(> is adjusted to 155.80° and tx is adjusted to 

74.75, ty is adjusted to 140.83, and tz is adjusted to 292.75. x', y' and z' is updated as 

foUows: x' = [-70.60, -69.60], y' = [387.01, 387.87], and z' = [740.50, 741.00]. As a 

result, CI, C2 and C3 are all consistent 
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6.4.3 Displacement Errors in Active Vision 

Displacement errors come about because of the displacement of an active vision head 

from its expected position and orientation. They represent the difference between the 

imaged position of a geometric entity such as a point and the expected position of the 

geometric entity on the image if there is no displacement of the active vision head (please 

see Figure 6.7). Mechanical displacements of active vision heads are not avoidable. Thus 

in a vision task involving multiple sensing steps, we need to either have the ability to 

calibrate the vision sensor in each step, or we need to have methods that can acconmiodate 

possible displacement errors. An example of using active vision sensing for dimensional 

inspection of shape feature attributes of machined components is discussed in [107]. 

Having a good understanding of displacement errors and a good methodology to account 

for them is imponant for the accuracy of the automated inspection of an entity's 

dimensions. In this section, we utilize constraint networks to determine a sensor setting at 

which displacement errors are within the desired tolerance level in inspection. 

The displacement errors in measured dimensions are inherited from the displacement of 

the sensor. An active sensing head has six-degrees of freedom: three translations and three 

orientations. The measured dimensions of geometric entities on images are dependent on 

the sensor location and viewing direction. The difference between the observed 

dimensions and the actual dimensions due to this effect is defined as displacement error 

[12,108,113]. The horizontal and vertical displacement errors, £<iu £dv. are the 

differences between the displaced coordinates, [u', v*], and the expected coordinates, [u, 

v], of a projected point on the image plane and can be computed as follows [12,108,113]: 

^ ^5.i ^6.i Xt.J[8x6y 6zdxdydz if 

[^is.t ^i6.i ^i7j ^t8.i ^i9.i ^2o.i ^2i.i] [§* 5y 5z dx dy dz if 
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ej, = Vi' - V W^iu^i2a^t3j^t4j[Sx8y8z(lxdydzlf 
[^isj ̂ 164 ^i7a ^i«4 ^i9.i ^o.i ^i.i] [5* 6y 6z dx djT dz 

where Xi,i = fSliS2i X2,i = f ((f-S3i) S3i - Sli2) Xsj = f S2i (S3i - f) 

X4.i = f(f-S30 X5.i = 0 X6.i = fSli 

^7,i = 0 >.8.i = f (S2i2 - (f - S3i) S3i) X9.i = - f Sli S2i 

Xio,i = fSli(f-S3i) >.iu = 0 A.i2,i = f(f-S3i) 

Xi3^i = fS2i ^14,i = 0 ^15,i ~ ~ 

^16.i = Sli (f - S3i) Xi7,i = 0 ^18,i = 0 

^19,i = 0 ^20,i = f - S3i = (f - S3i)2 

Displaced 
camera setting 

Assigned 
camera setting 

(xl,yl,zl) (*2»y2,22) 

Figure 6.7. An edge segment, E, which is the width of the 

slot on the component, with end points, (xl,yl,zl) 

and (x2,y2,z2), is dimensioned by the camera with 

the assigned setting as shown. However, due to 

displacement error, the measurement could be 

undesirably affected by the displaced camera setting. 
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Sli = cos<|>cos9x1 + (cos<t>siii8sin\|r-sin<|>cos\|r) yi + 

cos ((> sin 6 cos ̂  sin <(> sin \|f) Zi + tx» (6.9) 

S2i = sin <t> cos 0 xi -i- (sin <|> sin 6 sin + cos cos Y)yi -i-

(sin 0 sin 0 cos - cos 0 sin \|f)zi + ty. (6.10) 

S3i = - sin 0 x, + cos 0 sin y yi + cos 0 cos V Zi + tj. (6.11) 

where \fr is the angle about the x axis, 

0 is the angle about the y axis, 

<t> is the angle about the z axis, 

tx is the translation along the x axis, 

ty is the translation along the y axis, 

tz is the translation along the z axis, 

(xi, yi, Zj) are the coordinates of the desired point in the world coordinate system. 

In order to measure an edge segment on a component, the length of the corresponding 

line segment projected onto the image plane is dimensioned. Edui horizontal 

and vertical displacement errors, depend on the orientation and location of the sensor, the 

location of the edge segment and the translational and orientational errors (Sx, Sy, Sz, dx, 

dy, and dz). Assuming the two endpoints of the desired edge segment are (xi,yi,zi) and 

(x2>y2.z2) in the world coordinate system, the endpoints projected onto the image plane are 

(ui,vi) and (u2,v2) and the horizontal and vertical displacement errors of the line 

endpoints are eduj, E<jvx> ^u2 £dv2- ^ constraint network is constructed as shown in 

Figure 6.8. The constraint functions are based on Equations (6.7) - (6.11). CI and C3 are 
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derived using Equation (6.7), C2 and C4 are derived using Equation (6.8), C6 and C9 are 

derived using Equation (6.9), C7 and CIO are derived using Equation (6.10), C8 and CI I 

are derived using Equation (6.11). 

Similar to the experiments with the robot manipulators, 5x, 5y, 5z, dx, dy, and dz are 

determined experimentally. Let's assume Sx = 6y = Sz = [-O.OOOS, 0.0005] (unit is rad) 

and dx = dy = dz = [-0.05,0.05] (unit is mm). Given the end points of the desired edge 

segments in the world coordinates are [xi,yi,zi] = [10.00, 0.00, 0,00] and 

[x2.y2.z2] = [-10.00,0.00,0,(X3], the orientations of the camera are \\f = -40°, 0 = -45°, <|> 

= -20°, and the translations of the camera are tx = 56.85, ty = 19.04, tz = -597.00, the 

tolerances for the displacement errors in the projected end points on the image are 

Sduj — Edvj — Edu2 ~ ^dv2 ~ ["0.0150,0.0150]. 

Using the constraint network in Figure 6.8 and the described forward propagation 

technique, C2 and C4 are found to be inconsistent (Edvi = [-0.0153, 0.0153] and 

edv2 = [-0.0151,0.0151]), CI and C3 are found to be consistent because 

Edui = [-0.0147, 0.0147] and £du2 = [-0.0147,0.0147]. Using the backward propagation 

technique, the camera is relocated such that tx is adjusted to 41.74, ty is adjusted to 17.22, 

and tz is adjusted to -609.21. CI, C2, C3, and C4 are now all consistent where 

Edui = [-0.0145, 0.0145], Edvi = [-0.0150,0.0150], £du2 = [-0.0146, 0.0146] and 

Cdv2 - [-0.0148,0.0148]. The displacement errors resulting from the new camera setting 

have a smaller interval than those from the initial camera setting, therefore, a higher 

accuracy in dimensional measurement can be obtained. 
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Figure 6.8. The constraint network for the displacement 

errors of active vision inspection on a edge segment. 

6.5. Conclusion 

Constraint networks can often be an important tool in engineering applications. In 

order to effectively exploit constraints and constraint networks in different engineering 

applications, a good understanding of the purpose of constraints and what they represent in 

the investigated problem is essential. There are different types of constraint networks that 
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are appropriate for different engineering applications. Therefore, appropriate definitions 

for constraint consistency and network satisfaction must be developed to fit each 

engineering application. Techniques for forward and backward propagation should 

subsequendy be developed based on the constraint consistency and the network satisfaction 

definitions. In this work, constraint networks with real, integer, and interval values are 

described with their potential applications in mechanical design and robotics, the 

contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: 

• Appropriate definitions for consistency of constraints and satisfaction of such real, 

integer, and interval valued constraint networks are developed for some classes of 

applications in mechanical design and robotics. 

• Forward and backward propagation techniques for the described constraint networks 

having real, integer, and interval valued variables are presented. The presented methods 

adjust the real or integer-valued variables in the constraint network in order to make all 

involved constraints consistent without changing the interval-valued variables. 

• Applications illustrating use of the techniques in (i) mechanical design of a helical spring, 

(ii) robot manipulators, and (iii) displacement errors in active vision are presented. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation, an active vision inspection which includes planning, error analysis 

and tolerance design has been introduced. Inspection planning determines the measurable 

entities and the sensor settings for inspecting a CAD model based on geometric reasoning 

and the entity-based aspect graph. Error analysis investigates the effect of quantization 

errors and displacement errors on active vision inspection. For tolerance design, an 

interval constraint network is utilized to analyze whether entity tolerances satisfy the 

functional requirement tolerances. If the functional requirement tolerances are not satisfied, 

new entities tolerances are synthesized. 

7.1 Planning 

Inspection planning involves three tasks: determining the measurable entities, 

determining the sensor settings, and optimization. Based on the semantic features of the 

component and their spatial relationships, geometric reasoning is utilized to determine the 

measurable entities. We utilize the entiQr-based aspect graph to determine potential sensor 

settings. Given the measurable entities and the potential sensor settings, we minimize the 

number of sensor settings and the total travel distance between sensor settings using state-

space search, simulated annealing, mathematical programming and branch-and-bound 

search techniques. 

7.2 Error Analysis 

Displacement in the sensor settings and quantization errors in image acquisition are 

inevitable in active vision inspection and we have investigated these errors. We have 

developed a general analysis for spatial quantization errors in one and two dimensions. 
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The probabili^ densi^ function of quantization eirois in dimensional inspection of an edge 

segment are derived in terms of the resolution of the sensor. A probabilistic analysis of 

dimensional inspection errors due to displacement is also developed. A method of 

integrating these errors to compute the total error in active vision dimensional inspection is 

presented. Accuracy in dimensional measurement from different sensor setting is derived 

in terms of the resolution, the sensor location and orientation, the focal length and the 

model dimension of the edge segment Using these techniques, we can determine the 

capability to inspect different dimensions resulting from use of specific sensor settings to 

ensure that design specifications are satisfied. 

7.3 Tolerance Design 

A hierarchical interval constraint network approach and the propagation techniques for 

tolerance design is presented. The relationships among the functional requirements, 

attributes and entities are represented in a hierarchical interval constraint network. The 

concept of consistency of constraints and the satisfaction of the constraint networks are 

deHned for the purpose of tolerance design. We develop forward and backward 

propagation techniques for tolerance analysis and tolerance synthesis, respectively. Effects 

of the mathematical operations in the constraint function on worst-case accuracy are also 

analyzed. Using this technique, one can determine suitable dimensioning strategies so that 

greater accuracy can be achieved. 

We also extend our investigation on constraint networks for other applications in 

robotics. Propagation techniques are developed to integrate integer, real and interval 

variables. Such a constraint network is useful for determining alternative solutions to 

satisfy all the constraints involving variables that are not limited to intervals. Applications 

for determining robot motion path and determining sensor settings that satisfy the required 

accuracy are presented. 
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7.4 Future Work 

In this work, we limit the entity of interest for inspection to straight edge segments and 

the active vision errors to displacement errors and quantization errors only. We can explore 

other entities of interest, such as curved edge segments, surfaces of a solid, etc. in the 

future. We can also investigate other possible active vision errors, such as illumination 

errors and lens distortion, and determine their significance in active vision inspection. 

For tolerance design, we can also integrate the functions of manufacturing cost in 

mechanical design with the propagation techniques of the interval constraint network. In 

addition to obtaining a set of tolerances for the entities that meet the functional requirement, 

such integration also should minimize the total cost of manufacturing. 
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Appendix A 

An Object with a Blind Step 

(a) (b) 

Figure A.l. (a) An object with a blind step. Q}) The entity-based aspect graph of the 

object in 3(a) with the set of entities of interest as {L14^2,L3,W1,W2,W3, 

Table A.l. The sets of observable entities in each entities viewing domain of the object 

in Figure A.I. 
Node Visibility Visibility 

Oi L1J-2X3JI14I2,H3,W1.W2,W3 Oio L1X3,H3,W1 
02 U.HimW3 Oil L1X3.H1,H3,W1.W3 
0? H1.W3 O12 L1,H1,W1,W3 
O4 L1.H1.W1.W3 Oi3 L1.L3,H1.H3,W1.W3 
O5 L1J.3,H3.W1 Oi4 L3,H1,H3,W3 
06 U,H3 Ol5 L1X3,H1.H3,W1,W3 
O7 U.H1.H3,W3 O16 L1^.H3,W1 
OS L1.H1.W1.W3 On none 
O9 Ll.Wl 
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Table B.l. The observable entities for each distinct view of the 

agpect^ragh^inFigi^ 

Node 
VisibUity Node Visibility 

I 
L1JL2X3J^,W1.W2,W3,W44HJI24I3, 
H4 

24 L9X10X11,W9,W10.H9.H11 

2 
L1^W1,W2,W4JI34I4 25 L9J-10.W9.W104i9 

3 L1X2,W1.W24I3 26 L9X10.W9.WI0,W11JI9 JIIO 

4 Ll,r7,T,Wl,W2JIlJI3 27 L9X10,W9,W10JI10 

5 L1X2,W1.W24I1 28 L9il0X12,W9,W10JI10.H12 

6 
L1X2,W1.W2.W3JI14I2 29 L9X10,W9.W10J«2 

7 
L1^W1.W2,H2 30 L9X10.W9,W10 

8 LI JL2a-4.Wl.W2JI2,H4 31 Lli2i5X6.Wl.WZW5.W6JIl 

9 L1X2, W1.W2JI4 32 Lli2JJX6.Wl.W2.W3.W5.W6Jll. 
H2 

10 
L1J^W1,W2 33 L1X2X5X6.W1,W2,W5.W6JI2 

11 L5X6^7X8,W5,W6.W7,W8,H5364I7. 
H8 

34 L1JL2X5X6.W1,W2.W5.W6JI7 

12 L5J-6.W5.W6.W8^7^8 35 L1X2X5X6.W1,W2.W5.W6.W8.H7. 
H8 

13 L5X6.W5.W6.H7 36 LlX2i5X6.Wl.W2,W5.W6Ji8 

14 L5JL6J-7.W5.W6J15.H7 37 L5X6X9il0,W5,W6.W9,W10,H5 

15 
L5X6.W5.W6JI5 38 L5X6J5X10.W5.W6,W7.W9,W10. 

H5JI6 

16 L5X6,W5.W6,W7JI5.H6 39 L5X6X9X10,W5,W6.W9.W10.H6 

17 L5.L6.W5,W6JI6 40 L5X6X9X10.W5.W6.W9,W10.H11 

18 L5J.6X8.W5.W64I6.H8 41 L5i6X9X10.W5.W6.W9.W10.W12, 
HlliI12 

19 L5i6.W5.W6.H8 42 L5X6X9X10.W5.W6,W9,W10.H12 

20 L5JL6.W5.W6 43 L1X2X5X6,W1.W2,W5.W6 

21 L9J.10J-11X.12,W9.W10.W11.W12,H9, 
H10.H11JI12 

44 L5X6X9X10,W5.W6.W9.W10 

22 L9X10.W9.W10.W1ZH11J112 45 none 

23 L9X10.W9.W10JI11 
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Appendix C 

Table C. 1. Experimental results of the measured length obtained from Sensor 
Arrangement 1,2, and 3 and the sensor settings used to take the measurements. 
The unit of measurements is mm. 

Sensor Arrangement 1 
{31,40} 

Sensor Arrangement 2 
{3132,41,40} 

Sensor Arrangei 
{5,31,32,41,40 

S 
1

 

Entity Object 1 Object 2 SS Object 1 Object 2 SS Object 1 Object 2 SS 

LI 13.8 14.3 31 13.85 14.25 31,32 13.97 14.27 5,31.32 

W1 13.9 13.9 31 13.75 14.15 31,32 13.73 14.23 5,31.32 

L5 12.2 12.5 40 11.95 12.15 31,40 12.07 11.93 31,40,41 

W5 14.4 11.6 40 14.15 11.70 31,40 14.00 11.70 31,40,41 

HI 14.1 12.9 31 14.30 12.75 31,32 14.26 12-60 5,31,32 

H l l  13.9 13.6 40 13.90 13.60 41,40 14.10 13.80 23,40,41 

Table C. 2. Results of inspection by Sensor Arrangement 1,2, and S3 given that 
the tolerance of the inspection is 8%. 

Sensor Arrangement 1 Sensor Arrangement 2 Sensor Arrangement 3 

Entity Object 1 Object 2 Object 1 Object 2 Object 1 Object 2 

LI Accept Accept Accept Accept Accept Accept 

W1 Accept Accept Accept Accept Accept Accept 

L5 Accept Accept Accept Accept Accept Accept 

W5 Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject 

HI Accept Accept Accept Reject Accept Reject 

H l l  Accept Accept Accept Accept Accept Accept 
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Table C. 3. Results of inspection by Sensor Arrangement 1, 2, and 3 given that 

the tolerance of the inspection Is 2%. 

Sei 
Arrans 

nsor 
ement 1 

Sensor Ar 
4 

rangement 
» 

Sensor Arrangement 
3 

Entity Object 1 Object 2 Object 1 Object 2 Object 1 Object 2 

LI Accept Reject Accept Accept Accept Accept 

W1 Accept Accept Accept Accept Accept Accept 

L5 Accept Reject Accept Accept Accept Accept 

W5 Reject Reject Accept Refect Accept Reject 

HI Accept Reject Reject Refect Accept Rejea 

H l l  Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Accept 
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Appendix D 

Probability Density Function of z where z = x/y and both x and y are 

Random Variables that have Normal Distributions. 

In computing the probability density function of the horizontal and vertical errors of 

the displacement of image coordinates, the errors are in terms of a rational function. 

Both the numerator and denominator are random variables that have normal 

distribution. In this appendix, the probability density functions of z where z = x/y are 

derived, x and y are random variables that have normal distribution. The probability 

density function of z with four different cases of the dependency and means of the 

normal distribution of x and y are computed. The four cases are 

(i) means of x and y are both zero, and x is independent to y, 

(ii) mean of x is zero, mean of y is non-zero, and x is independent to y, 

(iii) means of x and y are both zero, and x is dependent to y, 

(iv) mean of x is zero, mean of y is non-zero, and x is dependent to y. 

The probability density functions of x and y are; 

The probability density function of z are computed in the following way: 

fz(z) = lyl fi.y(yz,y) dy 

The joint density function x and y are 
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if X is independent to y 

2jt<irfiy \ 2a^ 2<T/ I 

if X is dependent to y 

«„)=—L^cpl—i_(ca!£. 2,6a!*ay » 
2ltOO,fr? I 2(1-1^1 O,' 8y^ 11 Jy 

where r = 
OigSy 

(i) Jlx = Jly = 0 

fz(z) = f lyl —1— exp (- 2d_| dy 
2jt0rfjy 1 lOy^f 

Ox^y 
n(,aj} + z2cry2) 

(ii) Hx = 0 

fr(z) = f  lyl—i 
J_ 2ttarfTy I 2a^ 2a^ f 

= —i [ lylexp[-i-(/-^ + -i—|y^-?Hly+ ^iL.|i(ly 
Ina^y]^ UHo.^ a/r Oy^ a/H 

= _L_ r ,y, e,pU^lM(y tb^j) dy 

= -J—exJ-i/i^--^^)) riy ,expU^±^y._i^)U 
iTaStOy " Ok +z'tfr J'V 2 OkW ^ (fc^ + Z^^// 

Assume s = y —^^2^5— 

Vz) s +• 
2 2 

O, + Z Ov 
exp 

I +• Z CTy 2 
s ds 

Let K = —1—exi 
liza^y 

J if^y' i\ 
^2\a/ <Tx^ + z%//) 
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L  =  — — ,  a n d  
<Tk̂  + 

2 tTx^c/ 

fz(z) ~ |s + M exp(- M s^)ds 

= k| sexp(-Ms^-»-Lexp(-Ms^d5-<-k| -sexp(-Ms^ -Lexp(-Ms^ds 

=i^exp(-ML^) + ^feerfCLVM) 
M VM 

where erf(K)=-^ exp(-i^dt 
^Jo 

Uz) = grfTy 
Tt(ax^ + Z^y^) 

-exp/.l—E^(z2*5d)l 
\ Zdl^ + Z^y^l ^2 II 

tiyCTx 
(a*^ + z^oy^) 3/2 

Uy<y« 
ayV 2(a*^ + Z^tTy^) i 

(iii) n, = = 0 

f,(z)=f lyl L^expf-—!_(iX^.2riSaL + jd.lidy 
J_ Ijtatffji 1 -I 2(1-H)\ai^ <WJy (jy^ll 

a,ffyS 1 -
jc (CTi^ - 2ro,^,z + ayV) 

(iv) n, = 0 

«z)=f lyl L_exp/-_l_(iS:^.2r5:^^4.^11dy 
L Ina^yfT? \2(1-i2)U,2 arfJy <,/ // 

.i_ flylexp/ L_/(^.Ja_^ J_\y2^(^.2^1y^if}Ll)dy 
.yVrr^L \2(l-r^Hok^ ^ Or'l \ ' fr 

-l—exJ i. 
»yVl -r^ \ 2«5i^-2rt5rfjyz+oyV)/ 

f lylexpf 1 gx^-2ra,gyZ-l-qyV/ (r^^y<yy - Hy<T.)0, f\ 

I 2(1-r^) Ox^tTy^ \ Ot^ - 2rax<jyz + ayV I f 

2iH^toyV 
- L 
2jiokoyV 
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Assume s=y- CH/T»-rzn/T^. 
Ox - 2ny<y^ + GyV 

J J 1. 
TyVl -1^ \ 2 (<Tx^ - + ffyV)/ 

and let K--
iKOfij 

- 2r<Jx<iyZ + Oyh.^ 
I g,^-2KT^,z->-ayV 

2(1 -t^ Ox^Oy^ 

fz(z) ~ ^ j I® "*• 'J ®*P(* ^ s^)ds 

=iL exp(-ML^) + l^^effCLVM) 
M VM 

where erf(K) = I exp(-i^ dt 
^Jo 

«,) = _WIZ5__ exp| - _ . , "y' ^ lz2 4. 
n - 2rCTx<yyZ + <yy^z^) I 2 - 2rcTxCTyZ + (Tyh^) 

^ (q»-rq,z)^,gx / 

V2ic(CTi^-2«TrfT,z + ay^2)^ \ 2(ax^-2«T:rfTyi + OyM 
gj (g«-rayz)uy 

\ay V 2(1 - t^)(0*^ - 2iax<TyZ + <Ty V) 

The probability density function of z in case (iv) is the most general case, it is the 

same as that of case (iii) when = 0, the same as that of case (ii) when r = 0, and the 

same as that of case (i) when both and r equal to zero. 
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Appendix E 

Numerical computation of the probability of edx and edy 

1. Discretize the translational and orientational error to n levels. I.e. 

{dxi,dx2,-.-,dxn}, {dyi,dy2 dyn}, {dzi,dz2 dzn}, {5x1.5x2 5xn}. 

{5yi,5y2,....5yn}, and {5zi,5z2 Szn}. 

2. Discretize the displacement error of the end-points into m levels. I.e. 

{Edali> Edal2> — > Cdilm} and {£d«2i> Cd«22< *** • ^da2m}. 

3. Compute P(ed,ii,ed«2i) based on P(ed.ii,ed..2j) = P(Ed.ii 1 ed.^) P(Eda2i): 

For each edi,2j. 

Find all the possible combinations (Nj) of {dx,dy,dz,5x,5y,6z} using 

Equation (4.8). 

I.e. {dx^dy^dz^dx^dy^dz^} 

where k = 1, 2,..., Nj, 

dx^^e {dxi,dx2,...,dxn}, 

dyke {dyi,dy2. -,dyn}. 

dzk e {dzi,dz2,...,dzn), 

Sx'̂ e {5xi,5x2,...,5xn}, 

5yl^e {5yi,5y2 5yn}, 

5z^^ 6 {5zi,5z2,...,5zn}. 

For each combination, {dxKdy'̂ ,dz^6x'',5yk,5zk}, 

Compute Edii^ using Equation (8) and discretization, 

whereedm^e {ed.ii,ed.i2 ed.im}. 
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Compute the probability of such combination: 

P(dxkdy^,dz'^,5x'^,5y^,8z'^ 

= P(dxk) P(dyl^ P(dzl^ P(5xl^ P(8yl£) P(5zJc) 

Compute the conditional probability: 

PCediiiiled.:^) = ^ 

X P(dx^dy'^,dz^5x^5y^5z'^ 
k = l  

Ki 
where k = ^ c • P(dx'^,dy^dz'^,5x'^,5y'^,5z'^) 

k= I 

g _ /1 if Ed.!*^ = ed,u 
(0 else 

Compute P(Edidj) by using Equation (18) and integration in the interval of 

Edu^. 

Compute P(Ed.ii,ed.2j) by using P(ed.ii,ediCj) = P(e<uii I £da^) P(Ed.^) 

4. Compute P(edj^ (edq 6 {Ed,,, edx2,..., Edim*}) by using the following equation: 
m 

P(Edxj) = X •*" 

j = l 

Numerical computation of the probability of Edy is similar. The same procedures are 

used by substituting Ed^, Edul» ^u2 ^y» ^vl» ^v2' respectively. 
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Appendix F 

Proof of Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.4 

In backward propagation, solutions are determined based on the constraint 

function. For the constraint function, Y = F(Xi,Xq), the upper limit of Y, yup, is 

propagated to the upper limits or lower limits of Xi, where i = 1, 2, .... n. The 

propagation technique is based on the propagation function of y^p, y„p = f( xij ± ai 

tup. *nj ± an typ )- Given y„p, xij, and ai (i = 1, 2 n), tup are solved. The 

updated value of xij, xy', is xij ± ai t^p. 

For feasible solution, xi < xij' < xy if xij = xiyp, is xij < xij' < xi if xy = xi^Q^. 

That means, 

if Xij = xiup Xi < Xij + ai tup < Xij 

-(xij-x/)<aitup<0 

ifxij = xiio^ xij<xij-aitup<ar,-

0 ̂  - ai tup - Xij 

Similar situations hold for the propagation of the lower limit of Y, yiow-

^low ~ xiki bj tjQ^^ ..., XQICi bn tjQ^) 

Given yi, xik, and bi (i = 1, 2,..., n), tjo^ are solved. The updated value of xik, xik', 

is xik ± bi tio^. 

For feasible solution, xik^ xik' ^ xi if xik = xiiow - *ik' ^ xik if xik = 

*iup-

That means, 

ifxik = xiio^ xik^xik + bitio^<x/ 

O$bitio^<x,- - Xik 

if Xik = xiup Xi ^ Xik - bi tiow ^ *ik 
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-(xik-

For example. Figure A1 shows a simple single constraint with subtraction operation. 

The amounts of tightening on the lower limits and the upper limits of Xi and X2 in 

terms of ai, bi, a2> b2, t^ow* Sip ^ shown in Figure A1G>)-

I Xi-X2=i 

(a) 

X2iow 

*Sioni *^up *^up 

>3 gi 
~ CXI Tup 

x2Qoin X2up 

Tup " P2 Tfovv 

(b) 

Figure F.l. (a) A single constraint with subtraction operation, (b) the 

amount of tightening on Xi are bi ti^^ and - ai tgp on the 

lower limit and the upper limit, respectively, and the amount 

of tightening on X2 are a2 t„p and - b2 on the lower 

limit and the upper limit, respectively. 

For uniform allocation, ai = bi = 1. 

Therefore, 

- (xij - X/ ) < tup < 0 if xij = xiup 
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-*ij ifMj = xiiow 

0 — ^low ~ if ^ik '^ilow 

" (*ik " •*!) ^ " How ^ ® if *ilc — *iup 

For allocation based on nominal values, ai = bi = x/ 

Therefore, 

- (Xij / Xi - 1) < tup < 0 if xij = xiup 

0 ̂  - tup ^ 1 - xij fxi if Xij = xiio^ 

0 ̂  How — 1 ~ *ilc if *ilc ~ *ilow 

-(Xik/*z - l)<-tio^<0 ifxik = xiup 

For allocation based on the interval sizes, 

ai = Xij - xi if Xij = xiyp, 

ai = Xi - Xij if Xij = xiio^, 

bi = Xi - xik if xik = xiiQ^, and 

bi = xik-Jf|  if  Xik = Xiup. 

Therefore, 

" ^ — Hip ~ ® if *ij ~ Xiup and *ij ~ *ilow 

0 <tio^ <1 if Xik = xiiow and xik = xiyp 

Based the above analysis, it is possible that allocation techniques based on uniform 

or nominal values are not able to obtain the feasible solution, even if there is one. 

However, allocation techniques based on tolerance sizes can always find the feasible 

solution if there is one. The allocation techniques based on uniform or nominal values 

cannot find a solution if any of the upper limits or lower limits of the updated input 
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intervals do not satisfy one of the conditions listed. However, the unsatisfactory 

condition produced when one of the upper or lower limits of the updated input intervals 

fails to satisfy one of the pertinent conditions does not imply that there is no any 

feasible solution. This is because it is possible to relax one or more of the other 

intervals such that the unsatisfactory condition becomes satisfied. In the allocation 

techniques based on tolerance size, the conditions for obtaining a solution are - I ^ tu < 

0 and 0 <ti < 1, which are the same for all intervals. If one of these conditions is not 

satisHed, it is not satisfied for all upper limits or lower limits for all intervals and no 

relaxation is available to obtain a feasible solution. In other words, there is no feasible 

solution if the allocation technique based on interval sizes carmot obtain a feasible 

solution. 
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Appendix G 

Table G.l. Table of the shear modulus and maximum service 

temperature for the material used in helical wires. 

Wire Names Shear Modulus, G Maximum Service 

(10^ psi) Temp. («»F) 

Carbon Steel Wires 11.5 250 - 300 

Alloy Steel Wires IL5 425-475 

Stainless Steel Wires: 

Austenitic Type 302 10.0 500 

Precipitation Hardening 17-7 PH 11.0 600 

NiCr A286 10.4 950 

Copper Base Alloy Wires: 

Phosphor Bronze (A) 6.3 200 

Silicon Bronze (A) 5.6 200 

Silicon Bronze (B) 6.4 200 

Beryllium Copper 7.0 400 

Spring Brass, CA260 6.0 200 

Nickel Base Alloy: 

Inconel Alloy 600 11.0 700 

Inconel Alloy X750 11.5 1100 

Ni-Span-C 9.7 200 

Monel Alloy 400 or Monel Alloy K500 9.6 450-500 

Carbon Steel Strip 11.5 200 - 250 

Stainless Steel Strip 

Austenitic Types 301,302 10.0 600 

Precipitation hardening 17-7 PH 11.0 700 

Copper Base Alloy Strip: 

Phosphor Bronze (A) 6.3 200 

Beryllium Copper 7.0 400 
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